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Sex With
lanauer Wins
Communitv Asked
12-Year-Oid lands Coveted 'Service
For Ideas To
Hero' Award
Memorialize Sit-Ins Teacher In Jail
SEE PAGE 3-A

SEE PAGE 23-A

SEE PAGE 8-A

WilBERT DAVIS CENTER HOlDS BlACK HISTORY CElEBRATION
Recently, members of the community gathered at the Wilbert Davis Boys and Girls Club for their Annual Black History Celebration.
The youngsters participating in the program thrilled the audience with a skit, step show demonstrations, and solos of popular songs.
During the program, several businesses from the African American community were also recognized and presented awards. Shown
from left to right are: Jason Jenkins, Unit Manager of the Wilbert Davis Boys and Girls Club; William Knowles, Derrick Brooks Charities; Sol Davis, Sol Davis Printing, Leon Crews, Florida Sentinel Bulletin; Daryl House, Classic Gentlemen; James Lee, House ofHitz;
and Cornelius Hamilton, Big Bru Barbecue. Other award recipients known shown are: Big John's Alabama Barbecue, WMNF 88.5 FM
Soul Party, Oriental Fish Company, Wilson's Funeral Home, Aikens Funeral Home, and Barbecue King. (Photography by BRUNSON).
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Features

west Tampa Leaders Want
Councilman Honored
Assurances In Redevelopment Plan For Years 01 Service
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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The Urb~n Land Use Committee has completed its assessment of the West Tampa
area, and presented their proposals to Mayor Bob Buckhorn ·and other members of
the committee.
West Tampa CDC Redevelopment Manager, Michael
Randolph, said they were
asked to put together a list of
leaders from the West Tampa
area.
"We asked for an update on
the economic redevelopment
plan for West Tampa, because
we needed to know what the
plan consisted of.
"There will be a series of
public meetings to address the
concerns and needs of the people, and that will go into whatever we submit to city
officials."
Randolph said they must
make sure West Tampa gets
what it has been denied for
decades.
"Our top priority has to be
job creation. You can't have
economic development unless
certain social issues are addressed, like crime and substance abuse.
"We are grateful that invitations were sent out for us to
attend the meetings with the
Urban Land Use group."
_ In· its final report, the
Urban Land Use Group stated
among the challenges for redeveloping the Riverfront and
West Tampa areas will be social issues and safety, real and
perceived, negative perception
about the area's identity, and a
lack of local services, retail,
jobs, and amenities.
Among the goals of the
plan is to expand the Martin
Luther King, Jr. complex to inelude a county service center,

· Fourteen years ago, one
Tampa man was appointed to
serve on a local governing
board. He continued to serve
until changes in his personal
life prevented him from continuing.
LEROY
MOORE
On Monday, members of
the
Hillsborough County Hospart of the study. We wanted to
Also, to create new community
pital
Authority Board paid triblook at how in the future this ·
gathering spaces, meeting
ute
to City Councilman
places, places to go, explore
area can be develop/ed. The
Frank
Reddick for his 14
·· challenge is getting the
the future of the Presbyterian
years
of
service. The board is
Village as a connection belandowners to cooperate to
the primary governing agency
tween nearby Blake' High
make the project possible.
for Tampa General Hospital.
School and the community,
We're reaching out to everyone
Councilman Reddick
and invite new building types
in the area on this project."
resigned from the board after
to include mixed · use and
Moore said the group
winning the City Council seat
looked at areas along the river
mixed income units.
The proposal to revitalize
to create more residential
during the election last March.
Main Street will include creatspaces, redevelop public housA current 'State law prevents
ing an entranceway node at
ing, and create a safe place for
him from serving on the board.
families along the river.
North Willow with retail, cofBoard members recognized
"We want people to enjoy · Councilman Reddick for his
fee shops and arts, create a cirthe space along the river, and
cular transit and bicycle access
years of service and contribugive the public· greater access
area, and create local job options. He was appointed to the
portunities and entrepreneurto the area. This is just in.the
board in September 1997. Durship.
concept stage right now.
ing his tenure, Councilman
"THA's plan is to redevelop
"We understand that North
Reddick contributed in sevBoulevard Homes is being
the N.B. Homes and Robles
eral ways to improve the overlooked at as a primary area for
complexes. We hope within
redevelopment," said Ranthe next 5 years to get started.
dolph.
We think N.B. Homes will go
first."
"Although it appears the
Tampa Housing · Authority
Moore said 3 years from
(T.H.A.) has committed itself
now. N.B. Homes could be deto replace the existing strucmolished, and all the residents
· relocated.
tures with mixed income units,
our top concern has always
"The Robles complex will
been what's best for the peobe a few stages behind the N.B.
ple. The people must be given
Homes a_rea, because that area
The Urban Land Institute
top priority before any plans
is not located in a projected
(ULI) has pu_blished the ULI
are finalized."
zone for rapid redevelopment."
Advisory Services Panel's recT.H.A. Senior Vice PresiMoore said the reality is,
ommendations, made in Octodent and C.O.O., Leroy
there's no money for any redeber, for developing a vision for .
Moore, was a part of the · velopment projects right now.
Tampa's downtown urban
Community
Activist,
Urban Land Use Group comcore. Mayor Bob Buckhorn
q~.ittee, and said the group is
Dwight Bolden, said he's .requested an ULI Panel to asreviewing their plans for redealso organized a group that
sist in developing a vision and
veloping areas of West Tampa.
wants a seat at the table when
master plan for the ~ity's urban
"We selected the North
final discussions begin on the
- core, and .t he ULI conducted
Boulevard Homes area to be a
future of West Tampa.
the Advisory Services Panel in
Tampa from October 9 to 14,

COUNciLMAN
FRANK REDDICK
... Honored by Hillsborough
County Hospital
Authority Board

all quality of health care for the
citizens
of
Hillsborough
County.
As Chairman of the Grievance ·Committee, · Councilman
. Reddick .
was
responsible for listening to the
concerns of hospital patients
and addressing those issues.
He also played a role in establishing the Minority Business
Enterprise component of the
purchasing process currently.
. in use by the hospital.

Urban land Institute Issues
Final Report For Developing
Tampa's Urban Core

2011.
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Make ordering your invitations
EASY for. one LOW PRICE with SOL DAVIS PRINTING!
5205 N. Lois Ave.- Tampa. FL 33614
N
(813) 353-- 3609
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"This report gives . me a
working blueprint on how to
best jumpstart community in•
vestment and stimulate new
development in downtown. Tq_
truly be a city of the future, we
must re~energize our urbim
core," said Mayor Buckhorn.
"I appreciate the ULI panel·

for assembling this report and ·
look forward to implementing
the best ideas we discussed for
Tampa."
The
report
outlines
Tampa's opportunities and
challenges, as well as development strategies and best practices for-implementation of the
recommendations .
The .ULI Advisory panel
was composed of economic development, land use, real estate
development,
and
government operations experts
from around the world who
· volunteer their time to help
communities solve difficult development or related public
policy problems.
.To view the full report,
please
visit
tampagov.net/Mayor.

Do \ ou \vant to nl;lkc ;\
differ<.:ncc in a child's life?
If So, p/eiNie contact our ottlce to learn about
becoming a licensed foster paiBIJt to children
In need ofstable, loring homes.

Orientation scheduled at your convenience.
·
Training classes forming NOW!

Basic Foster Parent Requirements:·
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Packages Include:
Invitations w/Personalized Photo
Name Cards
Envelopes
SEVERAL COVER DESIGNS & VERSES TO CHOOSE FROM.

Are you at 18ast 21 years old with favorable background checks.
Have adequate ineome to meet your family's curnmt needs.
Participate in Free Pre-Service and Therapeutic Training.

Eam $30.00 to $120.00 per day,,once licensed.

Contact: Katrina. Oliver
Licensed Care Administrator

. (813) 290-8560
www.familiesfirstfl.com
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Communitv Asked For suuuesuons On Woolworth/Kress Sit-Ins Memorial ~
BY IRIS B. HOLTON

Sentinel City Editor
In protest of the treatment African
Americans received in a segregated society, sit-ins were effective non-violent
protests, shut down businesses for several hours.
Some young adults and students
who participated in the sit-ins in Tampa
included now prominent Tampa resi-

c

dents, Arthenia Joyner, Gwen
Miller, Clarence Fort, Delano
Stewart, and_Walter Smith, among
others.
For decades, the Woolworth and
Kress 5¢ IUld 10¢ Stores have been vacant. Now, the owners of the property
are in the process of redeveloping it. ·
However, they are seeking ideas from
the community on how to memorialize
the historic site.

City Councilman Frank Reddick said the developers want to include the suggestions from the
community when they appear before
Council next month.
·
"The lunch counters are gone, but
the buildings are still there. The developers want to memorialize those two
stores and they are asking for sugges.tions from the community. They want to
find a way to preserve the history of the

sit-ins," Councilman Reddick said. ~
The first successful sit-in took ·
(')
in Baltimore in the mid 1g5os,
::::t
land, followed by another in Witchita, ,!')
~
Kansas. By February 1, 1960, ·
N_
were taking place throughout
United States.
Councilman Reddick is ao:>~U.Uj51
anyone wishing to 'submit a SU.I~esti<>nl
to send it to him by March 21, 2012
Frank.Reddick@TampaGov.net.

REPRINTED FROM THE FWRIDA SENTINEL, .TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1960-

Sit-Downs Hit Tampa

WRITIENBY
THE rATE C. BLYTHE .
ANDREWS, JR.
· Editor and Publisher

The l,llidespread sit-down
demonstrations against segregated lunch counters in the
South hit Tampa Monday afternoon when two groups of Blake
and Middleton High School students descended upon Woolworth's downtown snack bar.
There were startled looks,
accompanied by mixed verbal
expressions in the store during
the two separate demonstrations, which lasted a total of Bo
minutes.
The first request for service
occurred at 4;30, when fortyfive students, led by Clarence
Fort, president of the NAACP's.
Youth Guild and the two ranking student leaders at both
schools, entered the store and
sat quietly for 15 minutes. Three
white and two Negro employees
behind the counter milled and
talked anxiously among themselvesfor several minutes before
"Lunch · counter closed" signs
were ·erected by Miss Estene
Johnson, counter supervisor.
Words Exchanged
_T here was one temper-flare
up during the orderly procedure
and it occurred .when one of the
signs was placed in front ofCarmen Grinan and Flerida Gonzalez, both students at Blake. Miss
Gonzalez pushed the sign aside
and claimed the counter manager told her, "you can't tell me
how to run this lunch counter."
Miss Gonzalez said she and Miss
Grinan replied, "you can't tell
me how to sperid our money either, because ours is just as
good as anybody else's. " The
counter supervisor then placed
the sign under the counter.
The students filed out quietly
at 4:55. At the time, Rev. A. Leon
Lowry, president of the State
NAACP, was talking to a white .
newsman and was nidely jostled by an elderly white man
and small child with him. Rev.
Lowry turned, nodded to this
writer, smiled, and continued to
converse with the newsman.
The same white man was
~een with a blackjack during the
second demonstration thirty
minutes later, but remained several feet away from the students.
Back In Ten Minutes
At 4:55, the student group
had swelled to a total of 6o.
They quietly filed back into the
store and took seats at the
counter.
Six white patrons were

there, and all but one immedi. ately departed. A woman seated
near the Sentinel Bulletin's teen
editor, Arthenia L. Joyner, remained about two minutes to
finish eating a slice of pie. Moments later, the "closed" signs
were again placed on the
counter.
During the final 65 minutes
of the sit-down, the prf{TTlises
was nearly filled to capacity by
white and Negro adults in small
groups.
While the students amused
themselves "ordering" from
each other the numerous delicacies on the menu, and discussing
an approaching basketball
game between the two schools, .
flash bulbs popped and newsreel cameras were roaring at
both ends of the counter. It also
appeared that every newsman
in town was at the scene.
Sentinel Bulletin photographer George A. Pindar was
asked by a man who identified
himself as the store's manager,
"to please don't take any pictures here." Pindar replied,
"man, you're late, because I've
taken more than I'll need." The
store manager, Thomas G.
Greene, was later involved in a
brief scuffle with a white newsman who attempted to take his
picture. Rev. Marion L. (Scoop)
Newman of the_ Sentinel Bulletin
was also present taking pictures, but was not _approached
by the manager,
At 5:20, agroupofsixwhite
youths seated themselves at the
west end of the counter, eight
seats away from the demonstrating students. They left after
five minutes.
Police Enter
The first policeman entered
the store at 5:30. A jew minutes
. later, three uniformed officers
· and three detectives arrived.
Two squad cars circled the block
thereafter, until the students
filed out at 6 PM.
Indications are that the
lunch counter protest will
spread to other area communities, and that what the students
have done is to pass along the
protest to their elders with
prayers that they are "acting in
good faith " to bring about an
equitable solution to the conflict.
Forte, who read in a Bible
while seated at the counter, is a
1956 graduate of Shell High in
Hawthorne, and works in a barber shop on 29th Street. He told
this writer that he suggested
such a demonstration last Tuesday and was surprised at the
number of students who were
wholeheartedly for it.

"We kept it as secretive gs
possible to prevent advance
press notices and·a lot of fanfare," he continued. "We are
going to have a second meeting
but I don't know exactly when."
Rev. Lowry said he had no
part in the organization oj the
demonstration and was only at
the scene to see that the students
were treated "fairly." "I just
wanted to be around in case
there was an emergency," Rev.
Lowry concluded.
Attorney Francisco A. Rodriguez, legal counsel for the
NAACP, arrived midway
through the iecC?nd demonstration.
He greeted two whitelawyers standing nearby, spoke
to Rev. Lowry and exclaimed, "I
just wanted to see if they needed
me for anything.'
"In a statement he added,
"These students have the full
support ofour legal department
and I want to give my highest
commendation for the dignity
and poise which they have
shown in protesting what they
feel is an abrogation of their
rights."
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AUTO ACCIDENTIIEfEiBil!IERVIC.d
t"r-cJtess•onal Service
News Alert: The Florida Law States That You
May Be EntiUed To $1 0,000 . ·
·
For Loss Wages And Medical care.••
Service

Support

Help from the
beginning to the end.

• Spinal Injuries .
Neck· Pain • Back Pain
Hip Pain • Leg Pain

• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair
Body Shop

• Medical care Provided
• Specializing In:
Car Accidents
Pedestrian Incidents
Motorcycle Accic:lentS

Truck Accidents
Slip and Falls
Bicycle

Bus
And

"'Don't be' victimized twice for an accident that waan~ your fault"

Call Michelle B. Patty ·.

··
Local: 813-495-3702 • Ton·Free 1-866-352-4200
Available 24 Hours A
Michelle B.

/7 Days A Week
Inc.
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Black Hospital Authoritv Board Members want
.Increased Contracts For African Americans

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Three members of the
Hillsborough
County
Hospital Authority Board
that oversee Tampa General
Hospital, criticized the private hospital's spending history with African American
businesses.
A recently published article
referred to the problem as
being with minority contracts.
However, Board Vice-Chair,
Eddie Adams, Jr., County
Commissioner, Les Miller,
and
Tampa
Housing
Authority CEO, Jerome
Ryans are more specific in
their observation that it is
Africap American participation that is lacking.
."I thought it was humorous
that only the African
Americans on the Board
(Comm. Miller, Ryans,
and Adams) were the ones
who saw there was a problem
with the numbers that were
prese'nted," said Adams.
"We've been fighting this
for years, and I remember the
first report I ever saw about
minority participation was
not acceptable to me. On the
surface, it l~>Oks like quotas
and goals were met, but I
know they meet their goals by
giving the bulk of the work to
white women. I'm not satisfled at all with the results."
Adams said ·the hospital
recently awarded a large contract to a white female who
wasn't considered a minority, ·
because she didn't want to be
listed that way. _
"However, white females
are getting the majority of the
business.
"The reason the Civil Rights
battle was fought was to
make sure equality was a fact,
not a dream or idea."
Adams said the minority
program at TGH is under-

· EDDIE ADAMS, JR.
..... Board Member

JEROME RYANS
••.•• Board Member

COMM. LES MILLER
..... Board Member

Tampa General Hospital
Minority Business Relations
201 0-2011 Participation Report
Fii'St Out!!rter (January- March)

Minority ClftegOry Tor./ $
C.t.egoty Tor./ $
MBE Percentage

1,214,478 $
3,098,353 $

39.2%

976.~26 $
6,709,051 $
14.6%

147,337 $
. 3,837;359 $

3.8%

VEABTOPAIE

Minority Category Total $
C.tegriry Total $
MBEPercentage

1,214,418 $

976,526 $

147,337 $

3,098,353 . $

6,709;051 $
14.6%

3,837,3$9 $

39.2%

Availability
16.9%
11.8%
(n defined by the minority bu.lneaa and utilization etudy)

3.J%

&e0,103
14.123,189
. 4;Q%

6%

3%

This hospital spending chart was provided recently to the board.

staffed, and under-managed.
"They must restore credibil.ity to the program. This will
be an ongoing battle, because
the resources are there to do
it right. They must do business with Black folks."
Comm. Miller said the
numbers across the board
weren't good for African
Americans.
"We questioned the vice
. president of procureq1ent as

to what he was doing to
increase the numbers.
"Part of the problem is they
have a coordinator doing it
by herself, . and they are failing to get the word to the
Black community, urging
them to do business with the
hospital. The lack of personnel to properly manage this
aspect of the hospital is also a
problem."
Comm. Miller said there

are a lot of factors involved as
to why TGH isn't doing business with African Americans.
"When you fook at the
minority breakdown, it's
clear that African Americans
aren't doing well in any of the
categories. The word isn't
getting out as it should, and
they aren't providing the
proper technicaJ. assistance.

"Their response that they
have someone doing the job
and the numbers are good
isn't true. When you look
specifically _at African
American participation, it is
lacking horribly."
Jerome Ryans said he
thinks on a long term basis,
TGH needs to look and let
people know business is
available.
."They need to do more outreach and let people know
what they need to know to do
business with TGH. They
have ·goals set, but I think
they are low.
"They need a more active
effort, and they need to host
meetings and conduct workshops. Everyone deserves an
opportunity, and the African
American community needs
to know that." ·
Ryans also said he thinks
TGH needs to have a manage.r at the upper level who
responds directly. to the president.
"They need to raise the
·level of that position.
"When you're a private
institution, there are rules
you don't have to adhere to .
like public places. We must
.know the oppo~:tuilities that
are available, and I believe it
can be handled very professionally."
·
Ryans said he didn't like
what he saw when he looked
at the numbers, and for TGH
to just do what's right.
The other members of the
Board are: Lesa Alkire,
Jon Baskett~ (Managing
Director),
Madeleine
Courtney, Lisa Decossas,
Johri Evans, Atty. John
Grant, · Jr., County
Comm. Ken Hagan, Dr.
· Ismail Kazem, Victor
Leavengpod,
and
Professor Karen Perrin~

1. JACQUES A. DARIUS. P.A
ATTORNEY 813/930-2222
• Accident & Injuries • Employment
• Civil Rights
.• FamilyLaw
• Ap~s

7211 N; Dale Mabiy Hwy. Ste 228

.,...._.,,low)«,aotfor _ _ _ .. ....,...,..,..._. _ _

BARBARA
1. PITTMAN
Practicing Law In:
• Cr:ititinal Defense • Family Law
• Personal Injury
Attorney & Counselor At Law
Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry, Suite 101
Tampa, F1orida 33618

(813)269-9706 • Fax: (813)960-0641
The hiJ:iDR ot a lawyer ;. on importMt' decision d1at sl1o1~d not be
baed solcly upon ad"c:niscmcnts. Before
ask tiS send
flee writtul info~:~nation about
·
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HB 1355: ATermite In
The _House.OI Democracv
uestion: When do hens cackle the loudest? Answer: When the fox is already in the henhouse. In ·
_this situation, the. fox is Florida House Bill 1355,
the infamous amendment, which was passed and
signed by the Governor and which has set a smoldering
fire to the voting rights of citizens thro1,1ghout the state
· of Florida."
·
And who are the chickens? If you're age 18 or older,
and you have not yet, registered to vote, LOOK IN THE
MIRRORf
.
.
This editorial is an S.O.S, not simply to our readers,
but sincerely for our Democracy. For, indeed, if our read.ers, the citizens of the democratic societY of Florida, do
not take heed of the coming battle, we warn that the freedom o( their children's future is at stake~
·
Remember House Bill1355. With one stroke of Gover. nor Sc9tt's pen, this new rule has shortened early. voting
from 14 days to eight days (more than so% of Florida's
Black voters voted early during the 2008 election); it
eliminat~s early voting on the Stmday before election (On
the ·Sunday before Election Day, Black folks comprised
32% of voters); and it permits elections supervisors to
o:ffer ·as little as 48 hours of early voting (contrary to the
pr~Viotis 96 hours). A blind man could see the impact of
this new rule, which is designed to destroy rather than to
promote the power of public voting rights.
Churches, sororities, fraternities, freemasons, or whoever has ears, now is theI time for men and women
of
.
·goodwill to step forward and-to doth~ right thing. Do not
let what happened in 'Germany be repeated in America.
For, the fii.st thing to go is always the right to vote. Once
inore, we sound a warning. F~llow chickens, the fox is at
tl.te gate! ·
·

Q

·1.

Chardon,High: Ghost 01 Columbine

ertainly, one of America's darkest hours was the
day, one decade ago, when high school students
boldly ·walked into their school cafeteria and as if
. they were on a fieldtrip began shooting fellow students
and teachers for the 'glee of the moment. Columbine High
School will forever remain in our memory as one of
America's most misunderstood moments. B.ut years
later, we must put Columbine aside. Recently, we have
been given another example of classroom savagery. Its
name is Chardon High School.
The name could have been anytlling, and though
Chardon High School is in Ohio, the place ·could have
been anywhere. Members of our editorial staff, upon getting bits and pieces of the newsbreak about a student
murdering fellow students at random, were immediately
-whipped into a frenzy. Each of us wanted to know, "Is it
one of our schools?" How relieved were we to discover
none of the schools, which held our children, grandchil- ..
dren; or children of parentS we knew, happened to be the
. target of this most recent act.
What caused a teenager in Ohio to.turri his gun on people he knew?
Our children are killing themselves and each other, but
the closest we have come to a cure is a debate on budget
cuts. - We are a violent society. How could it not filter
down to our children?
Instead of money, we suggest common sense and sincerity. will save our children.
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mqst of them try to get
budget to fund these gifts to
money· for proiects
in their
legislators;.
J
district, city of county. The
The more power you have
•
c
th
....
I
I·n
the leaislator,
the bi"gger
momes !Of
ese · SpeCia
b.
projects have been labeled
pot of pork you can get. For
turkeys or pork.
those with-little or no power,
Bothofthesenamesimply
it helps to-have friends in
bad news. So man.y people
. high places in the State Legislature.
rail against these pork or
turkey projects every year.
· In a budget cutting move,
Every election cycle candithe Legislature will close sev- ·.
dates run for office or~ plateral state prisons. In the
form to get rid of these pork
meantime, it will . spend
projects.
250,000 to help Flagler
Yet, millions of dollars are
County build a new 500 bed
allotted for these projects.
prison.
.
This year is no exception, beWithout going into_who is ·
cause once again,millions of .
getting what·in pork barrel
dollars will be tucked into · spending,_let · us look into
the budget for pork projects.
whether earmarks are good
As this year's legislative ·
or bad. The answer is, some
session moves toward a
are good and some are not.
close, the pork is flying in
Local governments at
Tallahassee. The word ·eartimes have good projects that
will make their political area
mark is also used to describe
a better place to live, work,
these local projects .
. play, be educated in· and to
It is interesting to note
that the Floiida Legislature
enjoy.
is slated to cut the budget by ·
These kinds of proj~cts
.
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Some of the dumbest and )>
:::C
money-wasting projects I 0
ever hear.d of are funded in -~ _
.!...,
these Legislative se~sions. In N
an effort to prevent this, g
1\)
SOme .Carefully COnsidered
rules and limits should be
devised to deal with the request cor
pork.
1'
The pork spending isn't
limited to the State of
Florida. The pork files are
just as plentiful in the United
States Congress. Of_course,
they hate the turkeys in
Washington and the ·master
. planeveryyearistogetridof
the pork. Yet, ·t he pork keeps
on rolling.
. During every election
cycle, candidates for federal
office promise to get rid of
the hated waste oftaxpayer's
mdney.
Those earmarks are unnecessary and only add to
the nation's deficit. The odd
thing about earmarks on the "T1
federal level is those legisla-:tors' who complain
most ·:::c
about pork projects are usu- ~
ally the biggest recipients of en ·
the pork mqney. l don'f ·. m
know for sure, but is appears
that 110 matter how-: much~
anybody complains, the.pork ris here to stay. ' .• .
. · ·· -·~ ·
· Can you say ·pork, pork
an_cl~ore pork?
... , . ;. : · · gJ ·
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Should Black America. afi·H·a.. ouv·
~
. . · -'·{{. . _~<
That 'The Help' Didn't-Wili;l.·-·: ·· ·_ . . ~-~ ·
~

Despite debate among ·
African-Americans over
the merits of the segregation-era · movie "The
Help," niost still hoped
that Viola Davis, who
plays a maid, would have ·
become just the second ·
Black winner ·of the best
actress Oscar.
And so there was widespread disappointment ·
when Davis · lost the ·
Academy Award to Meryl
Streep on Sunday night.
. VIOlA DAVIS .
Besides regret that the
.. ~ at the 2012 Oscars
ranks of Black _Oscar winners remained . small,
old story: Nothing in this
many felt relief that a role
world happens unless .
viewed as stereotypical
· white folks say it hapwas not honored.
-pens."
Few, if any, Black HollyWatching "The Help."
wood executives have the
was
torture for Toure, ·
power to "green-light" a
Cultural Commentator for ·
film for production. Of the
Time. But as ~lack man, .
5, 765 people who vote on
he
was disappointed that'
the Oscars, nearly 94 percent are white and 77 per- · Davislost. .
"I hated th~ film, but
cent are male. The median
respect.Viola's
immense
voter age is 62.
talent," he. s.aid in an.interWrote the screenwriter
view. "I wanted her to get
and
author
James
recognition for her..talent
McBride: "It's the same

a

p6wer~th.at - ~

and to get the
comes With winning."_, . ,~
. During · Oscar sea,soil, , ~
· DaVis c6n:si~t~ntly: ~d~o- -~
cated fo.r a Wider range--of _, 0
Black roles. 1'l've played a _:;B ·
lot of ~drug- addicts," she .
said 'in an i.ntervtew .Wi¢. :~
Terry Gross of NPR. ·
And she . told Tavis
Smiley that Black people
.who are ambivalent about
·"The ii~l[/' have a minds~~
that is "absolutely d~
stroying the·Black artist-,, .
because it forces Bfack'ac:..
.tors to. water dbwn"• their
·perf~rmances ·:- to ·a~oid
. character fla:Ws that-~ight
'offend 6versensitive·Black ·
au~en~es. ' ·. . . ,-~ · · : ~ . · ·_,
"The Black artist can.._
not live intlie plac~·- - in ~:
· revisionist place;" .Da~ :
tol4 smiley. "The BiacJc·
artist . can only . tell the
tpith about liumani~, and

c

<·· ·.. .

.h~mantti)smes~y;~
. Pii.o r to.Sun,d~ay,. o'itly.ts ....
Blackact:of$:ha,4-won .Plo1~ : ~
lYwood's highesthon<_>r in . ~ 
t_he· Oscars' 84:-year ~i~- ;
tory. .
,..

Nr-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------side of their bodies for nine
months and then treat it like
crap is beyond my ability to
comprehend. With birth control options and contracepThe Hillsborough County
tives easily available in this
Sheriffs Office is investigating
day and age, it really makes
a missing adult report.
very little sense that a
On February 28th, David
woman would have multiple Weaver, III reported that his
children that she neither 68-year-old father was misswants or can afford.
ing.
It also makes. me wonder
Mr. Weaver was last seen
about the men who impregFebruary 22nd by his girlfriend
nated these women as well.
when they had dinner together.
· What were they thinking?
He left. her house, ·which is
I mean, as a man, I under- across the street from his resistand the doggish nature that dence, and has not been seen
overtakes us from time to since.
time and makes the conquest
Both of Mr. ~eaver's veof any female satisfying. But hicles are at his residence and
to knowingly reproduce with deputies said it does not appear
women who have recogniza- he took anything with him.
According Mr. Weaver's ·
ble issues means that the fafamily,
he is on prescription
thers of these children are
medication
that was also left at
either just as ignorant as the
mothers or could care less
about what they left behind.
In either case, it ends up
being all bad for the little
ones who are forced to live in
a world where lo"e and affection have no meaning. And
Recently, two new employ- .
all we can O.o is watch their ees were hired by Hillsborough
turmoil from a distance, · County government to fill vashake our collective heads
cancies. Both will serve as diand thank God that it was
rectors.
them and not us.
Ronald D. Barton wiJj
Anyone wanting to con- serve as the Executive Director
tact Clarence Barr can of Economic Development and
reach him at: Clarence Ms. Venerria ''Ven" Lucas·
Barr; II, 43110-018; Ben- Thomas was hired to serve as
nettsville F.C.I.; P. 0.
the Director of Family and
Box
52020;
Ben- Aging Services.
Barton will leave : Jacknettsville, SC 29512; or
by
email
at · sonville as the head of its Economic
Development
clarence.barr798@gmail
.com. Reality On Ice is © Commission. Ms. Thomas .
by the Florida Sentinel most recently served as the DiBulletin Publishing Com- rector of Health and Human
Services in St. Johns County.
pany.

Help Needed In
Locating Missing Man

AChild 01 Miserv
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Even though Mother's
Day is still a few months
away, I'm going to take this
time to acknowledge my appreciation for the mother I
was given. As a matter of
fact, I think that every person
reading this who was raised
by someone who took the
time to show just a little nurturing, should be thankful
that they had a mother who
cared about them at all.
While we're at it, it probably wouldn't hurt for us to
give our fathers (regardless
of how present or absent they
were) a shout out for being
wise enough to plant their
seeds in rich soil. Their judgment made all the difference.
Every so often I get the
urge to express this kind of
gratitude when it occurs to
me that, even though I made
decisions to mess up my own
life, I was at least given a
chance. That is -a lot more
than I can say for -the -iinfortunate children who, through
no fault of their own, were
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born to women who would
be considered unfit to care
for a cactus. Compared to
what these children have
gone through, most of us hit
the maternity ward lotto.
For me, it's hard not to
feel this way when I run
across newspaper stories like
the one about an 8-year-old
boy whose mother was arrested for child neglect after
it was discovered that he was
missing overnight before she
-decided to notify the authorities. Fortunately, he was
found the next day staying
with a neighbor who assumed his mother knew his
whereabouts.
Judging by the reportedly
deplorable condition of his
mother's apartment, it · appears that the youngster took
it upon himself to find a
place where he could at least
sleep in a bed and eat a decent meal without having to
share it with cockroaches.
The environment was allegedly so unkempt that the
Department of Children and
Families took custody of the
_boy and his three younger
· siblings.
Cases like these make me
wonder why some .women
even attempt to have children in the first -place. The
idea that they can allow
themselves to carry a life in-

DAVID WEAVER, JR.

the residence.
Anyone with information
on Mr. Weav~r's whereabouts is asked to call (813)
247-8200.

Hillsborough Countv
Hires Two Directors

MS. VENERRIA
LUCAS THOMAS
... Director of Family
and Aging Services
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AVoteless People,
Is AHopeless People.
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• Areas Of Practice:

•

• BANKRUPTCY: CHAPTER 7 & 13
• CHILD SUPPORT
• PROBATE & WILLS
• GUARDIANSHIP
• SOCIAL SECURITY
• PERSONAL INJURY
FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION FOR BANKRUPTCY.
REASONABLE RATES & PAYMENT PLAN.

Attomey Law
109 N. Armenia Avenue
Tampa, FL33609
. (813) 2~717

Th• hfttnO or a l•wYtt I• an Important a.e:eJslo'n tha_t • hould not~ b•••a •olal~ upon •dvtttlaemtntc. ,
Befort ou d.c.ldad ••~ u .. to tend ov FREE written lnrotMaUon tbout out utlffleattona end •• atlanca!

THOMAS E. PARNELL, ESQ..

PERSA~~~c!.~JJlRJ}~L~~A;%~2~sqJ.J!~o f?t~T}f.
NURSING H OM'E NEGLECT OR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE. All SERIOUS INJURIES.
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(813) 975-4444

1-800-711-5452

722 E. FLE-TCHER AVE· TAMPA. FL -33612 ·
WWW.G I BBSANDPARN ELL.COM

The Htrtng IfA Lmvycr Is lfn Jmportant /Jcsiciolt Tltm Should Not JJe Base<f Sole~!' Upoit Advertisement.
BejOI'C You IJccidie, Ask Us To Send Yott FREE Wrille11[nji:>rmalion Aboui Our Qualificarions Aml £~perieTICe.

Lanitra Sanchez-Moo
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Anti-Shackling Bill

Heads To House Floor

BY LEON B. CREWS

SentinelStaffWriter
A bill that would put in place
humane rules for the restraint
of incarcerated pregnant
women in correctional facilities passed its last committee
stop Friday, and i!:l on its way
to a final vote on the House
floor.
The bill was sponsored by
State Re-presentative
Bet~Y Reed, and passed
unanimously in a House judiciary committee Friday.·
If passed, the law would set
standards that would outlaw
the shackling of a woman in
labor and create uniform and
humane standards for all jails,
prisons and detention centers
in Florida.
Advocates for women's
health have supported the bill,
because it would protect the
health of pregnant women
who are incarcerated across
the board.
The bill already passed in
the Senate, and now only
requires passage in the House
before it makes its way to
Governor Rick Scott's
desk.
Last year, a similar bill
passed in the Senate and
through all its committee
stops in the House, but was

'Commissioners Missed Great· ~
Opponunitv' Savs Chaner ~
Review Board Member
g
N

1\:1

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

STATE REP.
BETIYREED

never brought to a final vote
in the House before the legislative session ended.
Rep. Reed said throughout
the process, there were concerns, but they worked
through them to keep the bill
moving.
"The Department of
Corrections and the Sheriffs
Association had issues with
the bill," said Rep. Reed.
"Senator Arthenia
Joyner and 1 met with the
DOC Secretary, Walter
McNeil, and a representative
from the Sheriffs Association.
We were able to come out of
that meeting with a bill everyone could live with."
Rep. Reed said right now,
the bill is headed to the House
floor, and she looks forward to
passing it.

furnishing an office."
White said as far as the
redistricting is concerned,
he has a feeling the Attorney
General's Office will not
approve the plan.
"When they' kick it back,
then we can take it back to

Hillsborough County
Charter Review Board member, Gerald White, said he
and the other Board memb
t d
ers were presen e a proposal of creating a district
that would give Hispanics
representation.
''We reviewed the proposal, and unanimously we
thought it was a great idea.
"We understand how the
Hispanic population in
Tampa has grown, and it
would only be fitting they
have a face on the Board
they can identify With."
White said he was surprised that the Board of
County Commissioners
voted no on the proposal
that was presented by
Commissioner
Les
Miller.
"We think they (board
members) missed a great
opportunity. They had the
chance to push something to
the ballot to give Hispanics

the table. I think the
Commissioners are in a
bully mode right now."
"I want them to understand they can't get around
the Civil Rights Act, and
Hispanics may feel they're
being denied their voting

GERALD WIDTE

representation on the Board.,
"I think they don't want to
expand the Board because of
- the additional cost of anoth-

rights."
White said he thinks the
Commissioners voted not to
maintain their Republican
majority on the Board.
"I predict the Board will
change in the future. They
can't just ignore people's
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er commissioner's salary
righ~s, an;,d not expect reper- ~
and staff, not to mention
cuss1ons.
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ired of driving, high gas price~, and the stress of congestion? Let HART get you ,to your
destination. HART is a clear, dean and inexpensive alternative to the automobile.
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HART has more than 20 Park-n-Ride tots and transfer centers. The concept is easy. Park your car
in the lots and take a HART bus. Even if you don't have a car, these centers service many of
our routes.
HART is hard at work serving our community with improvements including, our Yukon Park-n-Ride
transfer center, located between North Central Avenue and North Seminole Avenue.
In the HART Yukon Park-n-Ride transfer center, HART is doubling the number of bus bays, adding
public restroom facilities, and improving traffic circulation for better school bus drop-off
For more information on fares, routes, and how HART can make your life easier visit our
web-site www.goHART.org, or call the HART information line: (813} 254-HART (4278}.
Ride HART. Be Smart.
~
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Manager Wins Coveted 'Service Hero' Award
dent through her dail y
actions , teamwork, and
overarching service focusedbusiness strategy."
During an interview with
the
Sentinel,
Ms.
Mitchell said she was surprised that she won the
award. All of the company's
employees were in competition for the title.
"It feels good to be recognized for the contributions.
For a customer service representative, it means everything," she said.
A Tampa native, Ms.
Mitchell attended the public schools of Hillsborough ·

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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Five years ago, Verizon
began recogmzmg its
employees who went above
and beyond duty. They call
the year-long recognition
"Service Heroes."
Last
week,
Ms.
J eanmarie
Milia, .
Verizon's South Region
Operations
Pre~ident,
announced the name of its
5th "Service Hero."
Ms. Zabrina Mitchell
was named a "Super Hero."
She is also a multi-year
Platinum Club winner.
In addition to having the
recognition for an entire calendar year, a larger than
life-sized photograph of
Ms : Mitchell adorns th e
front of Verizon's Zack
Street building in downtown
Tampa.
Bob Elek, Manager of
Media Relations said of Ms.
Mitchell, "Her proactive
app roach to ·engaging customers and solving prob- .
lems is helping to drive customer loyalty, builds service
culture credibility with her
team and helps maintain
high morale in her store.
Zabrina is a Verizon

26th International Women's Convention
Of the Pentecostal Followers of Jesus Christ International Ministries, Inc.

BISHOP WINFRED HAMLET,

International Chainnan, Plesiding Bishop

Wednesday, March 14, 2012- Friday, March 16, 2012
Held At: -Re-Birth Baptist Church, Inc. (Dr. Z. S. Hudson, Pastor)
1924 E. Comanche St. • Tampa 33610
Theme: Lovest thou me more than these? St. John 21:15

Order Of Service
Wednesday- 7:30 p. m. Evening Worship Service
- Thursday & Friday -12 p.m.
Mid-Day Service & Wor1<shop

ZABRINA MITCHELL
... Her image will remain on the side of the building for a year.

Service Hero .t hat lives the
role everyday through her
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4-6 p. m. - Dinner Bre<!k
6 p. m.- Bible Class

strong unwavering commit- ·
ment to our customers evi-
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UNITY M.B. CHURCH

::i

3111 Ybor St. , Tampa,FL 33605
(813) 248-5955

ll.

z

First Union Missionary Baptist Church
Deacon Robert L. Barrum, Jr. - Chainnan
Deacon Wayne P. Brookins
Deacon Anthony Brown
Deacon Joseph Echols
Deacon Michael A. Hodgins, Sr.
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County. After graduating
from Robinson High School,
she continued her education
at St. Leo University, where
she majored in Criminology.
Ms ~ Mitchell joined
Verizon in 1999, and has
worked in several capacities
throughout her tenure. She
was promoted to management in 2004 with the company. Her current role in
management _requires her to
work with 33 stores
throughout the state.
When time allows, Ms.
Mitchell enjoys traveling
and spending quality time
with her family.

Deacon Tom D. Marshan

·

Deacon Bernard Reese - Vk:e Chairman
Deacon Wendell Pope, Jr.
Deacon Robert Scott, Jr.
Deacon Robert Stott, Sr.
Deacon Malt Sheiman, Sr.
Deacon Willie lim
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Phoph. House and Soul Revival
"~;'he New Messengers of. Christ
Traveling Stars • Unity Gospel Links

g

ELDER H. H. HUNT, PASTOR ·

Sunday School • 9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship • 11 A.M.
Bible Study • Tues. • 7:30 P.M.

&,Many More
Let'.J Prai.Je tbe Lord together.

LL~~--a.--~~~~. .a.. . . . . . . . .

Rev. B. E. Garmon, Sr. M. Div. - Pastor
3707 E. Chelsea Street • Tampa, Fl3361 0
813-238-1205 (t). 813-237-8833 (f)

E. Garmon Sr., M. Div. - Pastor

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

The First Union Family
Invites You To Our Up Coming Events

F.E.A.

Three Night Revival
March7-9,2012·

THE

(J
u,....,,..,.... Church of College Hill.
ClulStopber S. Jarllegan, Sr•
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FAITH. EMPOWERMENT. ACTION. LIFE
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SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICES AT 7:30AM. •to:OOAM, & ll:OOPM

t

• li.EAR.ING IMPAtR.H} INHIWR.HMION AYAHAt\U

3838 N. 29TH STRUT ... TAMPA. fl. 33610

8lJ.l.8.6600 .. WWW.fftCCH.Ol\G

~ 01\. $. lVAN 8UUOWS, SlNIOR P.ASTOJ\

Like us on
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March 30, 2012 @ 7 p.m.
Suites 10220 Pal111 River Rd.
ms=.•IJS•>mt Formal - Gowns &·Tux (After-Five)
$30 for adults (13 & older)
$15 for youth (4-12)
3yrs. & under are FREE

on sale now thru March 18, 2012***
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Wisdom From

The Beginning
This week's lesson focuses on the origin of wisdom.
Proverbs 8:22-35 gives a
poetic description of wisdom
and its origin. Solomon
depicts wisdom as a person
·not merely a thing or something to have. The belief for
the Christian Church is that
wisdom will dwell in among
all believers.
Solomon writes that wisdom was brought forth as the
first of God's works (vs.22).
The first person b ~ ought
forth was wisdom. Wisdom
was established from the
beginning of time to be
around until eternity (vs.
23). God's desire for His
people was to live the entirety of life with wisdom.
God establishes as a
model for His people that
before any work is begun, to
bring forth wisdom. The
church must begin its works
with wisdom. Throughout
the work wisdom must be
manifested. When the work

is completed wisdom must
still be present.
To establish the origin of
wisdom, Solomon writes that
before there were oceans,
springs, the establishment of
mountains or hills, wisdom
was there (vv 24-25). He
further contends that before
there was earth and fields or
du.s t wisdom was there
(vs.26). Before the heavens
were created and boundaries
were established, wisdom
was there (vs. 27-29).
Through all of this it is
clearly established that wisdom was there to see the creation of all things. If wisdom
was there before all things
were made or established
then wisdom is knowledgeable of all of the things of
God.
Wisdom knows the word
of God and the power of
God's word when He speaks
it. The best reference for the
people of God to have is that
which was there from the

beginning, which is wisdom.
Wisdom knows the limits
and the bound aries of all
things. No matter how high
the waters of life may rise,
wisdom knows its limits.
Wisdom will give yo u
comfort, faith, and trust in
God. Why? Because she
knows God! She was there
before all things. Solomon
writes that wisdom was the
craftsman at God's side.
Wisdom had a firsthand view
of all the things God did.
When you have to go
through something and you
need someone to help you,
wouldn't you want someone
who has firsthand knowledge
or experience of what you are
dealing with? Wisdom then
becomes the best choice.
Solomon's charge to the
people is to listen to his
words. He declares that
those who listen to him and
keep his ways will be blessed
(vs. 32). Blessings will be
the end result for those who
live and walk in wisdom. It
is difficult to not be blessed
listening to the counsel of the
per:son who was there from
the beginning with God.
Wisdom has seen it all
and survived it all. Wisdom
has stood the test of time and
has been :victorious in every
challenge. Wisdom knows
God and the power of God.
If you want to be blessed get
and follow wisdom!

Miracle Faith Revivals Church, Inc.
2726 E. 15th Ave. • Tampa, Fl 33605

HONORARY WEEK

In Honor Of A Very Special Woman Of God!
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"Mother Linda Lou Hickm on"
Dear Faith Partners, Members & Friends:
You a1·e cordially Invited To Join Us On
MARCH 7th -MARCH 11th To Celebrate With Us
In Hon01· Of A Very Special Woman Of God!
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Mothcl' Linda Lou Hickmon, co-founder of The Mit11cle Faith
Revivals Church, Inc. Established Since 1974 In Tampa, FL.
Service nights will be Wed., Thurs., and Friday at 8:00 P.M.
Concluding on SUNDAY AFTERNOON
AT 3 P.M., MARCH 11th, 2012
Come Bring Your Family & llriends. We are looking to see you THERE!

EVANGELIST
CYNTHIA
DEJESUS

THEME:

"TOLD FORA
MEMORIAL
OF HER"

ASST; .P ASTOR

.Matt. 26: 13
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THE EXCITING
GOSPEL WARRIORS

otTampa
SUildayAfternoon

3P.M -

.March 10,2011
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Abe Brown Ministries, Inc.
2012 Family Trip Schedule

DEPARTURE - 5:00A.M.
l.awtly C.I.............................. .LawtiJ. R.
.... RMr c.L (East& West) ••• - ....Ralfonl, A.
Florida Staa Prison. & w.c •••........Ralfoill, A.
Uldoll C.I •••••••••...•••.•,-••..•.•....Ralfonl, A.
No. A. ~~Kept. Ctr. (fast & Wlst)...Lk.Buller, A.
Babr C.I ...•..•.........•........ -.sanclersan, A.
CIIUnllla CJ,Ama &WIIk Cllnp..Lake City, A.
Lalli City COI1'IciiGnal Facllly••••Lalll City, R.
~ Cl & Wort Gamp•••••GIInmllll, A.

2ND SATURDAY TRIP
MONTHLY
$26.00IPERSON • Children: $12.&0
DEPAimJRE - 5:00A.M.
lllmiHIII Alai & Work Cllllp. •••.Jasplr, A.

Madison C.I. &Work Camp............. A.
...,.._ C.I ....................lllanlllllllo, A.
FCITaBaJass. ······----T........ A.

3RD SATURDAY TRIP
MONTHLY

4TH SATURDAY TRIP
QUARTERLY

$26.00/PERSON • Children: $12.60
DEPARTURE - 5:00A.M.

$60.001PERS011 • Clll~ $26.00
DEPARiliiE - 4:00A.M.

Taylor C.I. & Work Camp ..............Pirry, A.
Wakv1a C.L ••.•.•..•...•.• Crlwfanlnllll, A.
...,._.. C.L........................TNaton, A.
cioa City C.L .. ;•••.••.•.••...••er.t City, A.
Mayo C.I ....•......••...••••.••••..•.••Mayo, A.
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March2012
1ST SATURDAY TRIP
MONTHLY
~.00/PERSON • ChUdren: $12.50

rii:D

Qlllcr Alax......................_........GI*Icy, A.

;--. c.r.l'llollty..........•--~· A.

·············--·--·--llrlsiDI,

Lllertr C.I•••••
A.
11Mr ....._Work Cllllp....CIII~ A.
AfPallrllll CI..........................s.aa, A.
,.._CI................................... R.
CriOIIIIII Wilt Clllp...............ar-111, A.

5TH SATURDAY TRIP
QUARTERLY
$60.00/PERSON • Children: $26.00
DEPARTURE - 2:00A.M.
HolmtS CI ................................Banlfay, A.
Nortllwut Fl Reception ~lent.- •. ••••• Chlplly, R.
Cai'Jlille, Work Camp .................Carywll", FL
Bay CF .. .................................. Panama, FL
Gull 111mtry Camp .......... .... Wewahitchka, R.
Gull CI & Work Camp ............ Wewahltchka, R.
Calhoun CI & Work Camp........ Blountstown, R.

Franklin CI ....... .....................llarnbells, R.

PLEASE CONTACT THE MINISTRY OFFICE FOR ADDITONAL INFORMATION FOR THE TRIPS.

LOCATION: 2921 N. 29TH Street • Tampa, FL 33605

PHONE: (813) 247-3285
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Tampa Bay Black Nurses Association, Inc.
·

will host a

Scholarship & Awards Banquet
March 31, 2012 • 7:00p.m.
Doubletree Hilton Tampa Westshore Airport
Keynote Speaker:
National Black Nurses
Association, Inc. President ·
• Dr. Deidre Wal.on

Them~

"The Politics of HeaHh Care:
The Role and Responsibility
of Nursing"

Local

Middleton Alumni
Members To Meet
Members of the Middleton
High School Alumni Association will hold a meeting on
Saturday, March 3, at 11 a.m.
The meeting will take
place at Middleton High
School, 4801 N. 22nd Street,
and new members are welcome to attend.

Tickets: $37.00 I Person
Contacts:
Rev. Pauline L Cole, Chair - 813.442.4156
Rosa M. Cambridge,. President -813.767

Springfield College
Presents Free Seminar

Athlete Participates .In _
National
Track And Field Competition
Markais Neal is competing in the National Track and
Field Competition at the
Spire Institute in Geneva,
Ohio, today, (Friday).
Neal won a place in the
nationals after winning on
February 18th at Emory Riddle Last Chance Meet held in
Daytona Beach.
He is a student at Webber
International University and
a record-setting graduate of
Armwood High School.
. (Photo courtesy of Rice
Rollins Photography)~

MARKAIS NEAL

FREE seminars, "The
Youth Athlete: Physical, Social and Cognitive Dev." by
Ted France and "Coaching
and Training the Youth Athlete" by Sue Guyer, are
being held March 2nd, 1-5
p.m. and ·March 3rd, 10 a.m.
- 2 p.m. at Springfield College; Tampa Bay Campus,
10117 Princess Palm Ave.
The Campus is located in
the Atrium building of
Tampa's Sabal Park (MLK).
R.S.V.P. with Ms. Betancourt at (S13) 626-3831.
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.LAST SE II LEMENT
SEEMED -LIKE CRUMBS? ·
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Cyrus Greene
Community Center
2101 E. Dr. MlK Jr., Blvd
Tampa, Fl 33610

Tickets: Adults - $35
· Children - $15
A Night Of African
Class & Culture
Featuring:

Dinner • Dancing _
Entertainment

<
I

0
.....

A Ministry of:
Re-Birth Baptist Church
1924 E. Comanche Ave.
Tampa, FL 33610
Rev. Dr. Zachery S. Hudson
Founder/S r. Pastor
(813) 237-:1..924

Wry wX t}() ~ di/femrtiy ths time?
We keep it simple, so you won't ever
have to settle for crumbs again.·

·
Every third Saturday, Compassion Care for Pain & Injury holds workshops to educate the community about
.
their personal injury protection. If the money you received from your settlement was like cookie crumbs,
you will want to meet us every lh1rd Saturday at Candy lowe's Tea Time, 904Yz E. Henry Ave., 10 A.M.-12 P.M.
Topic on March 17, 201 2. ·Keep it Simple! Keep your money!" • Caii1-855-MY-MUNEE to register.
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Hurry! This ONLINE ONLY
SPECIAL ENDS SOON!
FiOS®TV, INTERNET AND PHONE
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/mo for 2years
+ taxes &fees

+

$300
Visa® Prepaid Car-dt
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WITH 2-YEAR CONTRACT

Q
ACTIVATION FEE WAIVED

Fi
verizon.com/flhotzone
$300 via Vertzon Visa· Prepaid Card issuedby MetaBank· pursuant to alicense from V~ U.S.A.Int Use where Visa debit Cards are accepted. Must have service for 60 days with no past-due balance. Card mailed with)n 90 days oflnstali date. Other Card tMns and conditions app~.

1

Offer for new ROSTV and Internet residential customers subscribing to aFJOSTV Prime HD, FJOS 15/5 Mbps Internet andVerlzon freedom· Essentials or FIOS Digital Voice bundle online.Promotlonal rate applied via $30 bill credit for24 months; beginning month 25 standatd rates apply. 2-year
agreement required. Beginning month 2, up to $230 early termination fee (w/ S10/mo. prorated reduction) applies. Other fees, taxes, equipment charges &terms apply. Activation fee waived via bill credit Subject to credit approval &may require adeposit. AOS available In select areas. Actual
speeds may vary. Battery backup for standard fiber·based voice service, AOS Digital Voice, &E911 (but not other voice services) for up to Bhou~ Must ~gn up by 3/17/12. C>2012Verlzon.
·
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Former Gaither Student Works~
c
a:

His wav Through College

degree. In his final two
games for the Spartans, .
Graham .scored 28 and 32
points. On Senior Night, his
Growing up in Toronto,
high
school teammates and
Ontario, Ashton Graham
college
teammates were-here
was always fascinated with
as
his
high
school teacher
basketball. When he carrie to
walked
him
out
on the floor
the United States, he quickly
as
one
of
three
seniors.
found a place to polish his
Although Graham's
skills.
mother,
Uvalyn Graham,
Graham was a freshman
and
brother,
Eric
at G;iither when he niet forMcClean,
still
li\'e
in .
mer Tampa Bay·Buccaneer
Canada,
he
expects
to
stay
in
players -Donnie Elder and
the United Btates when he
Mark 'Carrier at ,a local
graduates.
YMCA.
Elder said he is
"I·start:ed going to his high
Graham's
mentor,
schq'o l .games, ·and Mark
ASHTON GRAHAM
Graham
lives
with
him, has
and I. hecame automatically
his
own
key,
and
he's
always
interested iii' him." said
there
if
he
needs
him.
Elder.
"One of his former teachHampshire, but the coach
"Ashton is a good kid and
ers
at Gaither and myself
never
offered
him
a
scholar~ passionate about what he ·
have
been his second family.
ship.
He
walked
on
at
the
9 wants to do."
My
son
and daughter are in
University
of
Tampa,
and
Elder said Graham
their
20s,
and he's just like a
they
offered
him
a
scholarc moved in with him following
member
of
the family.
ship."
~ his senior year of high
"Ashton
has expressed an
During his entire career at
> school, because he needed
interest
in
playing profesthe University of Tampa,
<1: advice on some legal mateen ters.
sional
basketball,
and hopeGraham, now 23 , worked
fully,
he
will
get
there."
at a local Papa John's Pizza .
~
"We just stayed together
Graham said living in
to achieve his dream of playt- after that.
Canada,
he was not in the
ing college basketball, and
"Ashton walked on at the
best
of
environments.
'his quest for a college
Uniyersity .· of
New
"I was rebellious, and my
grades weren't that good. 1
matu~ed in the sth grade a
Security Specialist Classes
lot, and I knew basketball
Security is one of the fast_
est growing industries in our nation.
was taken more seriously in
. · Take the.first.step and become a Security Specialist
' . by_registering for one of our classes the United States than it is
D class, K class and /or Requa! classes.
in Canada."
Grahani came to Tampa
· For more information visit our website @
to
stay with his .dad, against www.sableoneinvestigations.com
the better wishes of his
or call
mother.
"She wasn't happy with it,
because my: dad .isn't easy_to
get along with. In the end,
she left it up to me.
"I lived with my dad until
half way through my senior
year, and I moved out. I
moved in with a friend until
I graduated."
Graham said he got a job
at Papa John's through an
acquaintance, and since he
· Call
got no money from his dad,
he wanted a job of his own.
'Tended up keeping it for
Limited Time Offer. Restrictions Apply.
four years. I still·work there
now."
Graham said because he's
not aU. S. citizen, he's using
his visa to stay in the country. He plans on getting citizenship, and later trying to
get onto a professional bas- ·
ketball team.
Graham, 6'4" tall, is an
accounting major, and was
named Sunshine · State
Conference
Men's
Basketball Playe·r of the
Week for leading the ·
Spartans to a pair of conference victories, averaging -27
points, 3-5 rebounds, 2.5
assists, 2 steals, and 1.5
blocks per game.
LL

In The Spotlight

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

fE

'• (8i3)621-7225
Weddings&
Special Event
Packages

$100.00 Off .

APRYLLets give a big shout out a·n d happy
birthday to this week's Spotlight feature;
Apryl. She will be ·celebrating her birthday Sunday. This young lady enjoys
swimming and reading and she says
she's fulfilling her dream of being a busi- .
ness owner since she opened "My Little
Secret." Apryl is much more than what
you see on the surface a·n d the man· in
_her life has to be fun, educated, great
with kids, and have an awesome credit
score.-,Congratulations to Apryl as this
week's Spotlight feature, and once again,
Happy Birthday!

(813) 728-3537

Joining the USF Team is now easier than ever with our
on-line application/

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
USF Maint. & Special Allocation
Responsible for general re~ and maintenance on USF buildings, structures and
equ1pment; perfonn preventative and repair maintenance to keep all buildings and
equipment in good operating condition. Completion of an approved apprenticeship
. for multiple_ trades; o~ a high ~1 dipl~ and four years of multiple trades'
expe.nence. Appropnatc vocahonal/tecluucal tnurung may substitute at an equivalent
rate for lhe required experience. Prefer one year commeteial niaintenance experience;
knowledge o_f ~ic repair ~~ · for door closuresllwdwan:, electrical work,
carpentry, pamling and plumbmg. BIISlc computer experience. To apply. please go to:
bttps://employment.usf.edu and seatch fur Posting Number 080'7000.
liSFis8nEt;uti~Aixal:s~
I·

UNIVERSITY oF·
SOUTH· FLORIDA

FYI

USFOHers
FreeMemorv
Screenings
The University of South
Florida will offer free memory
screenings. The screenings will
take-place at the USF Health
Byrd Alzheimer's Institute,
4001 E. Fletcher Avenue.
The screenings will take
place from Monday, March 19
through Friday, March 23. The
screenings will take approximately 30 minutes. The results
ofthe screenings.are confidential and will be conducted by
trained professionals at the Institute.
Individuals wishing to undergo the screening must make
an appointment. Anyone wishing to make an appointment or
to obtain additional information should call (813) 97413969.

NAOMI KIM ORA SMITH
Ms. NayNay

NAOMI KIM ORA SMITH
Ms. NayNay .
The most precious gift from heaven above is the gift of a
daughter for a mother to love.

communitv Walk·
Planned ·To Cure
Lo-. Gehrig's
Disease

To our princess that fell from heaven a year ago.
Love, mommy and papa ..

Sending His Love
'TI·
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On Saturday, March 17,
2012, more than 1,000 people
will gather at the University of
South Florida in Tampa to join
the fight to find a cure for ALS,
also known as Lou Gehrig's
Disease.
ALS is a disease that progressively paralyzes its victims,
attacking nerve cells and pathways in the brain or spinal
cord. ALS has no known cause
or cure.
Individuals afflicted by the
disease only have two to .five
years to live. Among those participating in the 2-mile ,walk ·
include wheelchak-bound, p,atients, their ·families . a·n d
friends. Others walk in' memory of a loved one whoJost the. : .·
battle with the disease.
Anyone interested in par~
ticipating should call 888-257171 or register on line at
www.WalktoDefeatALS.org.
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NAOMI K. SMITH
Ms. NayNay

MS.NAYNAY

Daddy sends his love, even though I couldn't be here to share this beautiful day with you, my angel.
·
·
.I love you dearly. Milt Milt.
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Beautv And The Beast

The Beast

Organizatietn To
·Host Teen Expo
JOBS 4 USA, Incorporated
is having a "Teen emergencySummer Job health and
Wealth Expo. The event is intended to provide employment, opportunities, and
resources to area teens.
The focus of the expo is to
educate teens on how to survive the current economic, financial·, career education, and
health crisis that plagues our·
urban communities. The effort
will be to educate teens on
legal ways of earning money.
The Teen Eme.rgency-Summer Job, Health and Wealth
Expo will be held at the Tampa
ParkCommunity·Center, 1417
North Nebraska Avenue, ·on
Wednesday, March 14th·frorri
12 noon until 5 p: m.
,
For more information on
this event, contact Jo Anna
Williams at 1~866-909-2929,
or email Jobs4USA.felons.teens@gmail.com.
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MISS ASHLEY WITH DADDY
It's a dirty, dirty world we live in, but I do know that the steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord.
So, .therefore, I live with no fear of man and because of that I want to tell the Lord thank you for my strength and freedom to be
'
able to celebrate my birthday with my baby, Lady Ashley!
"tJ .
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Ex-Falcon Plaver
Charged With Murder
r-----~~~~~--~

a:
LL

GLENN SHARPE

Former Atlanta Falcons
cornerback Glenn Sharpe,
28, is being held in a Dekalb
County, Georgia jail on murder charges.

Sharpe was arrest ed
Thursday afternoon by members of the Sheriffs Fugitive
Squad for the fatal shooting of
Christopher Galloway at his
home near Stone Mountain.
He was formally t;harged
last Friday afternoon and is
currently being held without
bond.
- After playing for the
University of Miami, Sharpe
joined the Falcons as a free
agent in 2008. He also played
for the Indianapolis Colts and
the New Orleans Saints.
Sharpe's preliminary
hearing is scheduled in
DeKalb County Superior
Court for March 28.

HOME OF THE
BUY1GET1

A

813.443.8354

2314 N. Dale Mallry Ave.

NFL Plaver
Rescues Group
Of People
Trapped In van

BEN PATRICK

PHOENIX- Ben Patrick,
who played tight end for the
Arizona Cardinals from 2007
to 2010, rescued a group of
people trapped in a van that
flipped over in Phoenix,
Arizona.
Patrick w;:ts ,driving on
the highway when he noticed
the van laying on its ·side and
pulled over. After smelling
gas, he began pulling people
out of the van.

Barrv Sanders Files For
Divorce From Wile 0110 Years
Retired NFL player Barry
Sanders filed for divorce
from his wife of 10 years, TV
anchor, Lauren CampbellSanders, last Friday.
The couple have three children together, and are said to
be seeking joint custQ.dy,
according to Sanders' attorney. He sites a "breakdown in
th e marital relationship" as
the cause of him seeking a

BARRY AND LAUREN
SANDERS

divorce.

Patriots Ask Ochocinco
ToRestructure Contract
The New England Patriots
have asked wide receiver
Chad Ochocinco to restructure his contract.
Ochocinco joined the
Patriots last season and the
results were disappointing, to
say the least. He had just 15
receptions all season and was
a forgotten man in the New
England offense.
Given that the Patriots are
asking him. to redo his deal -

even if it means a
pay
cut
Ochocinco
should probably
be grateful that
the Patriots still
are considering having him
around for another year.
Ochocinco is currently
scheduled to make $3 million
in base salary for 2012 with a
cap number currently of
$4.68 million.

813.978.8090
2002 E. Fletcher Ave.

813.239.2239

2901 E. Hillsborough Ave.

.OWNER:

Rf\V\~

Kobe Brvant Now
Has AConcussion
ToGo With
Broken Nose·

COME SEE BIG MIKE

HAPPY AUTO MART

10906 N. NEBRASKA AVE e..TAMPA, FL 33612

813-972-9200
BUY HERE PAY HERE
Over 100 Vehicles To Choose From
Financing Available
View Inventory At

HAPPYAUTOMART.COM
KOBE BRYANT
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When NBA's Los Angeles
Laker Kobe Bryant played
in last Sunday's All-Star
· game, little did he know what
he was in for. Now it is being
reported that the basketball
star not only received a broken nose, but he also has a
concussion.
The famed All-Star game is
when the best NBA players of
the year are matched against
one another and are divided
by conferences, the East vs.
the West. Bryant, who
played for the Western conference, suffered a nose fracture by a hard foul shot from
the Miami Heat's star guard
Dwyane Wade.
l}lthough Bryant's nose
became bloodied, he stayed
in the game to see the
Western conference win over
the East i s2-149· The bailer
did not, however, attend the
media session after the game
was over.

I

9 Bedrooms, Full-Size
Coon: Michael Jordan
Home For Sale

MICHAEL JORDAN

HIGHLAND
PARK,
Illinois
Michael
Jordan's longtime personal
residence in suburban
Chicago is for sale for $29
million.
The sprawling estate is in
Highland Park, along Lake ·
Michigan, and has more than
56,000 square feet of living
space.
That inCludes nine bedrooms, 15 baths and five fireplaces.

There's also a three-bedroom guesthouse, pool area,
outdoor tennis court and
three climat e -controlled
multi-car garages.
An indoor basketball complex features a full-size regulation court with specially
cushioned hardwood flooring
and competition-quality high
intensity lighting. It has a
sound system -set up to provide perfect acoustics withi~
the court space.

49ers Sign lB
BrooksTo
S44.5M, &·Year ·
Extension

SAN FRANCISCO
Ahmad Brooks always
wanted to stay in the Bay
area, a place that has become
a new home after all those
painful memories of getting
cut by Cincinnati four years
ago, and the San Francisco
49ers sure made it hard for
him to leave.
Now th~ two are tied
together long term.
Brooks signed a six-year,
$44-5 million contract extension with San Francisco on
Tuesday that will take him
through the 2017 season and
keep one of the NFL's best
linebacker units intact. The
deal is worth $17.5 million
guaranteed, sai4 his agent,
Greg Williams.

-Terrell Owens Facing .
Foreclosure On His Condo
Retir e d NFL pl ay e r
Terrell Owens, is, like
many
other
a ve r a g e
Am erica ns, facing for eclosure on his home. According
to his profile in GQ, Ow ens
has lost nearly all of his earnings from his career as a NFL
wide receiver, due to poor
investments and steep
monthly child-support payments . Realty Trac, a real
estate company that tracks
foreclosure filings, says that
his two Dallas condos will be

TERRELL OWENS

auctioned off on March 6.
· Terrell Owens has
earned $8o million over the
course of his career.

Donald Driver Joins
'Dancing With The Stars'GREEN BAY, Wis. - The
Green Bay Packers' all-time
leading recei~er Donald
Driver joins the cast of the
ABC show "Dancing With the
Stars. "
The four-time Pro Bowl
receiver will be part of a
celebrity lineup that includes
actor Jack Wagner, actress
Meljssa Gilbert, tennis legend Martina Navratilova
and _Motown great Gladys
Knight.
The new cast and their professional dance partners were

DONALD DRIVER

revealed on ABC's "Good
Morning America" Tuesday.
Season 14 of "Dancing
With the Stars" begins
Monday, March 19.
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Miami Police Seeking Rick Ross
Following Murder At His House
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RICK ROSS
Police in Miami are looking to speak with Rick Ross
regarding a murder that took

place outside of his home.
The Maybach Music
Group head is not implicated
as a suspect in the death of
the 40-year-old man, whose
identity has not been released.
Sources say that Ross
wasn't even at his Miami
Gardens home at the time of
the shooting, but that the
victim's body was found inside the gate.
Authorities are unsure
whether or not the dead man
had any ties to Ross, but
nonetheless, cops are still interested in questioning him
on the matter.

The Tir_e Shop

lil wavne Rocks

Million Dollar
Beats Headphones

LILWAYNE
No wonder Lil Wayne
kepts his headphones on
when smooching Nicki
Minaj. Weezy was rocking
million dollar Beats By Dre
headphones that were created in collaboration with
Graff Diamonds courtside at
the NBA All-Star game.

Chicago Street To
Be Dedicated In
Honor 01 The Late
Bernie Mac

&002 H. 40th St. • Tampa Fl33&10
Ph 813· 930·2288 • Fax 813-&00-1114

lmall: . .ats @llesttlresholu:eat"' Wtlltahe: www.laestorostlop.eeas
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BERNIE MAC
CHICAGO -·- The late
Bernie Mac is getting a special honor in Chicago. Mac
died on Aug. 9, 2008, at the
age of so.
Now, his legacy will be celebrated with an honorary
street name. The block of
West 69th Street where Mac
grew up in the Englewood
neighborhood will also be
name of "Bernie Mac Street."
Mac was born Bernard
Jeffrey McCullough in
Chicago in 1957. He began
his career as a comedian on
the South Side in 1977, when
he was just 19.

Deion Sanders Estranged Wile
Suing Him For $200 Million
Pilar Sanders, the soonto-be ex-wife of former NFL
great Deion Sanders, is reportedly suing Deion for
$200 million for embarrassment and mistreatment.
According
to
Pilar,
Deion's daughter, Deiondra's attacks on her are a
part of the ongoing humiliation and abuse she has suffered in her 12-year
marriage.
Deiondra's
most-recent assault came
when she called her stepmother a "gold-digging hoe"
who cheated on her father. ·
Pilar claims that since she
is such a "gold-digging hoe,"

DEION SANDERS And
Soon-To-Be Ex, PILAR
she has decided to sue
Deion for· $2ooM for the
"dominance, humiliation,
isolation, threats, intimidation, denial and blame" she
has allegedly suffered.
The suit includes $150M
for punitive damages and
$soM for actual damages.

Terrence Howard Ordered To
Pav S5DK To His Soon-To-Be Ex
Terrence Howard was
ordered to hand over
$so,ooo to his soon-to-be
ex-wife so that she can maintain her lavish lifestyle until
they meet again in court in
April.
Michelle
Ghent
Howard, 34, whom Terrance has referred to as "an
evil racist," was mandated to
give Michelle_the big bucks ·
so that she can take care of
the following:
- $10k for rent, food and
incidentals
- $2ok for legal bills
- $2ok for accountant's
fees
- $1,800 per month for
Range Rover car payments
In one of Hollywood's nastiest divorces, the "Red Tails"
co-star has not hidden the
fact that he literally hates his
wife. Terrance has claimed
that Michelle has · referred

TERRENCE HOWARD
And Wife, MJCHEiLE
to him as theN-word and a
monkey, tried to extort
money from him, and made
death threats by saying that
she · would have bini
"clipped" by "the Russians."
He
also
said that
Michelle attacked him
twice with a bottle in a jealous rage for conversing with
females. In retaliation, Terrence, 42, took out a restraining order against
Michelle last December.

F ntertainment
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-Jim Jones Arrested In Harlem

Rapper · Jim
Jones was arrested in NYC
for driving his
Audi with a suspended license.
This incident
comes just two
JIM
days after the JONES
rapper
was
jailed by Connecticut police
for his involvement in a
brawl at the MGM Grand at
Foxwoods Resort Casino,
where he was a guest at its

20th anniversary party,
hosted by Diddy.
According to Jones, 35,
he was sitting in the passenger seat of his Audi in
Harlem, when New York's
Finest told ·him to move.
After the MC reportedly did
what he was told, police
pulled him over as soon as he
moved the vehicle. Once officers checked Jones' license,
they informed him that it
had been suspended and arrested him:

Aretha Apologizes To Whitney's
Mom For Missing Funeral
After
turning
heads for
missing
Whitney
Houston's
funeral,
Ar et h a
ARETHA
Franklin FRANKLIN
has offered
the
late
singer's mother, Cissy
Houston, an apology.
·
Citing leg problems ahead
·of a Radio City Music Hall
show, the legendary singer
did not make the memorial
or burial service.

· Franklin sent a large
bouquet of flowers to Cissy
that reportedly said, "Love,
Aretha.
It was speculated that
Franklin skipped the services after angering Cissy for
comments she made on the
"Today" show, however, a
source close to the Houston
family confirmed on Tuesday
that Franklin~s leg had indeed hobbled her efforts to
get around.
"Aretha was devastated
she missed the service," the
source said. "She's just
stunned and heartbroken.

Bohhv arown·s sister:
'Whitnev·s Death
Was Not An Accident'

Bobby
Brown's sister, Leolah
Brown, came
to his defense
during an in- LEOLAH
terview that BROWN
aired recently.
For the first . time since
Whitney
Houston's
death, Leolah , talked about
her sister-in-law.
"I believe Whitney's
death was not accidental. No.
It's very important to know
that she did not just pass
away like that, and if it's the
last thing I do, I am going to
find out what truly happened
to my sister."
Leolah also expressed
concern for her niece after
sevei·al reports that Bobbi
Kristina is emotionally unstable. Leolah believes that
her niece is in danger.
She also said that her
brother Bobby isn't .well,
and claims the "My Prerogative" singer is not to blame
for Whitney's demise.
"Bobby had nothing to do
with Whitney doing drugs
in the past or whatever,
Bobby never had anything
_to do with that."

Bevonce Has live-In Trainer l<
T0 He1pHer l OSe pOUn dS
s:
~

After giving birth to Blue
Ivy, Beyonce is trying to
lose her baby fat and has
even moved her personal
trainer into her home.
At the same time, the
source says that Beyonce is
carefully watching what she
eats and is "living on protein
shakes, egg-white omelettes,
pineapple chunks a~d lots of
ice-cold water."
Beyonce was seen out
for the first time since giving
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BEYONCEAnd

Daughter, BLUE IVY
birth earlier this month,
looking fabulous in a ruched
red dress that took full .advantage of her curvy figure.

Mervl Streep Donates $10,000
To School In Viola Davis' Honor
PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island -- Meryl Streep has
donated $10,000 to a cha1ter
school · in the struggling
Rhode Island city ofCentral
Falls after a plug from fellow
actress and hometown' favorite, Viola Davis.
Angelo Garcia, founder
and director of the Segue In- ·
stitute for Learning, says the
check from Streep's Silver
Mountain Foundation for tl1e
Arts arrived Monday. A note
said it was on 'behalf of actress Davis, who grew up in
-Central Falls.
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Meryl Streep (L) and
Viola Davis attend the
15th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards coctain party held at the
Shrine Auditorium hi
Los Angeles, California
(2009).
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Act Of Valor - This movie gives you
an up-close look of how great our NAVY
SEALS really are, and the sacrifices the
SEALS make in protecting our country . .
Must-see. Very violent. No. 1 at box office. Made $24M. (Budget $12M).
-K·***plus some
Tyler Perry's Good Deeds- Tyler
Perry does something different in this
rags to riches love story. Perry has the
golden touch. Don't miss it! Made $16M.
(Budget N/A). ****
This Means War- Reese Witherspoon stars in this action/ comedy about
a girl who unknowingly dates two friends
who are CIA agents. Surprisingly, good.
Made $34M. (Budget $6sM). *** 112
Ghost Rider: Spirit Of Vengence
-Nicholas Cage (Johnny Blaze) needs to
shut this franchise down. Weak storyline.
Disappointed! Wait for the video. Made
$38M. (Budget $57M). **
Safe House - Denzel Washington is
a rogue CIA agent and Ryan Reynolds
has the task to bring him back to the
agency. Fast moving thriller! Anything
with Denzel is a must-see! Made $97M.
(Budget $8sM). ****
The Vow - Rachel McAdam and
Channing Tatum play in this love story
about a wife who forgets her husband

and he has to win her back. Good for couples. Made $102M. (Budget $30M).****
Journey 2 - The Rock stars in this
family-oriented comedy about a teenager
looking for his grandfather on a mysterious island. Good 3D film for the kids.
Made $76M. (Budget $79M). ***
Chronicle (2012) -A group of teens
discover a mysterious substance that
leaves them with special powers. A mix of
comedy, action and suspense. Sit through
the credits to see the ending. Must-see!
Made $57M. (Budget $12M). ****
The Woman In Black- Daniel Rad- ·
cliff (Harry Potter) stars as an attorney
sent to an estate to later discover the
forces of evil (ghosts). Could have been
scarier, but still good. Made $saM. (Budget N/A). ***
The Grey- Liam Neeson stars in this
intense survival film about a group of oil
workers surviving a plane crash and a
pack of wolves in the Alaska wilderness.
Not for kids. Very bloody. Made $soM.
(Budget $25M) ****
Man On The Ledge -An ex-cop
(Sam Worthington) is the man on the
ledge of a building looking for justice.
This movie received bad reviews, but it
was very entertaining. A must-see! Made
$18M. (Budget $42M) ****
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BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL - Brooke and Stephanie
break their ceasefire and argue about Liam, Hope and Steffy;
Hope excitedly informs Liam about her plan; Ridge comforts
Steffy, and she attempts to convince herself that Liam will one
day come back to her. During a heated confrontation with
Hope, Steffy makes a stinging comment; Ridge and Brooke
share their differing opinions while discussing Hope; Steffy
confronts Liam about the news she heard from Hope; someone
prepares a romantic setting.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Memories from their shared past
continue coming.back to Hope and John; EJ asks Lexie to run
his new health-care program for Salem; Nicole begs Daniel to
keep her secret; Sami makes an emotional appeal to Rafe. John
and Hope get an unpleasant surprise when they run into Stefano in Almainia; Brady finds he can't get Madison out of his
head; Lucas returns to town, offering to help Sami; Abigail talks
Melanie into going on a road trip.
GENERAL HOSPITAL - There is more drama for Carly
and Johnny; Helena makes waves at Wyn(iemere; Kate may get
back together with Sonny. Carly is determined get around Sam;
a new face visits the hospital; Dante makes a shocking discovery.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Sharon is surprised by
Adam's decision to return to Genoa City, and Patty reveals a
shocking secret. Adam tries to make amends with Victor, as
Phyllis agrees to print Ricky's story.

Today's Birthday- Saturn spends most of 2012 in Libra,
your Eighth House of joint resop,rces. Target debt reduction
this year, and then build savings and retirement funds. Saturn's
about learning and responsibility. Career and education both
sparkle. Love and soCial life's not bad, either.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- Your family helps you to
overcome a difficult situation. Lean on them more than you
might normally. Thank them. They know you'd do the same.
Don't take it personally.
Aries (March 21-April19)- Finish a job carefully. A solution to an old problem becomes apparent, and reviewing the
cards again reveals new strategies that weren't obvious before.
Taurus {April2o-May 2o)- Wait until later to discuss
an upcoming purchase ... the timing's not right. Heed a friend's
warning. When choosing, consider the impacts on your health.
Gemini (May 2i-June 21)- Impulsiveness can cause accidents, so slow down a bit. Check your footing, and play
strong. Refuse to be suppressed. Recharge batteries when low.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -Think it over a little longer.
It should be ready to go later. Traffic's blocked for now. Stick
close to home, and take care of some lingering responsibility.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)- Belt it out: You've got something
to say, and they're listening. You have some wonderful friends.
The best things in life are free. Enjoy them with gusto.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Don't jump the gun; listen for
the timing. Step c.arefully, and watch where you're going. Pay
·attention; and you master the dance. Now you're jamming.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Imagine the finished product,
and you can spot potential problems before they arise. If you
get stuck, take a walk and think it over. Calm down to untangle.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Stay close to home, but
make sure to recharge with a stroll outdoors. Don't miss :the
forest for the trees. Look at the big picture. Get plenty of rest.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- At first, the task may
seem impossible. Create teamwork to make it happen, and exceed expectations. Don't forget to give thanks. There's room for
love.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Keep working on it with
as few distractions as possible. But don't cut corners to get the
job done. Pay attention to detail. Slow down to get it done
faster.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Don't throw your money
away; be creative with what you've got. Open windows and let
a romantic breeze fill your hemt. When all else fails, use humor.
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MR. EDDIE
CHARLES BROWN
Homegoing services for Mr.
Eddie Charles Brown of Tampa,
who passed away on Saturday,
February 25, 2012, will be held
on Saturday, MaJ,"ch 1, 2012, at 2
p. m. at First Baptist Church of
West Tampa, minister, Pastor
Ray Harper, and Rev. Michael
Neely, officiating. Interment
will be in Rest Haven Memorial
Park Cemetery.
Eddie was born May 11, 1954,
in Tampa. He enjoyed fishing,
playing with his dogs and taking
care of all kind of animals.
He was preceded in death by:
his father, Charlie Brown;
grandparents, Dover and Annie
Biggins and Catherine Jones;
step-father, K . . D. Orr; and
brother, K. D. Orr, Jr.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: a very devoted wife,
Kim; mother, Betty Orr; children, Araminta Alexander,
Neon Frazier and Jose Hall; a
host of grandchildren; brothers, Bobby Brown, Dwayne
Brown; Ricky "Gary" Orr, Antonio Reddick and Anthony Orr,
all of Miami; sisters, Annie
·B rown-Haney of Tampa, Vanerssa Brown-Walton (Daniel),
Sharon Orr and Belinda Orr, all
of Miami;· aunts, Helen Taylor
and JoAnn Jones; uncles,
Bobby Jones, James Jones and
Micke Jones; and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and
other relatives and friends.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday, March 2, 2012, from 5-8 p.
m. The family will receive
friends from 5-6 p. m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the church for
the service on Saturday.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

MR. DERRICK
BERNARD
GRADY, JR.
Homegoing services for Mr.
Derrick Bernard Grady, Jr. of
Tampa, who passed away on
February 22, 2012, will be held
on Saturday, March 3, 2012, at
11 a.m. at St. John Progressive
M. B. Church, 2504 E. Chipco
Ave., Pastor Bartholomew
Banks, with Rev. Albert Gallmon, Jr., Pastor of Peace Progressive
M.
B.
Church,
officiating. Interment will be in
Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
Derrick was born on February 19, 1988, in Tampa. He enjoyed music, fashion , boxing,
running, reading and art.
Derrick was a kindhearted
person who loved his family and
always had a smile on his face.
He was preceded in death by:
his great grandmother, Annie
M. Vickers; grandmother, Lillie
Mae Gunsby; and cousin, D'
Antay McCoy.
He leaves to cherish loving
memories with: his family, parents, Derrick B. Grady, Sr. and
Tracy Bristol and stepfather,
James Do:we, Jr.; brothers,
Donte' Green, Darian and Caleb
Grady and James Dowe, III; sisters, LaTesha Bris~l, Tavia and
.Kindell Grady and Jaila Dowe;
grandparents, James Grady,
Sr., Dorothy Grady, Wallace
Bristol, Sr. and May Collins; uncles, James Grady, Jr., Aaron
Grady, Sr., Dwight Riley, Wallace Bristol, Jr. and Terry Bristol, Jr.; aunts, Stacy Bristol and
Angell Fells; niece, Jaliyah Emmanuel; a host of cousins, including, James Grady, III,
godmother s, Yulando Olgels by
and Candy Jackson; best friend ,
Sammy Aydah, other friends including, Betty Ross ; and a hos t
of othe r relatives and frie nds.
The viewing will be h e ld at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday, March 2 , 2012, from 5-8 p.
m. The family will receive
friends from 5=30-6:30 p. m.
The family and fri e nds are
asked to meet at the church for
the service on Saturday.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

MRS. EVELYN M.
ANDERSON- WILSON
'MOMMY-YO'

WILLIE MAE
GREEN
·· March 2 , 1924
Thinking of you on your
birthday, mom, but, that is
nothing new, for no day
dawns and no day ends,
without a thought of you.
Missing you dearly, your
childre n: George , Bernie,
Lennie, Sandr a, Gwen and
family.

Hornegoing services for Mrs.
Evelyn M. Anderson-Wilson of
Tampa, who passed away on
Friday, February 17, 2012, will
be held on Satur day, March 3 ,
2012, at 1 p. rn. at Springhill M.
B. Church, 8119 E. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Blvd. , Tampa,
33619, Rev. W. T. Carpenter, officiating, with Minis ter Gail
Carpenter, eulogist. Interment
will be in Orange Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Evelyn Marie AndersonWilson was born on October 3,
1956, to the late Herschel Lee
Anders on and the late Evangelis t Ernrna Lee Carpenter.
She accepted J esu s Christ a s
her Lord a nd Savior at an early
age.
Evelyn sh ared years o f holy
m atrimony to Mr. Leroy Wils on
until h e r d emise on Februa r y
17, 2012, at Brandon Hospital.
She attended public school in

MRS. EVE~YN M.
ANDERSON- WILSON
'MOMMY-YO'
Hillsborough County and was a
graduate of Robinson High
School, Class of 1975. Evelyn
continued her education at
Erwin Vo-Tech and became aLicensed Practical Nurse (LPN).
Dedicated and committed to
the love of nursing, she worked
five years at Tampa General
Hospital and twenty years at St.
Joseph's Hospital.
She was the vice president of
"Emma's Bunch" and the assistant recording secretary of the
City Wide Mission Prayer Band.
Later in life, Evelyn began to
focus her direct attention on
two areas that are often unaided
or overlooked. She dearly loved
caring for the elderly and supporting the youth.
She was also an active member of t4e Bucified & OLE Is
·Alive Dream Seeker Scholarship
Program. Evelyn was one of the
original residents of "Clair-Mel
City" and she truly loved her
community.
Mrs. Evelyn Marie AndersonWilson was and will always be
admired and loved by all who
knew her. She will be remembered for her smile, words of
encouragement, her loveable
personality, and her willingness
to care and help anyone who
was in need. Mainly and most of
all, she will be remembered for
her love and belief in Jesus
Christ and her servant's attitude
of fulfilling his will and purpose
for her life ...faithfully.
She leaves to cherish her loving and joyous memories with
generations of loved ones: husband, Leroy Wilson ; 2 sons,
Michael Timothy Boone, Jr. and
Darmarquie "Jerome" Martin ;
stepson, Dwayne Wilson; 8
grandchildren ,
Michael
T.
Boone, III ( Lil Boone), Mikiese
Boone (JuJu) , Myk ejah Boone
(Mis s Boone ) , Sa nay Boo n e
(NayNay), Dwayne Wilson, Jr. ,
Sergio Wilson and Woody Wilson;
3
brothers,
David
(Vanessa) Owens, Albert (Bucified) Owens, and Timothy
(Trendella ) Carpenter; 4 sisters,
Ma ry Young, Ruby CalhounMorris (preceded in death) ,
Minister Gail Carpente r and
Vickie (Danny) Carpenter-Duncan; brothe r-in-law , John B.
(Chris) Wilson, II "Duke"; 2 sisters- in-law, Patsey W. Doe and
Tiny (Henry) Clayton; godmother , Mrs. Dorothy Yor k; 2
godsons , Mister Barthel and Tyrone Pittman; 2 godda ughters ,
Tammesha Pitts and Denis esha
Pitts; devoted and longtime
friends/neighbors, Pat and
Johnny Barthel, Mr. Paul, Darlene and Collins Thomas, Lane
Bergholt, Dorothy
Cataldo,
Anna Lynn, Veronica Moore,
Dorothy McConico, Joanne Pitts
and Debra Wiggins; and a great
host of loving and devoted
nieces, nephews, aunts, uncles,
cousins, friends and the best
neighbors that all communities
could wish for! The viewing will
be held at Aikens Funeral Home
on Friday, March 2 , 2012 , from
5-8 p. m. The fa mily will receive
frie nds from 6-7 p. m.
The friend s and family are
as ked to m eet at the chm·ch for
the service on Saturday.
AIKENS FUNE RAL HOME

MR. ALBERT
LLOYD COPELAND

MS. MARIE
C. MCCLOUD

Mr. Albert Lloyd Copeland,
85, passed away peacefully on
Saturday, · February 25, 2012,
surrounded by his children.
He was preceded in death by:
his mother and fath~r, I.ois
Moore Copeland and William
Lloyd Copeland; and his sister
and brother-in-law, Doris and
Paul Andrews.
AI was born on June 4, 1926
in Tampa. He was the oldest of
five kids born to Mom and Pop
Copeland.
He attended Hillsborough
High School, but graduated
from Dasher Bible School in
Valdosta, GA. There were six
kids in his graduating class.
When he graduated from high
school the world was at war. AI
served 4 years in the Army,
stateside.
AI was raised in the produce
business. At age 10 one of his
jobs was to beat the druins on
the produce truck. At the age of
12 he had to stay all night to
guard the open air produce
market before going to school.
AI later became owner of the
family store on Hillsborough
Ave., Copeland's Market. In his
mid 50s he took the courageous
move of closing the store and
started what turned out to be a
very successful wholesale pro- ·
duce business.
AI was a good dad, a hard,
but great boss and a friend to
many. He had a good life with
his large family whom he loved
dearly. He will be sorely missed
by all who loved him.
He was a member of the
Church Of Christ his e ntire life
with the last sixty years at Seminole Church of Christ.
AI is survived by: his wife,
Mary Cop ela nd; his
cat,
Tommy; a brother , J ames
Cop eland; and two s ist er s , Betty
J ohns on and Virgin ia Cook.
He a lso leaves behind: his
e ight children, Carolyn Roe,
Donna LaBarbera, Anne Coates,
Daniel Lloyd Copeland, Kenn eth Roger Cope land, Connie .
Copeland Joplin, Joe Stephens
and Sue Lepisto, and 11 grandchildren and 9 great grandchildren.
Visitation was Wednesday,
February 29 , 2012, at 1 p. rn.
with the service at 2 p. rn. at
Blount & Curry Funeral Horne,
Carrollwood.
Adrienne D. Wallace, Funeral Director.
·
BLOUNT & CURRY FUNERAL HOME
CARROLLWOOD CHAPEL, 3207 W.
Bearss Ave nue, Tampa, 33618,
(813) 968-2231.

Ms. Marie C. McCloud, 77, of
Plant City (Bealsville), FL,
passed away February 21, 2012.
She was a member of The
Bealsville Church Of God and
she was a retired Nurse's Assistant.
She was the daughter of the
late Lawrence Curry and Viola
C. Green.
Mother Marie is survived by:
her long life, devoted friend,
Mr. Willie ·Sconiers; her children, Henry J. McCloud
(Linda), Sylvester W. McCloud
(Jeanette), Cheryl D. Golden
(Roger), Ernest L. McCloud
(Jackie), and Jimmy L. Black
(Deon),
of Plant City, FL, and
Rev. Ricky Wiggs (Carla) of
Lakeland, FL; brother, Rev. Milton L. Curry (Erma); and three
sisters, Evangelist Ruby C.
Williams, Emma Jane Jackson
and Ethel M. Green, all of Plant
City, FL.
Family and friends will be receiving visitors on Friday,
March 2, 2012, from 5-7 p. rn. at
The Bealsville Church Of God.
Funeral services will be held
on Saturday, March 3, 2012, at 1
p. m. at Antioch M. B. Church
(Bealsville), with Min. Ronald
Hill, Sr., officiating. Interment
will follow at Pine Hill Cemetery.
Funeral services provided by
CHARLOW FUNERAL HOME.
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MR. BERESFORD
0. KIRTON, JR.
Mr. Beresford 0. Kirton, Jr.,
78, of Tampa, passed away February 20, 2012.
He was born in Brooklyn,
New York. He served 30 years
and retired from the U.S. Air
Force.
He was ,formerly the president of Belmont Heights Little
League Baseball ·for many
years. He enjoyed spending
time with his family and
friends.
He is survived·by: his daughter, Ericka Kirton; son, Beresford
0.
Kirton,
III;
Taylor Dexter,
a: grandchildren,
LL. Tenaia Reid, Tavien Reid and
Karl Kirton; and sisters, Barbara Harris and Alice Sealey.
He was loved and wilL be
missed by all who knew him.
A memorial · services will
take place at 11 a. m. on Satur3, 2012, at Keeney
w day, MarchUnited
Methodist
;::) Chapel
I- Church, 7736 Destin Drive,
Tampa, 33619.
Services
provided
by
w FLORIDA MORTUARY FU>
& CREMATION SERVw NERAL
ICES,
4601 N.
Nebraska
Avenue,
Tampa,
33603.
w
::I: Www-.floridamortuary.com
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MS. ORLANTHEA
ANN JOHNSON
Homegoing services for Ms.
Orlanthea Ann Johnson, who
passed away on Friday, February 17, 2012, will be held Saturday, March 3, 2012, at 1 p. m. at
Unity AME Church, 1013 W. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Interment will follow in Unity
AME Cemetery.
Orlanthea was born October
16, 1981, in Tampa. She attended the schools of Hillsborough County.
Orlanthea enjoyed dancing,
singing and · socializing with
family and friends. She also
liked being home with her
nieces and nephews.
Orlanthea was preceded in
death by: her grandfather,
Lorenzo Johnson; and brother
Antonio Street.
She leaves to cherish her
memory: her children, Diary
TYreek Thomas and Antoinette
Farmer; mother, Cynthia Street
and husband, Lawrence Glover;
grandmother,
Emma
Lee
Hamilton; grandfather, Johnny
B. Johnson; great grandmother,
Adline Coachman; brothers,
Cregory Street and wife,
Suzanne, and Kieves Johnson;
sisters, . LaToyia, Shanta and
Janay Johnson; aunts, Robin
Street, Juan,ita Johnson and
Jackie Johnson; uncles, Johnny
B. Johnson, Sr. and Clavence
Johnson; a host of nieces and
nephews, cousins; and other
relatives and friends, including
a special family friend, Evel:Yn
Hall and family .
Visitation f01· Ms . Orlanthea
Johnson will be held Friday
evening from 5-8 p. m. at Harmon Funeral Home, 5002 N.
40th St., Tampa, 33610.
Friends attending the homegoing celebration are asked to
assemble at the church at i 2:45
p.m.
A HARMON BURIAL
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MRS. DORETHA
(MONK) STEPHENS

MRS. PATRICIA
WILLIAMS

Homegoing services in loving
memory of Mrs. Doretha
(Monk) Stephens, who passed
away on February 23, 2012, will
be held Saturday March 3, 2012,
at 2 p. m. at Harmon Funeral
Home, 5002 N. 40th Street,
Tampa, 33610, with a local pastor, officiating. Interment will
follow in Orange Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Doretha Stephens ~as a
native of Thomasville Georgia.
She was preceded by husband
and best friend, Alvin Stephens.
Friends attending the homegoing service are asked to assemble at Harmon funeral
home at 1:45 p. m.
A HARMON BURIAL

A memorial celebration in
memory of the life of Mrs. Patricia Marie Williams, who passed
away on February 22, 2012, will
be held Saturday, March 3,
2012, at 10 a. m. at Harmon Funeral .Home, 5002 .N. 40th St.,
Tampa, 33610, with Pastor Antonio Hawkins, the Pastor of Exciting Faith Alive at Mt. Silla
Church, officiating. Interment
will be private.
Mrs. Patricia Marie Williams
was a native of Indianapolis, Indiana. She was employed as a
security officer.
She leaves to cherish her
memory: daughter, Michelle
Knighton; sons, Attila Williams,
Charles Williams, Jr., Butch
.rones and Michael Jones;
daughter-in-law,
Carolyn
Williams; son-in-law, Quidene
Knighton; grandchildren, Jamesha Jones, Chelsey Knighton,
Roderick Knighton, Zacchaeus
Knighton, Josh Matlock and Attila Dante Williams; and a h'ost
· of other relatives and friends.
Friends attending the memorial service are asked to assemble at the funeral horne at 9:45
a.m.
A HARMON BURIAL

MR. ALEXARDA
'LICK' MONCUR
A celebration of the life ofMr.
Alexarda Moncur, who passed
away on February 22, 2012 will
be held Saturday, March 3,
2012, at 12 noon at Harmon Funeral Home, 5002 N. 40th St.,
Tampa, 33610, with Rev. Milton
B. Smith, the Sr. Pastor of Mt.
Herman M . B: Chm·ch, Tarpon
Springs, FL, officiating. Interment will be private.
Alexarda Moncur also known
to his friends as 'Lick,' was born
August 12, 1924. He was a native
of Aliaco, Baltarnas.
He leaves to cherish his memory: his daughters, Edith Robinson and Frances Williams; sons,
Joseph Richardson (Ruby),
Alexarda Moncur Jr. , Alvin
Moncur, Tony Brown and
Lorenzo Flowers; two stepsons,
William Johnson (Frances), and
Michael Johnson; two sisters,
Edith Hutchinson and Constance Hutchinson; 31 ·grandchildren, 14 great grandchildren
and 8 great, great grandchildren; a host of nieces and
nephews cousins; and other relatives and friends.
Friends attending the life celebration are asked to assemble
at the funeral home at 12 noon.
AHARMONBURIAL .

SPECIAl
THANKS

CLIFFETIE
'SUNNY' JOHNSON
. On behalf of the fanilly of
Cliffette "Sunny" Johnson,
we would like to thank
everyone for their prayers,
flowers and carcls during the
passing of our loved one.
Special thanks to: Pastor
Barbara Neal and church
family, and the ladies and
staff of Mercy House.
May God bless each of
you.
The Fanilly.

MRS. GWENDOLYN
C. TUCKER
Mrs. Gwendolyn C. Tucker of
Brooksville, FL, passed away
Tuesday, February 21, 2012.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, March 3, 2012,
at 11 a. rn. at First Baptist
Church of West. Tampa, 1302
North Willow Avenue, Reverend
Rayford Harper, pastor, with
·Reverend Michael D . . Warren,
officiating. Interment will follow in Memorial Park Cemetery,
2225 East Dr. Martin Luther
King Boulevard.
Born February 13, 1918, to
the late Altow and Josie McDaitiel, Mrs. Tuc~er was a native
of Brooksville, FL.
She came to Tampa at an
early age, attended Middleton
High School and was a resident
for ninety years.
Mrs. Tucker met and married
Mr. James P . .Tucker, and they
were married ·for over fifty
years.
"Honey," as she was called,
accepted Christ when she was
very young. She began working
for Him and will long be remembered for the work she did. She
was a faithful member of the
New Salem Missionary Baptist
Church where she served over
the #2 Usher Board, was Chaplain and was a member of the
Loyalty Club, where she served
as Financial Secretary. She also
served on the program and the
decoration committees.
Mrs. Tucker was known for
her readings, her duties as Mistress of Ceremonies, her speaking and narration of the
programs. She was also a faithful member of the First BaptistChurch of West Tampa.
She was preceded in death
by: her parents, Altow and Josie
McDaniel (Argrett); her husband, James P. TUcker; her
daughter,
Jacquelyn
Page
Bower; her grandson, Anthony
Davis; and her great-grandson,
.James ~ . Davis.
She leaves to cherish her
memory:
daughter, Althea
Davis; brother and his wife, Butler Hagins and Mercie Des;
three grandchildren, Tammy
and Herbert Wise, April and
Earnest Page, II, and Teresa
Parker; eight great grandchildren, other relatives and many
friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p. rn., Friday, March 2, 2012, at
Ray Williams Funeral Home,
301 N. Howard Avenue; and the
f~y will receive friends from
6-7p. m.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralbome.com.
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MRS. EVELYN
' DEGRAY JACKSON
FARRINGTON

WILLIE D.
COLEMAN, SR.

Homegoing celebration for
Mrs. Evelyn DeGray Jackson
Farrington of Tampa, who ·
passed away Friday, February
24, 2012, will be held Saturday,
March 3, 2012, at 11 a. m. at WJI- son Funeral Home Chapel, 3000
N. 29th Street, Tampa, with the
Reverend Eric Campbell, officiating.
Evelyn DeGray Jackson Farrington was born November 13,
1956, in Panama CitY, FL, to the
. late Johnny L. Jackson and
Ruby Jackson Epps. She was educated in th_e public school system ofNewark, New Jersey. She
continued her education at
Hillsborough Community -College in Tampa, where she received certification
as
a
Certified Nurse's Assistant.
Evelyn worked as a Secretary
at both Travelers Insurance
Company and the Hillsborough
County Road Department.
Evelyn accepted Christ as her
Lord and Savior in 1989, and
she joined Faith Temple Missionary Baptist Church, where
she served on the Usher Board
until the Holy Spirit led her to
Revealing Truth Ministries until
her health failed.
Evelyn was preceded in death
by: her father, JoHnny L. Jackson; and brothers, Robert L.,
Roy, Andrew and Dennis Jackson.
She leaves to cherish memories of her: 2 devoted children,
Nathaniel Jackson (Vivian) of
Tampa, and Johanna S. Burkes
(Nathaniel) of Springhill, .FL;
grandchildren, Shonte' Jackson,
Nathaniel Jackson, Jr., Jarvis
Jackson and Jonathan Jackson,
all of Tampa, and Desirea
Burkes, Jordan Burkes, Sedrick
Burkes and Tyler Burkes, all of
Springhill, FL; extended grand- ·
children, Antonio Cordero and
Jovany Quinones;· great grand,
Royce Mervil; her mother, Ruby
Epps; br9thers, James Jackson
and Christopher Epps (Wanda),
' all of Tampa; aunt, Annie
Rogers of Cincinnati, OH; devoted friend, O'Glenn Johnson
of Tampa; and a host of other
sorrowing relatives and friends.
There will be a viewing from
5-9 p. m. and the family will receive friends from 7-8 p. m.,
Friday, March 2, 2012, at Wilson
Funeral Home.
Friends are asked to assemble at the funeral home at approximately 10:45 a. . m.,
Saturday for the service.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wiJson-fimeralhome.com

February 3, 1939 March 1, 2011
One year ago, the Lord
called you to your heavenly
home.
Fond memories of you
and the love we shared will
forever live in our hearts.
Sadly missed and oh so
loved by your wife, Fannie
Coleman; and other loving
family members.

·IN lOVING

MEMORY

MR. ALEX KENT
AMI.KER,SR.
'BIG ALEX'
2/29/64- 8/19/11
Gone, but not forgotten.
Father and son, you will al- ·
ways live in our hearts, forever, we miss you.
On Saturday, March ,3,
2012, at 4 p. m. we will be
celebrating Alex Sr.'s birthday with family and friends
at 5205 S. 81st. Ms. Miller
_677-4816.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIES.

WUISE HUDSON HARRIS
No one knows how much we miss you. No one knows the bitter pain we've suffered since we lost you.
.
In our hearts, your memory lingers. There is not a day
(mother) Louise, we do not~ of you.
Happy birthday, thoughts are stronger on this day.
.
Love you: daughter and son, Gloria. and Jasper; and the
Hudson famlly;
·

BIRTHDAY MEMORIAM
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GERALD T. CLARK
3/1/1970
Remembering you on
your birthday today.
Love
always:
your
mother, Gwen Clark Sneed;
Willie Clark, Fred Clark and
Bridgett Clark Richardson;
your boys, Gerald Clark, Jr.
and Gerald Clark; and
gr~dchildren, Soraya Clark
and Gerald Clark, ill.

KEVIN G.
JOHNSON
We ·m iss and love you.
Gone, but never forgotten.
.
Cherish,
Terrence,
Kevon, Kavelia and your loving grandbaby, Terrence G.
Johnson, Jr. You are greatly
missed.

ALBERTA SHEDRICK
03/10/1936- 06/04/2011
Safely Home
I am home in heaven, dear ones. Oh, so happy and so bright!
There is a perfect joy and beauty in the everlasting light. All the
pain and grief is o~er, every restless tossing passed; I am now
at peace forever, safely home in heaven at last.
There is work still waiting for you, so you must not idly stand.
Do it now, while life rema1neth- you shall rest in God's owil
land.
When that work is all .completed, He will gently call you
home; oh, the rapture of that meeting, oh, the joy ·to see you
come!
Happy birthday, Mama.
Love always: your husband, David; Chinovia, Nate, J~ebug,
C. J. and NaNa; grandkids and other family and friendS~
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~ Memoriams

BIRTHDAY MEMORIAM
Those we love don't go
away, they stand tall beside
us every day. Unseen, · unheard, but always near, still
loved, still missed and very
dear.
Love you, Grandma.
From: Mrs. Mikisha Graves,
grandchildren and great
g.:andchildren, and missing
you the most, your daughter,
Mrs. Betty J. Martin.

MRS. BARBARA
ANN GLOVER
2/29/1936- 9/16/1994

IN LOVING MEMORY OF
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It has been one year since
the Lord came in and took all
of your hurt and pain away.
But, there's not one day that
we don't miss you.
Although we miss you
laughter, singing and physi- cal presence, the memories
we have of you will be with
usalways.
·
I'm thankful that He
blessed us with 35 years of
memories that we share and
I will always cherish them in
my heart.
Love always and forever:
your wife, Linda I. White;
children and family.

JAMES 'JW' WHITE
August 18, 1951 February 20, 2011
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Mother Insists Her Son
Didn't Commit Suicide
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Marva Anglin said no
matter.what anyone says, she'll
never accept the explanation
given by police that her son
killed himself.
On January 30th at 4:20 a.
m., Tampa Police reported that
Trey Anglin, 19, had suffered
a fatal gunshot wound to the
head while sitting inside a car
that was parked in his front
yard. The gun used in the
TREY ANGLIN
shooting belonged to Anglin,
but they can't determine
are still treating this as a homiwhether or not the bullet that
cide, and awaiting the results
killed him matched the gun
of some tests."
·
found underneath his left arm.
Ms. Anglin said some of
Ms. Anglin said where the
her· neighbors are concerned
gun was found raised doubts,
·why detectives didn't go doorbecause her son is right
to-door with questions or conhanded.
·
cerns about the shooting.
"We have had contact with
Ms; Anglin said every
the detective investigating
facet of their investigation is
what happened, but we . still
based on what fue girl who was
- need a clear explanation of
in the car with her son told
what really happened. When
them.
this happened, I was sitting in
"She claims Trey told her
my home office that has a winhe was going to kill himself,
dow facing the front yard. I
and we definitely don't b~lieve
would have heard a gunshot,
and I heard nothing, nor did _ that: There's just no reason. for
it.
any of my neighbors. Also,
"Every time I read or hear
we're upset at some of the
what
that girl has said, I come
comments the detective made
away not l;>elieving a word of it.
· as they were insensitive and
·There are just too many holes
racial.
in her story."
· "When we met with some
Ms. Anglin said the famof the detectives, they told us
ily wants a rriore thorough inTrey killed himself, and that
was it. They also told us they · vestigation, and they have

contacted the NAACP to see i1
they can intervene and conduc1
their own investigation.
'fi remember the night this
happened," said Ms. Anglin.
"Trey came out of his
room dressed and said he wa~
going down the street to see his
friend. That was the last tiJ;lleJ
saw him. The friend at the
house he went to said the girl
did pick Trey up at 12:30 a. m.
She also said they came back to
my house, and sat in the car in
my yard for a couple of hours."
Ms. Anglin said she sat
and looked through her office
window waiting for Trey to
come home, and there was·no
strange car in her yard.
"My son will never agree to
go to another man's house that
he doesn't know, but the detectives did not find her story
changing to be odd.
"It's also ironic that people
living in the area of his friend's
bouse reported hearing a gunshot, and that was ri evei:
looked into."
spOkespe~s~n,
·Police
Janelle McGregor, said they
rely on the report of the Medical Examiner to determine the
cause of death in all cases.
"The M.E.'s findings, along
with the forensic evidence,
confirms Anglin did shoot
himself. We've been in constant communication with his
family, providing them various
details of the case throughout
the investigation.
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nation. ·
"There's a degree of danger
attached to telling the truth to
those who have been deceived
by lies and falsehood," said
Minister Farrakhan in an
article published in the Pinal
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Locally, Brother Michael
said the event was overwhelming and the spirit was tremendously high.
"We sat for more ·than 4
hours listening attentively for
the words and guidance of the

Hondrable Minister Farrakh.an. We emerged from
the. meeting witli a renew:ed
sense of commitment, and
challenged to combat all of the
forces that seek to overwhelm
our communities.
"We're urging community
leaders to attend part two of
the address that will be held
live via webcast this Sunday at
the. Tampa Park Plaza; 1417
North Nebraska Avenue,starti.Iig at 11 a. m. Doors will open
at 10:30 a. m."

www.wilson-funeralhome.com

Wayne L Bright

Manager

~ ~B--------------------------------~

The Honorable Minister
Louis Farrakhan delivered
his analysis and insight into .
the pressing issues facing the
world today during his Savior's
Day message in Chicago, Illinois.
Minister Farrakhan reportedly exposed plots targeting
Presjdent
Barack
Obama, the world, and the

"Seafood & Soulfood Restaurant"

MRS. RENE PANKO
Owner

813-247-CRAB (2722)
Email: nrbedd@yahoo.oom

CATERING AVAILABLE • DINE IN • CALL../NS WELCOIIE
· FAMILY OWNED BUSINESS

Three Men Wounded In
West Tampa-Shooting
Tampa Police are investigating a shooting in West
Tampa Wednesday night that
left three men with serious injuries.
Police said they were
called to 2534 West Palmetto
Street on a report of shots
being fired. When they arrived, they found two Hispanic males and 'a Black male
wounded. All appeared to be
in their late teens or early
20S.

The victims have been
identified as German Martinez, 38, Arthur Miller,
17, and Shawn Creszenzi,
18.
Police said the three are
friends , and Martinez was
fighting with Creszenzi and
Miller.
·
Martinez
reportedly
pulled a gun from his pants
and shot Creszenzi and

GERMAN MARTINEZ
••••. allegedly shot Miller

and Creszenzi.
Miller.
Police
said
Creszenzi was able to take a
gun from his pants and shoot
Martinez. All thr~e are reported to be in stable condition.
The investigation is continuing, and no charges have
been filed at this time.

Mother Charged With
Threatening To Kill Her Son
Hillsborough .· County
Sheriffs deputies arrested a
31-year-old woman Tuesday
night for allegedly holding a
knife to the throat of her 13- ·
year-old son, and threatening
to kill him.
Deputies said Michelle
Morrison w~ argU.ing with
her son 'at 11 p. m. when she
allegedly began to punch and
hit him with an ooen hand in
the face, che5t; ~d arm.
Deputies said Morrison
th~n- grabbed a knife and put .
it to her son's throat, .telling
· him she was going to kill him.
A relative in the home called
9-1-1.

MICHELLE-MORRISON

Morrison was arrested
and charged with aggravated
child abuse and child abuse.
Shewas released on a bond of
$1,000.

.Man Accepts Plea Deal
In_Sex Tranickinu case
On Wednesday, a man accepted a plea deal in federal
court to four counts of sex
trafficking of minors.
Authorities said Eric
Antwan Bell, 37, agreed to a
deal that will involve hirri facing a minimum of 10 years _jn
prison, 5 years of supervised
release, and he must forfeit
an assault rifle, handgun, digital camera, SD memory
cards, and five computers.
Bell was arrested in New
Jersey in September 2011
after he fled when a warrant
. was issued in Hillsborough
County.
Bell admitted to taking in
at least four teenage girls,

3 Men wanted ·
ForCompUSA
Anempted
Break-In

Teacher Charged
With Having Sex
With 12-Year-Oid

On Wednesday morning,
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
A Hillsborough County
deputies went to the Comteacher
has been arrested
pUSA Store in Brandon on a
and
charged
with three
report of an attempted breakcounts
of
lewd
battery
and
in.
two
counts
of
lewd
or
lasciv-.
At the scene, deputies reported that a stolen Nissan ious molestation.
Hillsboroilgh
County
Maxima was used to tear the
_
Sheriffs
.
detectives
began
doors off the store during -an
their
investigation
when
the
attempted break-in at s :30
victim's
mother
notified
a.m.
Deputies found the stolen them she believed her 12car and chains attached to the year-old son was having sex
front door of the store. A flat- with a 29-year-old female
screen television was reproved known to the family.
The woman, Ethel Anstolen, deputies said.
derson,
is a ·teacher at The suspects, who fled in
Mango
Elementary
SchooL
anoth€r vehicle were deThe
victim
is
not
one
of her
scribed as three Black males.
students.
Damage to the store is estiDetectives said beginning
mated at $25,000.
in
·
December
2011 through
An investigation is contin.
February
2012
while at Anuing.
derson's residence-on Waterton Drive, she had sex and
inappropriate touching with
the victim.
· ·
School officials said Anderson
would be suspended
Tampa Police are asking
with
pay,
and they will take
· for help in locating three sus-

Armed Robberv

Suspects Sought

pects who allegedly robbed a
West Tampa cafe Tuesday.
According to reports, at 11
a. m., a man entered the Miramar Cafe, 2301 North Armenia
wearing a ski mask and asked
how much a Cuban sandwich
cost.
After asking several times
about the price, police said he
pointed a gun at the cashier
and demanded money. The
cashier handed the suspect
money.
Police said a second suspect stood outside :the cafe entrance acting as a lookout, and
later came inside the cafe and
got the money from the first
suspect. - Both suspects joined a
thii-d man, who was outside
the store acting·as a lookout.
All three fled on foot . .
The suspects are described
as a Hispanic male, -iS to 18
years old, s '6" tall, and weighing 120 pounds; a Black male,
15.to 18 years old, 5'7'' to 6 feet
all, and the third was a Black
male, 15 to 18 years old, 5'2" to
s's" tall, heavy set weighing
about 210 pounds.
Anyone with information
on the suspects or their whereabouts should contact (813)
231-6130.

ETHEL ANDERSON

action later this month to
have her suspended without
pay.
Spokesperson, Linda
Cobbe, · said Anderson
called in sick to school all
week, and was prep~ring paperwork to take a leave of absence. .
Anderson had worked
for the -:?chool district since
2006, and· taught twQ fifthgrade language arts classes.
She is married and has a
young _d augther.
Anderson_is being held
with·o ut bond on the charges.
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having sex with them, photographing them naked, and in
sexual situations, advertising
their services on websites,
a nd collecting a:Il the pro~
ceeds from their prostitution.
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ERIC BELL

sure you are
prepared 3 , 5, 9, 12 to
face the day 15, 19, 22,
25 with the courage and
strength 27, 30, 33, 37it
takes to get through it
41, 45, 4 9 , 55
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1461 Tampa Park Plazi
@ Nebraska Ave. & scott St~
The h1rmg of alawyer IS an Important dec1s1on that should not be based solely upon advertisements
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REHABBER SUPERSTORE INC.
. Kenny Rushing
CEO/President
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Citv 01 Tampa 24th Black Historv Celebration

FLORIDA SENTINEL .· >'
1

The 24th Annual City of
Tampa Black History
Celebration was held at the
Tampa Convention Center
on Wednesday, February 8,
2012. The theme was
" Reining In Finance:
Reshaping the American
Dream ." Rod Carter of
News Channel 8 was the

.

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 2012 .

.

. .

I

Master of Ceremonies.
The guest speaker was
Pamala L. McCoy, CEO,
BonasD Credit Consultants.
Entertainment for the event
was provided by the
Distinctive Men of Brass .
(Photos by Lomax
Mcintyre and BRUNSON)

Father and son - Sol
Davis, Sr. and Jr. attended
the celebration.

Members o( the committee included, Major Gerald
Honeywell and Celeste Gibbons-Peoples.

Tammy Shaw and Veronica
Conage-Mack were in attendance.

Sean Blaylock, Freddy Overstreet and Mike Anderson
attended the 24th Annual City of Tampa Black History
Celebration.

Fire Training Chief Ronnie
Shipp attended the program.

The Distinctive Men of Brass provided entertainment.
Members are: Rickey B. Williams, Kay Raynard Lawrence,
Nathaniel Gordon, Gionon Gilbert, Darius Boone, Ernest
Elmore and Desmond Boone.

Richedean Hills-Ackbar
and Rosita Brooks were at
the program.

Dasia Lob, Katrina ~. Tyra Hector and Rey S. Robinson
of Eisenhower Middle School were at the program.

Betty DeVeaux and Dr.
Alma Hires were among the
guests.

In the audience were: Vivian Johnson Oliver, Sara A.
Howard, Bettye Greene Johnson and Bobby Bowden.

Lashonda Green, Kelli Ford, Brenda Ford, Keacia Newson
and Anita White were at the City's Black History Celebration.

' Dian Davis, Gregory Hart and B. J. Slatton. ·

These Waste Management e mployees were also in attendance: Victor Espirito Santo, Craig Smith, Freddie Williams
and Michael Jones.
·

Rosa McKinzy Cambridge, Irene P. ·Be dford and Gla-dys
McKinzy-Permuy were at the program.

· -- N -r-------- ------------ ----- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Business Owner wants To
Entertainers Turn Filmmakers
Create Opportunities For Others
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Greg Lockhart was
fortunate enough to have
grown up in an atmosphere with entrepreneurs.
In Miami as a child,
Lockhart got his first opportunity to be a business
owner; and immediately
got excited about the people he met and the opportunities that came his way.
Lockhart opened his
first business in 1985 in
Fort Pope, Louisiana. He
stayed in that location or 9 years, then
opened two locations in New Orleans in
1993. He closed those down in 2004, and
came to Florida with his wife and three
children.
"We came to get into real estate, but
the economy shot that idea down," said
Lockhart.
"We weren't going to do automotive
again, but more residential and commer~ cial jobs. But, when people didn't have as
0 much ·money to spend anymore, and
LL. businesses started cutting back, we went
.0 back to the automotive tinting."
zc(
Lockhart said he's been fortunate
through the years to have gotten some re~ ally big contracts.
0
"I actually got a contract from the fedU)
w eral government to tint military helicop:::::» ters. They kept us busy for a long time.
.....
"Everywhere I've gone, I've trained
~ tiDters, and now they have their own
w shops. It's not easy training people who
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Jabaar Edmond and E. Alexander love the music business. They
have surrounded themselves with
great talent, and have enjoyed some
success as an independent company.
Although both men spend a lot of
time in the studio preparing their
music and listening to other artists,
they decided to try their hand at films.
"We had been involved in filming
already through our videos an9.
DVD's," said Edmond.
·
"Now, all we needed to do was
come up with a concept for a movie,
and then get started. We had the personnel to star in the movie, but we
later turn out to be your competitors."
n-eeded a direction."
Lochart said he started window tintThat's when both men realized'that
ing because he couldn't get a job in spite
what
they had been searching for was
of all the experience he had in other areas.
right
in
front of them.
"I actually walked around for 3
months looking for work. I ran an adver"We decided to use the headlines ·of
tisement in a newspaper and I had never
the day to make a short movie," said
done tint work before, but I was confiAlexander.
dent. I later got more training and did a
"We discovered that people were
lot of studying.
drawn to things going on in the neigh"My son and I have attended seminars
borhood,· and if we could take those
all over the country, and I'm very passionevents and bring them to life, it would
ate about this business."
make for great entertainment."
Lockhart said he's happy that his ·
In January, the two men filmed and
business has afforded him the opportutheir first project, "Dollaz."
finished
nity to raise a family.
·
Now,
less
than three months later, they
"My son, Keleef, is a second generahave
completed
their second short
tion tinter. We're looking for the big jobs
. film, "Dollaz2: Dropz." ...
now."
"We've discovered that film work
· Lockhart said besides tinting, they
takes a lot of time, and you have to
do auto detailing, car audio and video syswork with a lot of people," said Edtems, and other aesthetic features for automobiles.
mond. It's hard finding the right peo-

ple who are s_erious about the project.
"We do our own camera work, and
I do the editing. We learned everything
on the fly, and everything is done inhouse. The soundtrack for both movies
was also done in-house, and we got
help from Odell Barnum and Dorian Welch, who just finished their
own .film."
Alexander and Edmond said the
music is. on hold for now, and they appreciate the other organizations that
have helped them along the way.
"We're proud of the coalition we've
put together, and we want this area to
be a hot ]?ed for independent filming,"
said Alexander.
The premiere of "Dollaz The Movie
2: Dropz," will be March 2nd at Muvico Centro_~or. Showtime is 8 p. m.
and1op. m.
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FELICIA, LIL
DAMENON And SWAP
'LADET (MS. TASHA CARNEGIE)
Happy birthday, we love you! ·
From, your daughter and mom ..

God has blessed you to
be here another year. We
love you Swap and will see
you soon.
· Happy birthday, from
your wife and all of our kids.

- LIL.SWAP, LIL D~ON, DE'SHARD~
J;>E'KWAN, SWAP And BABY

:FELiCIA4Jtd SWAP· , _

.;zvA YOUNG

Happy Birthdav

Happy
Young.
· From,

birthday,

Zya

Grandmom

Elo~da and Granddad Ken-

neth Lyons. We love you.
Party will be Saturday,
March 3 at 4:00 p. m.

1he Colbens·

Happy birthday to my "Pretty Black N~..... ·
Love you.sis.
·

MS.GRACE .
I would like to thank God for letting me see another year.
Love you mom and enjoy your day.
Kathy will be home soon. Big coming home party.

SHAWNNAAnd
JERMAIN
I'll do anything just· to see
you smile.
Happy birthday, Bae. Cuz.

IIPPV·Birlhdav

'JEFF And NELLY'
People always acting like fake brothers and sisters, but me
and sis hav.e a real bond that no one can break. Blood conldn"t
make us any clOser.
So, happy birthday to my real sister, Nelly. Love you!

ER.YIAL, MOMMY, DERRICK,
AN'IWAN And JORDAN

NELLY And 24 Happy birthday, Cuz.
From me and Cinnya!

Happy birthday, Mommy, we love you!

Men lfs Real,

Sblclk Tagetller lila Glue

lfsForever

Besdes

WANNAAndCUZ

WANNAAnd TONI

I love this girl, like a fat kid
loves cake.
Happy birthday to my Superwoman.
From, your Superman.

She's not just my best
friend, she's also my partner in
crime.
Happy birthday, Bestie.

NIKEITA POWELL
(March1)

Happy

TONI And
·SHAWANNA

_,
W

~

z

:g·

SHAWANNA .
And TONI

16th

birthday,

Sweety!!! We love you.
Your mommy, Nicole and
little sister, NiKayla.
·

She's the best friend a lady can have.. I thank God that He
brought such a star in my life.
Happy 25th birthday, Bestie.
Love you, Toni.
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NELLY, NIQUE, TONI, BREEZY,
WANNAAndRITA

~

I told you once, now fm telling you twice, "'us• stars shine oh so

W ·KL-~-"1....

CJ

f

Happy birthday sis, "Wanna" and "Nelly."
Love, '"Breezy."

WANNAAndNIQUE
You're the best sister and
friend anybody could ever as~
for and fm g]ad you're a part Of
my life.
Happy birthday, I love you.

CLAUDIA, JAMFS And CHANELLE
A special birthday goes out to our sister, Cbanelle.
We love you, Sis!

WANNA
Ain't no sister like the one I
got. Happy birthday, Boo.
Love,Quan.

BISHIP And NELLY
BISHIP And NELLY

Ride and die. Enjoy your
day, Boo.

Star Plava

Happy birthday to Nelly,
and I wishyou many more!

NIQUE, SHARITA, TONI, NELLY, WANNA
AndBREEZV
Happy birthday Nelly and Wauna.
From, the "Playas!"
.-----~--~----~~~--~~---------, ~

Sisters To The End
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Happy and blessed to see
another year. Happy 25th birthdayto me.

'MS. CHANELLE'
Happy birthday.
From, your family!

~

.-f

Sending a birthday shout
out to one of my shooting stars,
Mrs. Chanelle, who will be
celebrating her 27th birthday,March 4th.
I love you, sister.

'MS. NELLY'
Happy birthday.
From, the Star Players!

TONI, MIKE MIKE
And CHANELLE
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WANNAAndNIQUE
Unbreakable Bond
Blood couldn't make us any
closer.
Happy birthday, Judy!

SHARITA And SHAWANNA
Happy birthday to my true friend indeed ...
Love, Sharita.

••••••

W .ANNA And CUZ
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Happy birthday to my world and their Shining "Star."

~ All About You!
A. T. Jones Math~ Science
&Technology Academv
HONORS: High Honor
Roll and Perfect Attendance
PARENT: Lillian Williams
GRANDPARENTS: the
late Hanah Wedlaw and
Otis Williams, Sr.
HOBBIES: Praise Dancing, Television and Computer Graphics.
CHURCH: By The Word
Of Faith, St. Petersburg.,
Apostle Willie C. Sands and
Lady Patricia Sands.

Happv Birthday

HaPPV

Binhdav

Birthday wishes go out
to our little Diva, Kennedy,
who will be celebrating her
9th birthday with a Big Barbie Bash on Sunday, March
4th.
Happy birthday and
congratulations on making
the Principal's Honor Roll.
We love you, To~yata
and Jacquez, Sharon
Thompson and family.

Happy Birthday, 2/27 to
my big brother, Otha Gainey
ill. Happy belated birthday,
2/4, to my big cousin, Tanzolia Sallins.
I love you both, Mrs.
Mikisha Graves.

KENNEDY C. GREEN

Happy
Birlhday

MYAM. WILLIAMS

Happy Birthday Mom And Happy
Anniversary To Our Parents

Happy Binhday, Dakota Samariah
Maddox-Anderson Is 1'

~
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KINA
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~

Happy birthday to my friend,
sw.e etheart and soon-to-be
wife, Kina.
I love you, Thomas.
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DAKOTA SAMARIAH MADDOX-ANDERSON
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MR. FAMOUS T And EUNICE FLOYD

D.

With love. Your children: Hildreth (Queen), Carol
(Charles), and Theodore (Octeon), sister, Geneva; and
brother, James.
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Star Players

Happy birthday to DaKota, who turned 1 on 2/28. Hugs and
kisses.
Love, Mom, Dad and family.

Happy Binhday ··

z

·!zw

THOMAs

C/)
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To the man that holds the
key to my heart, I can't wait to
be your wife.
Happy Birthday my love,
Wifey. ·
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THOMAS AND KINA
m

TEAM US
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Happy birthday to my Star players, Wanna and Nelly. I love
you ladies.
Love, Nique.

TIONNE, DADA, MAURI,
CED And SHAWANNA
Happy birthday to the best mommy in the whole world!
"We love you, Mommy." ·

Two hearts on the same
beat, we look forward to
spending \:he rest of our lives
together as husband and wife.

----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------,-~
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NEW MT. ZION M. B.
CHURCH, INC.
251 1 E Columbus Dr.
(813) 248-8101 or (813) 247-3899

-

FIRST BAPliST CHURCH OF
PROGRESS VILLAGE

SAINT JAMES A.M. E.
CHURCH OF PROGRESS
VILLAGE, INC.

Progress Blvd., Tampa, FL 33619
• Church Office : (813) 677-1948
• Pastor's Office: (813) 672-0389
• Academy Office : (813) 677-5988

5202 86th Street South
Tampa, Florida :13619
(813) 677-2411

• Fax: (813) 672-0514

• E-Mail : fbcopv @tampabay.rr.com
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BROWN MEMORIAL
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

2313 E. 27th AVE. * (813) 248-5690 * (813) 241-6902

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
Sunday School
..... 9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship
.... 11 A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship·
.... 7:30P.M.
Morning Prayer
(Tuesday- Friday) .... 9 A.M.
Wednesday Night Worship
..... 7:30P.M.

REV. WALTER J. WILLIAMS

REV. MICHAEL B. PRICE, I
Pastor ·

Pastor

Early Morning Worship-7:55A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship- 9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship - 10:55 A. M.
Wed., Family Night- 7 P.M.
For Transportation Call
. (813)486-7890

DR. SAM MAXWELL, SR.,

Senior Teaching Pastor
Adult/Children Worship Times
7:30AM. & 10:55 A.M.

Sunday:
Early Morning Worship Service
7:30A.M.

4:U:!1Jiil!lilf't

Church School - 8:45 A. M.
Morning Worship Service
10:15 A.M.

Sunday ·9:45AM. ·Adult &
Youth/ Children
Tuesday - 11 AM. - Adu!t
Wednesday - 7 P.M. - Youth/ Children
7:30 P.M. Adult
A Satentte Campus For Faith Bible Institute
"GroNing The ChLrCh For Global Change"
(Acts 1:8, Rom. 1:8, 1 Thes. 1:8)

Dea. Kelvin DeCoursey
Chairman, Deacons' Ministry
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BISHOP MAnHEW
. WILLIAMS
Pastor

"A Church Where The Love Of God Rows
And 11le Holy Ghost Is In Full Control."

en
m

Service Times
Sunday·Morning Worship

11:00 A.M.
7:00P.M.
7:00P.M.

Wednesday Evening Service
Friday Evening Service

z
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:::i
Proph.etess .fo.flrtlle (ji/fespie
Senior !PII.ftor

24fS. 78th St. • Tampa, FL 33619 • Contact 813.434.0517
E-mail: theembassyice@gmail.com
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GREATER FRIENDSHIP
M.B.CHURCH

MOUNT PLEASANT M. B. CHURCH

3325 E. Emma St.

GRACE MARY MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
3901 N. 37th St * (813) 248-3779

NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH

3107 E. Lake Ave.* 248-4127

-4

P.O. Box 4724 *Tampa
Dr C~ T. Kitdand, Pastor
Tel: (813) 253-5714 *Fax (813) 254-1441
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E-mail: MtPieasantMB@aol.com

Devotion By Mt Pleasant Praise Team
EARLY MORNING-WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP- 11 A. M.
1ST SUNDAYS
5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.)
6 PM--Lord's Supper (Communion)

z

Pastor

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worship - 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday - 7:30 p.m.
Visitors Are Welcome!

Early Morning Worship - 8 AM.
Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Morning Wor.ship- 10:50 A.M.
Bible Study, Wed. - 7 P.M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

Hill Church Of God In Christ

6414 North 30th Street
813-239-3161

Growth And Sharing God's Love

TUESDAYS
6 PM - Prayer Service
7 PM -General Bible Study
7 PM- Youth Bible Study

TAPE MINISTRY
Order On Une At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org

Worship Opportunities

SUNDAY
Sunday School
9:30A.M.
Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
YPWW- 6:00 P.M.
Evening Worship
7:00P.M .

· Weekly Activities
Sunday Church School
Morning Worship

9:30A.M
10:45 A.M
Bible Class
4:30P.M
Evening Worship
5 P.M
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 P.M
Bible Study
7:30 P.M

.,:c .
0
0

~

New Testament M. B.
Chii'Ch Of Thonotasassa, Inc.

.

11530 Walker Road
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
986-3971
610-1252

REV.

Pastor
Weekly Services: .
Sunday School • 9:30A.M.
Sun. Morning Worship *11 A.M.
Wed. Night: Youth Prayer Service
And Bible Study
Thurs. Night: Prayer Service
And Bible Study

s
-·-who t~usts
LORD
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2002 N. Rome Avenue* (Corner of Rome Ave. and Spruce St.)
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"Saving The Sinners And
Educating The Believers•
"I Can Do All Things Through Christ
Who Strengthens Me. • ·Phil. 4:13
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wedded bliss on March 4th.
May the blessings of the
Lord be upon your union.

home delivery of the Florida
Sentinel Bulletin, please call
Mr~ Westley at 813-2480724.

If you requested a Bible
and have moved or never received it, write the ministry
with your current address.

Sick And Shut-Ins

Happy St. ·
Patrick's Day
Don't forget to turn your
clocks ahead!

March
Celebrants
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Happy birthday shout out
is sent to none other than,
Anthony
"Miller"
Simon, who's special day
was March 1•t. His family
sends him lots of love!! An,.
thony was a Chess whiz at
6-years-old and has lots of
trophies to prove it. He is
the grandson of yours truly,
and the son of Brandi J effrey and Antonio Simon,
Sr.
Happy
birthday
to
William Lionell Brooks,
Sr. on March ih and
J :acqueline' Jones on
March nth. These wishes
come from sisters, Floranita Moore (Memphis,
TN) and Michelle B. Patty
(Tampa).
Happy birthday wishes
are extended to the following March celebrants: Per- ·
cell Bradley, Shirley
Sanchez,
Darlene
Prince; . Willie
Mae
Buggs, Diana House,
Richard London, Sr.,

Leroy Mack, Cookie
Coles, Debra Trotman,
Charles Pritchard, Stanley Walker-Oats (El Cerrito,
CA),
Ernestine
Bell-Turner,
Sallie
Holmes, Nettie Jones,
John Trotman, Ronald ·
Walker, Sr. (Concord,
CA), Samaria Wright,
Harry Roberts,
III,
Stanley Turner, Beulah
Humphries,
Reatha
Jackson, Tina Louise
Walker and Catherine
Johnson.

Belated
Birthday
Happy belated birthday
to J aMia Washington, a
student at Meharry Medical
School in Nashville, TN . .
This wish comes from your
family and frjends .
JaMia's special day was
February 23rd.

Anniversary
Celebrants
The miracle of love is
given to us to give to one another.
Happy anniversary to
Wayne and Judy Sweat
of Jonesboro, GA, as they
celebrate their 6th year of

Everyone needs prayer.
Let us keep the Steven
Rickert household in our
prayers.
Prayer changes things.
Keep the following in your
daily prayers: Ida Boykin,
Vinnie Williams; Eloise
Leeks, Arlean Evans,
Marie Benson, Annie
Laura Jelks, Phyllis
Akes, Wilbert and El;,rlne
Johnson, the Philon family, Dorothy Wilder, Rev.
James Murphy, Young
Johnson, Sr. and Kaiser
Price.
Get well wishes are extended to Jackie, who is recovering from foot surgery.
We all miss you.

Sympathy

Though For
Today
''Your life and mine shall
be valued not by what we
take, but by what we give."

· My Brothers
2Keep
Prison Ministry
Free greeting cards and
Bibles to Florida Inmates,
write to P. 0. Box 89174,
Tampa, 33689-0402.

Home Delivery
For Progress
Village And
Surrounding .
. Areas
For those interested m

"... God cannot lie!"

F.Y.I.
Pray for President
Obama and his family
Remember your helper in
the kitchen, Shu-Lon's
Kitchen 813-741-9760
Call your news into Gloria McNair-Johnson at
813-735-7968.

.•/ "VOICES OF SMIUNG FACES" .
~f!!Jet6ang s.rJTOtlp. . March 1oth~ 2.012
sponsored sy:
} .

Presents,

_

•

uvo;ce5 Of Smiling

Conference"
Our condolences are sent
to the Hankerson and
Lewis family in the passirig
of their loved one, Mr.
Erick Andrew LeWis.
May each of you seek the
Lord for comfort, guidance,
. and strength during this
time of bereavement.

Scripture
(Titus 1:2)

.1 p.m.- 4 p.m.

.

"'""'~:!."~

Chester H. Ferguson law Center

1610 N. Tampa Sl • Tampa, Fl33602

COME OUT AND SEE THE FACES
THAT'S HAD TO SMILE THROUGH
SOME OF THE MOST DIFFICULT
TIMES IN THEIR LIVES!

4 DYNAMIC SPEAKERS

Sonia Franklin (2 Time Breast Cancer Survivor);
Pierson (Survivor of Crack Addiction, loss s.na Fnnldln
Kids and Near Death Experience); Edwina Lee
(Survived 5 gunshots by the man Who
LOVED her!); Robert Samuels (AcJivist,
18 Year Cancer Survivor, Dffferenf
Cancers and Diabetes" and an Author)
and.much more you don't want to miss it! ·

•a

RSVP:

or 813-490-9429
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CHURCH DIRECTORY

ST. JOHN CATHEDRAL

3401 E. 2~thAvef1tl~Jarnpa, FL (COrner()f~-St~-&:25~
Phone: (813) 248·3737 Or ,(813),248-:3651 Fax:.242·8076

en

Careline: 248-HELP·
Bishop Eddie~ Sr. Pas.tor

~

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
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a:oo A. M. SpirttuafEnrichment
9:45A.M.
Suooa
'
. . ,y·- sc11001/0iiehtaoon
.. .... ' '
10:45 Worship ServiCe
(Youth.Church 2nd And3rd .S~ndays)
12:00 Noon Intercessory
Prayerw/Bible Study

BIPliSliiUICR .
1211 I.JIIflrniiLT--.R.33112
SUndaY SCb181.

[8131 ~29-1390
·,

leralna wershlp ..",_,.-.••-•.·-······- 11.am.
Prayer servtce, ru•sdav...._____ .& p.m.
Alnna Bible SIUIIY. TUesdaV---1:38 PJD.
Bible StUdV, TUesd&J...- ......u--······- 7 p.m.
I Can De All Thinas llnlUI Christ Which
Strenotherreth MI. Pbililllllans 4:13

REV. OSCAR JOHNSON, JR.

Pastor/Teacher

Wednesday: 5:30P.M. Free Tutorial
6:45 P. M. Adult &Youth Mid Week Service
Email Us At:
sijministries @aol.com

NEW BEGINNING CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD, INC.
3613 N. 23rd St. ** Tamr.a, FL 33605

(813) 247-3055- Church • {813) 613-4600 - Cellular
Email: bishopandrews@live.com

SERVICE TIMES

Sunday School - 10 A. M.
Moming Service · 11 :30 A. M.
Evet1ing Service -.7:30 P, M.

B!ble Studv - :uesday Evening
Btble Band- 7.30 P. M.
Th1,1rsday

1St And 3rd

Worri~n's .

~YPWW- 7:30 P.M.

· · · · - 7:30 'P. M.

Mission Statement:
"A Church of the inner city
reachingout to the community
by ministering to the
whole man."

sunday School io A.M.
Sunday Worship Seryices
11 A.ftt Evening Sei'Vice.6' P.M.
Wedne,sda'y:
Bible Study 7 P.M.
·

Friday

Y9uth'·Eva~:~Qeli~t Night
7P~M.

.

Outrea::h MinistrY:

f-.t)AHCOMMUNrrY JNCJ

HOUSEQf=ivoiA
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Local

Sisters In FellowshiP FeedinaMinistrvlanates-Shaes
Last month, Sisters in
Fellowship, founded by La
Patterson, was able to bless
God's people with new and
barely used shoes, as well as
winter shirts for men. The
items were donated by
Deacon L. lillie and Taft
lillie.
The ministry continues to
feed the people through the

assistance of others with
financial support. The ministry is grateful to the Slater
family and · Palm River
COGIC, Elder Willie
Fowler, pastor.
The next feeding is slated
for Sunday, February 26,
.2012, 12 noon along Lily
White Ct. in Tampa Park
Apartments.

One of the many dedicated
cooks, G. Fagan.

TAFI' (TU-LU) ID.I.IE

••.Donated shoes

.

~

JAMES BlACK
. . .selected 2 pairs of shoes

Brothers RoJps and Brooker deliver the food for the cooks.
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Bilingual· Event: EnCJiish/Spanish
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~~~1 Take •HART
for FREE to die Event.

HART
www.goHART.org

CENTER~

BankofAmerica.
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Scholarships Available For Students Oll·ow-lncome Families

ri
a:

Step Up For Students is a
c(
:E nonprofit organization that
> administers the Florida Tax
c( Credit Scholarship for low~ income students (K-12). The
LL scholarship program was create d by the
Florida
Legislature in 2001, and is
fun ded by corporations that
receive a dollar-for-dollar tax
credit for their contributions.
Many families still don't
know the option exists, but
Florida has the nation's
largest scholarship program
for children who want to
attend a private school and
can't afford it.

This year, Step Up For
Students is providing K-12
scholarships to roughly
38,ooo low-income students
who attend 1,150 different
private schools across the
state. The scholarships, which
are worth more than $4,000
to attend a private school or
$500 to cover transportation
to an out-of-district public
school, are made possible by
a 10-year-old state law that
gives companies full tax credits for their contributions.
Companies have contributed more than $900 million to date, providing

' approximately 218,000 scholarships. Families who qualify
for the free or reduced-price
lunch program may qualify
for the ~cholarship program,
too.
The student must either
be entering kindergarten or
first grade or have attended a
Florida public school the pre-

vious year. The income
requirements vary by the size
of the household. Once a student's eligibility is verified,
the parent has the freedom to
choose any one of more than
1,350 participating private
schools across the state.
Step Up For Students
scholarships are awarded

based on income, not academic performance and are
first-come, first served.
Parents can apply on-line at:
www.StepUpForStudents.org.
Parents or guardians who
have questions can call1-877735-7837 or send an e-mail
to: info @stepupfor-students.org.

Sale Thursday, March 1thru Saturday, March .3

Free Groceries For
Those In Need
>
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Prosperity Outreach,
Incorporated and The Walk
Assistance Center is about
helping people in need,
regardless of gender race,
ecmiomic status, or educa.
background,
.
They are also con(!erned
with connecting with. comunities, and one way of
doing that is to provide
once-a-month assistance to
all in need, and assist in
providing non-perishable
food, clothing, and opportunities for drug and alcohol
rehabilitation.
The drug and rehabilitation services are offered at
The Walk Church, 8619
North 40th. Street~ and for
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CORNELIUS HAMILTON
"BigBru"

1499

more information, contact
Outreach
Pastor,
Cornelius, at (813) 9657796, or Pastor Ricky at
(813) 988-48678.

Isale
Optimum Care Salon
Collection Shampoo
13.5 oz.

1

I
i

I

1I.549.
.
sale ·
ISoft &Beautiful Relaxer Kits
Regular or Coarse
13.5 oz.
Wniog: r.lowdrlclicoll.....,lblllidaldn
._,..,~winiiJIOn.,.;;.,.

COVERGIRl

399
sale
·Fantasia Hair Stylers
6to 16 oz.

buy 1get 1
•

•

•

499

399

50~.

sale

sale

sale

Soft &Beautiiul Just for Me! Luster's Pink Smooth Touch
No-Lye Relaxer Kit

New Growth Relaxer Kit Regular

Wlnilg; F*wdrlclicoll....,~l'llldllli!

·~ r.lowch:llonsc.tYrt>l'llldaldn

ond.,..,ilftalion, ........ .,....,.

ond_,..,ilftalion,"*lnlklvon.,.r;..y.

COVERGIRL Queen
Any face, eye or lip cosmetic
*Of equal or lesser price
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Larrv Familv 60th Familv Reunion
The Larry Family held
their 6oth Annual Family
Reunion on Monday, January 2, 2012. Normally, the .
family gathers on New Year's
Day, January 1st. Since the
date fell on Sunday and most
of the family attends church,
the gathering was moved to
Monday.
The reunion celebration
was held at Eureka Springs
Regional Park. Coordinators
for the 2012 event were
LaMarcus W. Larry, Sr.
and his wife, Bobbie M.
Larry.
The Larry Family originated with Parris (Parris) and Susan (Suckey)
Larry, which produced generations of successful ministosassa, Mayberry Cemetery,
ters,
farmers
and
which is now listed in Seffner
businessmen.
because of redrawn boundAccording to documents,
ary lines.
Parris and Susan had one
Many of those who atdaughter, Minerva and sevtended the reunion were
eral
sons:
Charles,
· newcomers.
Ministers
George, · Conner (CarJohn and Annette Larry .
mack), Dock (Doctor),
and several from their immeFoster (Forrester), John
diate family attended.
Wesley and Hemith.
The family dined on a vaThe family lived in sevriety of soul food dishes and
eral cities in Florida, finally
desserts.
settling in Thonotosassa. The
Certificates 'Yere prefamily gave 3 acres of prosented · to LaMarcus and
perty to the community for
Bobbie Larry for hosting
the first cemetery in Thonothe reunion; Zahkeya

Renea Branch, the first
baby born in Hillsborough
County January 1995. She is
now 17 years old. Awards
also to: Carl Larry, Sr., the
oldest male present (88);
David Ethan Gordon,
youngest male present (4-1/2
months old); Anna Larry
Eccles, the oldest female
present (86); Kamarie
Aragon, youngest female
present (9 years old); SSgt.
Cecil and Dorcas Gordon
and family traveled the farthest distance
from
Clarksville, TN.

From left, siblings Pauline Larry Grant, LaMarcus.W. Larry, Sr.,
Anna Larry Eccles and Carl W. Larry.
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-- -- -OOL DISCOUNT:
:_ ~ON ALL ~ILY PLA~

:1

FAMILY PLAN 1

~ ·

FAMILY PLAN 2

10 IllS. ClliCken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
10 IllS. ClliCken orumstlcts .
5 lbs. Ground Beef
.
3 IllS. Stew Beef ·
5 lbs. Chicken leg ouarters · S
IllS. Ground Beef
5 lbs. End Cut Pork Chops
s tbs. Uncle Jolin's smoleed sausage
31bs.Oxtalls
Sibs. Bacon
2 lbs. stew Beef
S IllS. Center Cut Port< CllOPS
5 lbs. TUrkey Wings
s IllS. Oxtails
S Pes New Vort< striP
5 lbs. Pigs Feet
FREE Dozen a,arge eggs
FREE 12 Pack canned SOda

*52~99
FAMILY PLAN 3
5 lbs. Chuck Steak
5/lbs. Cube steak
s lbs. crouna Beef
5 lbs. Fresh Neck Bone
5 tbs. Chicken leg Quarters
. 5 tbs. 'T\.111(ey Wings
5 lbs. TUncev Necks
s lbs. Beef Liver
5 lbs. Chicken Winos

•
•
•
•
•

1 Case Baby .Ribs
.
51bs. Un~e,John's Sausage
·
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Count..Y·Style Ribs
51bs. Chicken Drumsticks

Plus2BBQ
Sauce

FREE

•
•
•
•
•
•

· : :·~:::;~~~~=0~;,~~n1.es~ ..
3 '1bs. Chicken Wings • 21bS. Ground Beef
4 lbs. Gl:.izards
• 2 lbs. End Cut Pork Chops
4 lbs. Leg Qu~rters
'·
4 lbs. Drumbsticks
4 lbs. Turk~y Wings
4·1bs. Turkey Necks

FAMILY PLAN 4
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
s lbs ..Chicken Drumsticks
5 lbs. Leg Quarters
3 lbs. Chicken Gizzards
s lbs. Chicken Pepper steaks

FREE 1 Whole Chicken

FREE 1 Whole Chicken

*16.99

*31.99

FAMILY PLAN S

FAMILY PLAN 6

3 lbs. end cut Pork Chops
2 Whole Chickens
3 lbs. TUrkey legs or Wings
3lbs. Spare·Ribs
3 bs. Fresh Neck Bone
3 lbs. Chicken Wings
3 lbs. t..ean Oxtail
1 Whole Fresh Pork
ShOUlder t6 lbS. AVQJ
FREE 1 Dozen Eggs

5 lbs. Chicken leg
Quarters
2 Pes. New York Strip
3 lbS. End Cut Pork Chops
3 lbs. Chicken Wings
3 Ips. Ciround Beef ·
5 lbs. TUrkey Wings
· s lbs. Fresh Neck Bone
SibS. Rice
FREE 1 DOzen Eggs

*52.99
• ~ · ·~~ smol<ecl' ,.eck:.HOnRAI

'123.99 ·.·

. '43.99

FAMILY PLAN 7

FAMILY PLAN 8

3 lbs. Ciround Beef
3 lbS. End Cut POrk ChOPS
3 lbs. Chicken Leg
Quarters
3 lbS. Chicken \Mngs
3 lbs. cube steak

5 lbS. Chl<:ken Leg
ouarters
s lbS. Chl~en \Mngs
5 lbS. TUrtcey \Mngs •
5 lbS. TUrkQV Neclcs
SibS. Oxtail
5 lbS. Fresh Nedc Bone
SlbS.ptgsFeet
FREE 1 DOzen Eggs

FREE 1 Whole Chicken

*31.99
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Chicken:
Olive Oil No-Stick Cooking
Spray
1 tablespoon Pure Olive Oil
1/2 teaspoon oregano
1 teaspoon minced garlic
1 whole chicken, rinsed with
neck and giblets removed
Salt and pepper

T~~ ..

Gravy:

1/2 cup cold water
1/4CUpmilk
1 package chicken gravy mix
1/2 teaspoon oregano
1 teaspoon minced garlic
1-1/2 teaspoons fresh lemonjuice

Expand your culinary cuisine and take your family
and friends on ajourney by adding a Mediterranean
inspiration to your everyday meals with these
recipes.
~
Ripe vegetables, fresh.herbs and fragrant spices
c all lend vibrant, bold flavors to mouthwatering
ii:
u.. meals that are worth lingering over.
~
This is what Mediterranean cooking is all about.
Ill(

~
Q
en
w

DIRECTIONS: Heat oven to 400°F. Spray a shallow roasting pan with rack with nostick cooking spray.
Mix oil, oregano and garlic. Brush mixture over entire chicken. Season chicken liberally with salt and pepper. Place in prepared pan, breast side down; let stand 30 minutes.
Turn chicken breast side up.
Roast 65 to 70 minutes, basting occasionally. Chicken is done when meat thermometer registers 170°F or when juices run clear when thickest part of thigh is pricked. Trans{er chicken to carving board; tent with aluminum foil. Allow to rest 10 minutes.
Skim grease from the pan drippings. Place 1/4 cup skimmed pan drippings into small
saucepan. Add water, milk, gravy mix, oregano, garlic and lemon juice to pan. Cook,
stirring constantly until gravy thickens.
Carve chicken. Place on serving platter.
Steam some fresh asparagus with a little fresh lemon juice.
Serve with warm lemon-garlic gravy. Garnish with lemon slices.
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Coma 'rasta 'rha navors of the Caribbean!

Authentic Jamaican Food!
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Limit6d Time W/This Coupon
Expires: 3/16/12
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CHICKEN & WAFFLES $5 • FISH & GRITS
Fresh Homemade In House

Red Velvet .Cake • Sweet Potato Pie
Sour Cream Pound Cake • Banana Pudding
I - - - - - - - B E S T PRICE IN TOWN

$1

Hotdogs
Now

-------1

$3 Jum:~:dog $ 3 s~~~!;~h

1\\ap\a
snapper
\(\09 f\Sh

ENTREES

Fresh From The

• Jerk Chicken
·Jerk Pork
• Curry Chicken
·Curry Goat
·Ox Tails
• Brown Stewed
Chicken

Fish Cooked
To Order

SEA

Biscuits For Breakfast

*FRESH HOT*
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER
COOKED TO ORDER

I

2NDSCAFE

'r'"

3320 E Osborne Ave. • Tampa, FL

N

813~239-3040

,

ext 3

mail.com • Fax 866-912-7550

www.ginjabaycafa.com

•cannot be combined with any other offer

Appetizers

Desserts
• Curry Shrimp
• Grilled Shrimp Spicy Jerk
• Shrimp/Bok
Wings
Choy
• Jerk Shrimp Healthy Starts

WE CATER TO YOUR NEEDS
WE DELIVER

m

Sandwiches .

:::c

~==t===============================:--;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:-1 _~

Med.U-erv~L~

Lcw~<9LiNlV<9wCci/Get

Witfv'B~ CLV\dt To-wu;tt-~

11-pound box
linguine pasta
1 tablespoon salt, or
to taste
1/2 cup Extra Vrrgin
Olive Oil
2 pints grape
tomatoes (4 cups),
cutin half
1 tablespoon minced
garlic
2 tablespoons red
wine vinegar
1 teaspoon crushed
red pepper flakes
Salt and pepper to taste
18 to 20 basil leaves, cut in thin strips
3/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese, plus additional for
garnish
DIRECTIONS: Heat 6 quarts water to boiling. Add pasta and
salt. Cook for the minimum recommended time on package directions. While pasta cooks, prepare sauce.
Heat olive oil in large skillet on medium heat. Add tomatoes and
garlic. Cook and stir 2 minutes or until tomatoes are soft. Remove
from heat. Stir in vinegar and pepper flakes.
Drain cooked pasta. Add to skillet. Cookand stir 1 minute or until
pasta is coated and hot. Remove from heat. Season with salt and
pepper. Stir in basil and cheese. ·
Serve with additional cheese, if desired.
Add some fresh garlic bread~ too.

Witfv tl~WRLcottcv

Baking Spray with Flour
1-3/4 cups All Purpose Flour
1-1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon grated orange peel
1 tablespoon culinary lavender,
crushed, plus additional
1 to 2 tablespoons for garnish
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper
2/3 cup plain yogurt
3large eggs
2/3 cup Pure Olive Oil
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
3/4 cup heavy cream
3 tablespoons honey
3/4 cup ricotta cheese, at room temperature

~

~

:I:
1\)
1\)

0

~

1\)

DIRECTIONS: Heat oven to 350°F. Spray a 9 x 5-inch loaf pan generously
with baking spray; set aside.
Combine flour, baking powder and salt in a small bowl. Whisk together
sugar, orange peel, lavender and pepper in a large mixing bowl until evenly
distributed. Add yoggrt, eggs and olive oil; continue whisking until smooth. ~
Whisk in vanilla. Add flour mixture and gently whisk in until just combined.· 0
Scrape batter into prepared pan. Bake 55 minutes or until a toothpick inserted :::c
in center comes out clean. Cool in pan 5 minutes; remove from pan.
·
Whip cream with an electric mixer until soft peaks form. Add honey and
continue to whip until stiff. Add ricotta cheese, a dollop at a time, and beat z
until fluffy. Slice cake. Top slices with honeyed ricotta and sprinkle with Iaven-
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.3Surprising Reasons
• Exams, Cleaning & Flings
• Cosmetic (llollding, Veneers)
• Crvwns (Caps) & Bridges
• Partials & Dentmes
• Extla:tion
• Implant Restuiatiotts
ANGEU.A TOMUNSON, DDS, PA
GAL C. MCDONALD, DDS, MPH

wak-lns & Emergencies VVelcome
Most lnsl.ranceAcoeJied
Senior Citizen Disca.n1s

Tampa • (813) 209-0338
3911 N. Boulevard (1 Blk South Of W. Dr. MLK Blvd.)
www.tomlinsondentalcare.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention & Educati
Extractions
Crowns & Bridges
Dentures
Partials
Root Canal Therapy
Repair & Relines
*Gold Crown (ReaQ

Available
*Patient_ Relaxation

Confidence Begins With A Beautiful Smile!
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Fnendly Personal Care
Most Insurance Plaris Accepted
Zero Down Payment Plans Available
Flexible and Affordable Monthly Payments
Family Discounts
BRACES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN

\r_Villiam F. Marsh, DDS, PA
Preferred Orthodontist For Over 30 Years

Now Accepting New Patients,
Walk-Ins Welcome
We Take Medicare, Tricare,
BCBS, Aetna, Cigna
United Healthcare
And Many More.
DI
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1.
The Antioxidant
Benefits
of
Collard
Greens. As an excellent
source of vitamin C, betacarotene, and manganese,
and a good source of vitamin
E, collard greens provide us
with 4 core conventional antioxidants. But the antioxidant support provided by
collard greens extends far beyond the conventional nutrients.
2.
Collard Greens'
Anti-Inflammatory
Benefits. AB an excellent
source of vitamin K and a
good source of omega-3 fatty
acids (in the form of alphalinolenic acid, or ALA), collard greens provide us with
two hallmark anti-inflammatory nutrients. Vitamin K
acts as a direct regulator of
our inflammatory response,
and ALA is the building block
for several of the body's most
widely-used families of anti. inflammatory
messaging
molecules.
3· Collard Greens And
Cardiovascular Support.
Of particular interest here
has been the isothiocyanate
(ITC) sulforaphane, which is
made from glucoraphanin (a
glucosinolate) found in collard greens. Not only does
this ITC trigger anti-inflam- .
matory activity in our cardiovascular system, it may also
be able to help prevent and
even possibly help reverse
blood vessel damage.
4· Collard Greens and
Digestive Support. The
fiber content of collard
greens-over 5 grams in
every cup_.:_ makes this cruciferous vegetable a natural
choice for digestive system
support. You're going to get
Bs% of your Daily Value for
fiber from only 200 calories'
worth of collard greens!
5· Other Benefits. Current and potentially promising research is underway to
examine the benefits of collard greens in relationship to
our risk of the following inflammation-related conditions: Crohn's disease,
inflammatory bowel disease,
insulin resistance, irritable
bowel syndrome, metabolic
syndrome, obesity, rheumatoid arthritis, type 2 diabetes,
and ulcerative colitis.

America lias a drinking problem. No, not
booze. . I'm talking
about soft drinks. The
average American guzzles 44.7 gallons of the
sweet stuff every year.
Not sure what 44-7 gallons looks like? It's
about what you'd need
to fill a small kiddie
pool.
Fact #1: Soda fattens up
your organs. Drinking nondiet soda leads to dramatic
increases in dangerous hardto-detect fats.
Regular-soda drinkers can
experience dramatic increases in harmful hidden
fats, including liver ·fat and
skeletal fat.
And don't think switching
to diet varieties .will save you
from harm: Artificial sweeteners and food dyes have
been linked to brain cell
damage and hyperactivity,
and people who drink diet
soda have a higher risk of developing diabetes.
Fact #2: Soda contains
flame retardants. Some soda

G1veunsoda

brands use brominated
vegetable oil-a toxic
flame retardant-to
keep the artificial flavoring from separating
from the rest of the liquid. This hazardous ingredient-sometimes
listed as BVO on soda
and sports drinks-can
cause bromide poisoning symptoms like skin lesions and memory loss, as
well as nerve disorders:
Fact #3: Many American
soda brands are 's weetened
with high-fructose corn
syrup, a heart-harming manmade compound derived
mainly from genetically engineered corn.
The problem? Genetically
engineered ingredients have
only been in our food chain
stnce the 1990s, and we don't
know their long-term health
impacts.
Case in point: Some recent
findings suggest that geneti. cally engineered crops are
linked to digestive tract damage, accelerated aging, and
even infertility!

SHEEHY ANKLE &FOOT CENTER OF TAMPA BAY
Take Care Of Your Feet And They Will Last A Lifetime!

NEW Laser AntiFungal Treatment

Most Insurance
Accepted

• Diabetic Foot Care
& Shoes
• Anti-Fungal Nail
Polish
• Ank.le & Foc;Jt Pain
• Corns, Bunions,
Hammertoes

Medicare, Blue
Cross, Blue $hleld
State of Florida,
CIGNA, T_ri<;:are,
Humana, .
UnitedHealthCare,
. Charriplls

,Dr. Paul lawrence

Sheehy,Jr., .

. Med!c;lne a S~!'fiery Of
The Foot. a Ankle
Podiatrist
Board Certified • Diplomat, Acade111v wo·und Management

812 W. Dr. MLK

Blvd. Ste. 101 •

813-872-8939 I

Tampa, FL 33603.

www.TampaFootDoctor.com

- -·r.t UROLOGY-- ·
·Jeffr9' B. Starling, M.D.
Board Certified Jn Urolof¥

New Tampa Urolog, PA
5332 Primrose Lake Cirde • Tampa. FL 3364:7

Telephone: 813.558.9091 • Fax: 813~866~8

.Dr. Starling looks foTWard to continuing. to.serve his .
existing patients and to providing. medi(:al care to new.·
patients In Nevv Tampa Urology. P.A. .
.

000314Tm-01
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6 Reasons Salle People Don1 Gel Sick
Here are 6 easy-to-follow
tips to steal from people who
don't seem to get sick:
- 1. They Wash Their
Hands - Over and Over.
2. They Sleep Well.

$ They Have Friends.

4· They Take Cool
Showers.
5· They Control Their
Stress.
6. They lift Weights.

Is The Cure In The Sauceil
a top source of oleic acid, an
omega-9 fatty acid that is
converted during digestion
to
oleoylethanolamide
(OEA), a hormone that helps
keep brain cells healthy.

Cinnamon

Here ar.e the top '.sauces
n''.spices to alw:ay.s hav:e on
hand:
Ketchup
Benfjit: -I..owers risk of
cardiovascular disease.
Daiiy Dose: . 3-4 tablespoons
How It Works.: Lycopene
- a powerful antioxidant in
ketchup · - may slow_the
process ithat leads to athero:sclerosis.
The researchers also
'fo:tm:d. tbat Qrganic ~etchup
had the highest levels of vitamms A, C, .and E.
BuckWheat Honey
Ben~fit: Fjghts aging
Oaity_ ·Dose: 2-4 tablespoons
How ·It Wo.r ks: Dark
honey like buckwheat or
· blueberry contains the most
antioxidants. Antioxidants
protect: cells from the damag~ effects of free radicals
and may reduce the risk of
heart disease, cancer, cognitive dedline., and macular degeneration.
'
Rosemary
Benefit; Eliminates foodborne carcinogens
Daily - Dase: 1-2 tablespoons
How It Wonks: Rosemary
minimizes or eliminates carcinogens formed when cooking some foods.
Hor.serndish
Benefit: Detoxes your
body .
Daily Dose: 1./4 teaspoon
How It Wonks: Glucosinolate~, compounds in the
roots and leaves leaves of the
horseradish plant, can increase your liver's ability to
detoxify carcinogens and
may .suppress the growth of
existing tumors.
Olive Oil
Benefit: Boosts long-term
memory
Daily Dose: A few tablespoons
How lt Works: Olive oil is

-Top 5 Esseodai-OilsJorBiack·Skin--

1. Bergamot Oil is
loaded with antibacterial,
anti-inflammatory and drying properties and ideal for
spot treatment for existing
blemishes and oily skin.
Bergamot oil is an excellent
natural antiseptic and is excellent in skin care products
because it instantly starts the.
healing process.
2. Chamomile Oil is
strongly ar-omatic, with a distinct scent of of apples. It
soothes your skin, lessens
and elimin~tes stress and is
excellent
for
eczema,
wounds, burns and congested or stressed skin. Applied externally as a wash or
compress for skin inflammations, it immediately begins
to heal skin and .soften the

skin.
3· Tea Tree Oil is not
just soothing and disinfecting; it is capable of penetrating into the lower skin layers
with its anti-inflclmmatory
· and disinfectant qualities.
This makes tea tree oil excellent in skin care and personal
hygiene.

4· Lavender Oil is helpful with acne, dermatitis,
eczema, sores, spots, and
wounds. This is one of the
few oils that can be used
straight on the s~n, but use
. common sense with the use
of any essential oil:
5· Clove Oil is a very potent essential oil that bas
burning and purifying properties. In its pure form it is
very irritating and should be
blended with a carrier oil
Oike jojoba oil) before being
applied to the skin. This
soothing oil is one Of the bCst
oils for spot treatment
acne. When diluted, clove oil
can be applied to the skin to
treat newly forming or exist~
ing breakouts because it acts
veiy quickly.

Benefit: Stabilizes blood
sugar levels
Daily Dose: 1 teaspoon
How It Works: The spice
enhances insulin sensitivity,
so it allows you to use-more
of the glucose in your blood,
keeping blood sugar levels
. stable. Adding cinnamon to a
. carb-heavy or starchy dish
may also help stabilize blood
sugar after you eat, she adds.
Keeping levels stable minimizes sugar highs and lows,
and for those with diabetes,
it could mean needing less
insulin.

Black Pepper
Benefit: Guards against
cancer
. Daily Dose: To taste
How It Works: Piperine, a
compound in black pepper,
may help interrupt the selfrenewing process of cancerinitiating stem cells.
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Hot Sauce
Benefit: Curbs appetite
Daily Dose: A few dashes
How It Works: Eating just
one meal that contains capsaicin - the compound that
gives hot sauce and chile
· peppers their heat....:. not only
reduces levels of hungercausing ghrelin but also
raises GLP-1, an appetitesuppressinghormone. Other
scientists found that people
who drank capsaicin-spiced
tomato juice before each
meal over 2 days ingested
16% fewer calories than
those who drank it plain.
Sauerkraut
Benefit: Eases digestion
Daily Dose: 1/2 cup
How It Works: Sauerkraut is full of probiotic bacteria such as Lactobacillus
plantarum which can help
relieve the gas, stomach distension, and discomfort associated with irritable bowl
syndrome - and may improve the quality of life in up
· to 95% of those with IBS.
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EDUCATING. INSPIRING. CIIAIIGIIIG PERCEPTION.
People with HIY are fathers. pndn~CJtb~~rSt· ~ and neli"boiis;
are people you p195 on the street.and people you meet. And they INMt :~!i::
i~t chaacleiistic in common with uull: ltley are human bel•:'

-.·

The Faces of HIV PfOiect offers~~ look It f'lorldl.residents
HIY and AiDS~ c:aptfVatiftc po;traits. insiahtfullnteNifrJws .. I)(Millrit'
journal writine. To -.tell their stories, ~ their jlu:nals and.tn
mobile a1 exhtbit schedule, visit w.mllll*ltMtchar....cbiWfl-.
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FYI

What Is AHome Equitv
Love is the condition in
which the happiness of
another person is essential to your own.
-Robert Heinlein
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Empowered greetings.
Did you know that love has a
language of its own? Each of
as individuals also have a love
language of our own. We all
have a primary way that we
express love, as well as, a primary way that we interpret or
feel love.
Although there are endless
ways to demonstrate love,
Dr. Gary Chapman author
of The 5 Love Languages®,
says no matter what way we
show or receive love, it falls
into one of the five categories
listed below. Words of affirmation: If ·
this is your love language,
nothing says "I love you"
more than compliments and
positive words affirming you~
Verbal attacks and negative
words leave a lasting impressiononyou.
Quality Time: When a
person should give you their
undivided attention you
receive this as a way of saying "I love you."
Neglecting to listen to you
and cancelled or delayed time
together causes your heart to
ache.
Receiving Gifts: Your

love thrives on receiving
thoughtful gifts of love. Don't
mistake this as materialism.
It is the gesture of the gift
that makes you feel appreci-:ated, acknowledged and
loved. Missing special occasions could contribute to you
feeling anguish.
Acts of Service: When
someone performs a burdensome act for you, what you
are hearing are the words, "I
love you." However if you create more work for them they
feel you don't care.
Physical Touch: This is ·
the love language of touchyfeely people. Physical touch
like hugs and pats on the
back say "I lovt you."
Neglecting to do these things
can be disastrous to a relationship.
Experience the power of
love. Build happier and
healthier relationships in
marriage, with your children,
friends, and coworkers by
learning to communicate in
the other persons love language.
To contact Selphenia
Nichols-Simmons, Email:
thequeenofsuccess @yahoo
&QID.. Follow her on twitter
@queenofsuccess1 and on
Facebook:
Selphenia
Nichols or call 813-9560185.
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Line 01 Creditil
· A borne equity line of credit is a way to access your
borne equity, which is the
value of your borne minus
any mortgage balance.

Post-convictions motions
are not appeals but they are
very similar. Post-convictions motions generally fall
into two categories: 1) a
motion to correct an illegal
sentence or 2) a motion for
ineffective assistance of
counsel. This article will discuss ineffective assistance of
counsel motions.
In federal court a motion
for ineffective assistance-of
counsel is commonly known
by judges, lawyers and
defendants as a 2255
motion. In state court a
motion for ineffective assistance of counsel is commonly referred to by judges,
lawyers, and defendants as a

z

ALL Mortgage
QUESTIONS MAY BE
MAILED TO:
Yolanda Y. Anthony
P.O. Box 21472
Tampa, FL 33622

When you apply for a home
equity loan, you can be
approved for a specific
a~ount of credit, which you
can use for any purpose. A

What Are PostConvictions Motionsil
Part I

borne equity line of credit is
different from a second
mortgage, where you get a
loan for a fixed amount and
have regular mortgage payments. Instead, a borne
equity loan .can be used
when you need cash, and is
paid off based on bow you
use your line of credit.

3.850-motion.
ute ineffective assistance."
A former Miami prosecutor in the 1990's, attorney
Mark J. O'Brien is now a

federal and state criminal
defense lawyer located in
Tampa, Florida. Mr.
O'Brien handles criminal
trial and cri~inal appellate
and post-conviction matters
in all federal and all state
courts in Florida and
throughout the United
States. He can be reached at
O'Brien . Hatfield, PA,
Baysbore Center, 511 West
Bay Street, Suite 330,
Tampa, Florida 33606, via
his direct phone line at (813)
228-6_988, via einail
at mjo@markjobrien.com or
on the internet at www.markjobrien.com. ·

(813) 237-4496
1936 E. HILLSBOROUGH
TAMPA, FL 33610
• PREPARATION OF
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL ·
TAX RETURNS
• ACCOUNTING SERVICES
• AUDIT OF NON-PROFIT/
PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
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• REPRESENTATION
BEFORE THE IRS
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Gfoxx3699@aol.com

YES! Even You Can Possibly Get A TAX REFUND!!!

•MDC.

Walk Ins & Appointments Welcome
Don't Get
With The Drama!

Keep Your Benefits/II

BARBAS Nu~Ez SANDERS
]BmER&HoVSEPIAN
ATIORNBYS AND COUNSELORS Kf LAW

INJURED or ARRESTED?
Jimmie Butler ·
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Kath•rlne Agllano

*Automobile Accidents
*Motorcycle Accidents
*Slip and Fall
*Wrongful Death
*Boat/Jet Ski Accidents
*Defective Products
1802 WEST CLEVELAND STREET
*All Injury Claims

TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606

*Traffic Tickets
*DUI
*Misdeameanors
*Juvenile
*Records Sealed/Expunged
*Workers' Compensation
* Wills, Trusts & Probate

813-254-6652
Free Information Concerning Qualifications & Experience Available Upon Request The hiring ot an anorney Ia an Important doctslon
that should not be baase<l solely upon advertisements. Batora you daclda, ask us to sand you tree wrlnan Information.
·
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A Woman In History
The month of March is
nationally known as
Women's History Month.
Shaw-Nuf salutes Mrs.
Val Demings, a woman
who served 28 years with
the
Orlando
Police
· Department during which
time she served for 3-1j2
years as the Chief of Police.
Demings was the first
woman, in the City of
Orlando's history, to serve
as Chief of Police. She is a ·
strong advocate for social
justice and is actively
involved in her church.
Among the numerous organizations in which she
serves and/or supports are:

LINKS, NAACP and Delta
Sigma Theta.
Demings is a graduate
of Florida State University.
She is married to Orange
County· Sheriff Jerry
Demings and they have three sons. For an opportunity to meet Demings, visit
the B Street Community
Service Center, 230 B Street
in Lake Wales on Thursday,
March 8, 2012. For further
information,
contact
Wanda Howard at (863)
678-3176.
CORRECTION
Agency To Hold
Expo For Teens
Last week, this writer

wrote that this year's Polk
Works What If Expo will
be held at the Lake Mirror
Center. The correct location ·
is the campus of Polk State
College.
Please accept my apology
for any inconvenience or
confusion that this may
have caused for you. For
further information about ·
the expo, please call Arlalia
Wesley .at (863) 508-2918.
Happy Birthday .
. Shaw-Nuf Talk extends
belated 'Happy Birthday'
wishes !o Lakeland lady
Quonshae Johnson, who
celebrated her natal day on
Febru;:1ry 28th! Hope that
your day was all that you
wanted it to be! Smoochez!
Happy FOURTH BIRTH. DAY to Lady Quonshae's
beautiful daughter, Little
Miss
Ja'Myla
K.

Lattimore, who will celethe years, you have shared a
brate her 4th natal day on
wealth of Black history
March 6th.
throughout the communiWishes for a HAPPY
ties of Polk County and
BIRTHDAY also go out to
abroad.
Little Miss Dariasija
Thanks for your dedicaJenkins (March 7th) , her
tion to educating our communities and your honor for
brother, Master Darrion
Jenkins (March 8th), and
· our ancestors and history.
Keep up the greatwork!
to Belinda McDonald, of
Lakeland, who will celebrate
her natal day on March 8th.
Belated happy birthday
Shaw-Ntif Talk wants
wishes are extended to for- ·
mer Lakeland lady Shirley
to hear from you. Share
Shabazz, (Feb. 24th) and
your exciting news and/or
Lakeland lady Camellia
photos of your celebrations,
Smith, (Feb. 25th).
special events, birthdays,
an-n iversaries; weddings,
May the Lord continue to
. bless each of you with many,
family reunions, church. or
community events, etc .,
many mor~ birthdays!
with the readership oLthe
Shaw-NufShout.:.out
Florida
Sentinel
Bulletin and Shaw-Nuf
This week's Shaw-Nuf
Talk by sending an ·e-mail
Shout-out goes out to Polk
to: shawnuftalk@yahooCounty lady LaFrancine
.com or .calling (863) s13Jackson-Burton. Over
8437.
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5852 NORTH DALE MABRY,
2 MILES NORTH OF RAYMOND JAMES STADIUM

888-201-7031

Photos are for i-llustration purposes ·only. ©1996-2012 Autonation, Inc.
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11 Men Charged With
Street Gang Terrorism
In Georgia

'Bronx Gulag'
Keeps Defendants
In Jail For Years
Before Trial

CARL HENLEY
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Police say that from top left, Deontvious Dewberry, 18,
Tobias Keyundra Parker, 17, Shonderrick Jamall Williams, 23,
Anthony Lamar Parks 19, But Khari Miller, 17 and Decorius
Williams, 17 are affiliated with a gang called the Ratchet Boys.

Under a new law that targets known gang members,
all suspects were charged
with street gang terrorism
and aggravated assault. They
are: Khari Miller, 17;
DecQrius Williams, 17;
Jotavious Brownlee, 17;
Darryl Smith, 21; and
Robert Harps, 20, of the
Southside Gang.
Six other suspects and the
two juveniles were charged
with aggravated assault,
street gang terrorism, marijuana possession, and marijuana possession with intent
to distribute.

GEORGIA - Nine men
and two minors have been
arrested for street gang terrorism in Spalding County,
Georgia after vehicles used in
a shoot-out were located by
sheriffs deputies.
Shots rang out in the
Amberwood subdivision on
February 20 and when
Spalding County deputies
responded, wjtnesses gave
them descriptions of the vehicles. Ac~ording to Sheriff
Wendell Beam, bullet holes
riddled . the vehicles and
drugs and weapons were also
found.

Whoever
says
the
American justice system is
the best in the world needs to
have a sit-down with Carl
Henley, who nearly lost his
leg to an infection during his
2-1j2 year wait in Rikers
Island on a gun charge for
which he was later acquitted.
The wait time for a defendant to resolve a case by trial
in the Bronx is 988 days,
according to numbers from
last year. That figure beats
wait times in New York City's
other boroughs.
More than 70 Bronx homicide suspects arrested in
2008 or earlier were still
awaiting trial as of Dec. 1,
court records show.
At least nine of them had
been in jail - and ordered
held without bail - five years
or longer.
"It's wrong to treat people
this way," s·a id C~l Henley,
28, who was recently acquitted.
.
"They let you rot in there
because so many people have
cases older than yours."
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Third Student Dies In
DeadiV Shootin·UAt
Chardon High School
CHARDON, OH - A third
student has died after being
shot at Chardon High School
on Monday.
Demetrius Hewlin
passed away this morning.
His family made the following statement:
"We are very saddened by
the loss of orir son and others
in our Chardon community.
Demetrius was a happy
young man who loved life and
his family and friends. We
will miss him very much but
we are proud that he will be ·
able to help others through
organ donation. We ask that
you respect our privacy during this difficult time."
Five students were shot at
Chardon High early Monday
morning by a student gunman, who witnesses have
identified as 17-year-old TJ
Lane.
The shootings occurred

DEMETRIUS HEWLIN

just before the start of classes
Monday morning around
7:40AM in the area of the
school's cafeteria. Lane
reportedly opened fire, shooting five students.
Three of the shooting victims, 17-year-old Russell
King, Jr., 16-year-old
Daniel Parmertor and
Demetrius Hewlin, all
died at MetroHealth Medical
Center.

No One ·aelps Cariacked
86-Year-Oid.

Aaron Brantley, an 86year-old African-American
World War II veteran, is resting in Detroit, after a daylight
carjacking attack left him .
with a broken leg. What'-s
worse? As Brantley writhed in
pain, people walked, by, and
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OFFICE OF PATRICIA DAWSON,

AARON BRANTLEY

Criminal Defense, Family Law &
Personal Injury
Cypress Point Office Park

505 East Jackson St. Suite #303
Ba.r risten Building .
Tampa, FL 33602 * (813) 387-7724

•BANKRUPTCY
Stop Forec:loscae & Creditor's Harassment .
•REAL. ESTATE
LAW .
'
•FAMILY LAW

10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618

(81~)

3.86-5730

Former Hillsborough CoWlcy
Prosecutor-Depuiy Chief
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Arrested and Concerned

About Your Legal W•nh«",' 11
Call Tanya Dugree

.illiam J. ~urplfg

(813) 418-5253
Payment Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHECK

"CALL RICKY'' ·
''ASK RICKY"

WORKERS' COMPENSATION

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

CIVIL SERVICE I UNION GRIEVANCE

BANKRUPTCY

Injured? Need a Doctor?
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-Chapter 7 ($500 _P lus Costs)

CALL RICKY
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Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24

• FREE Consultation
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RICKY E.
WILLIAMS
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813) 223-12 (10

ignored the elderly man.
Brantley, a retired
Chrysler plant worker andAir
Corps veteran, .was pumping
gas into his new car at a BP
gas station.
According to Brantley, all
of a sudden, he was pushed to
the ground from ·behind and
robbed of his new Chrysler
sedan, a replacement for a
previously stolen vehicle. The
fall broke Brantley's leg,
forcing him to crawl across ·
the gas station's lot until an
attendant helped him.
"I noticed whe.n I was
crawling to the gas stati~n,
people were walking past me
like I wasn't there," Brantley
said. "I said,. Lord, have
mercy. ·
Au.thorities were alerted
but were late in arriving to
the scene, so a customer
' drove Brantley home.
Ambulances met Brantley at
his residence and took him to
a nearby hospital for treatment. Hours later, a man
found Brantley's car and
Bible, which had his phone
number inscribed on the
inside. The car was left abandoned on tbe city's East Side,
missing its wheels and radio.
Even though his children
have urged him to move from
his beloved city, Brantley has
refused. ·
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Notice of Public Hearing
A public hearing will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master, pursuant to Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05, beginning at 6:00p.m., March 19,2012, at the Board Room,
2nd floor of the County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available for public inspection in a master file maintained by the Development Services Department,
the Board of County Commissioners and the Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this matter
must submit same to the Hearing Master at the public hearing before him/her. The recommendation of th~ Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen (15}
.
.
.
working days after the conclusiQn of the public hearing.
The review of the Zoning Hearing Master's recqmmendation by the Board of County Commissioners of Hillsborough County shall be restricted to the record as defined in
Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-o5, unless additional evidence and/or oral argument is permitted pursuant to the terms of the ordinance.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE ZONING. HEARING MASTER OR THE GOVERNING BODY
REGARDING ANY MATTER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBUC HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE
PROCEEDINGS ANI;> FOR SUCH PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT WILL INCLUDE THE
TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be obtained by calling the Deve1opment Services Department at (813) 276-2006 or 272-5920.
"11
r/
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS
0
)
:u
Petition SU 12-:0278-ER (AB), filed on 01/25/2012 by Hillsborough Park, LLC, represented by Jenny Gribbin, of. 501 E. Kennedy Blvd., # 1700, Tampa, FL 33602, ph
813-222-2034, requesting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 2-COP (Beer and wine for sale and consumption on and off the licensed premises}. The
property is 7,850 sq. ft ± and is presently zoned AR. It is located in all o~ parts of Section 08 Township 27 Range 21 or Hillsborough River State Park-15402 N. U.S. Hwy 301 .
U)
m
Petition SU 12-028G-CW (AB), filed on 91/26/2012 by Zarella Y. Barsallo, represented by Cepas Tapas, of 5350 W. Village Dr., Tampa, Fl33624, ph 813-298-5291, requesting a
distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 2-COP (Beer and wine for sale and consumption on and off th~ licensed premises) . .The property is 1,750 sq. ft. ±
::::!
.and is presently zoned PO (74-0004).1t is located in all or parts of Section 06 Township 28 Range 18 or 5350 W. Village Dr.
Petition SU 12-0282-CW (AB), filed on 01/26/2012 by MISCI, lLC, represented by Engelhardt, Hammer & Assoc. Inc., of 4343 Anchor Plaza Pkwy.,# 220, Tampa, FL 33634,
rph 813-889-8100, requesting a distance separation Ylaiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 4-COP (Beer, wine and liquor for sale and consumption on and off the licensed
cm
premises (package sales)). The property Is 14,276 sq. ft. ± and is presently zoned Planned Development PO (81-o279). It is located in all or parts of Section 16 Township 28
rRange 1~ or 10428-10442 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.
Petition SU 12-0283-RU (LE), filed on 01/26/2012 by QGS ~velopment, Inc. represented by Jesus· Merly, of 1231-5 Wycliff Pl., Tampa, FL 33626, ph 813-404-8872, requesting
::::!
a Special Use Permit for a Land Excavation. The property is 266 ac ±and is presently zoned AR, RSC-6, & PO (97-o315). 1t is located in all or parts of Section 01 Township 32
Z
Range 18 or NIS of Shell Point Rd., 3/8 mi W/0 19th St NW.
C
Petition SU 12...()284.-CW, filed on 01/26/2012 by Bernie. O'Brien, represented by Kammi Corbettt, of 100 N. Tampa St, # 2700, Tampa, FL 33602, ph 813-225-4121, requesting a . ~
separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 4-COP-X (Beer, wine and liquor for sale and consumption on the licensed premises). The property is 5,761 sq. ft. ±
(ii
and is presently zoned PO (90-01 19). His located in all or parts of Section 34 Township 27 Range 18 or 15435 N. Dale Mcibr:y Hwy.
Petition SU 12-o301-EL (AB), filed on 02/03/2012 by Genesis Group, of 3910 US Hwy. 301 N., # 140, Tampa, Fl33§.19, ph 813-620-4500, requesting a distance separation
C
m
~r for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 2-APS (Beer and wine sold in sealed containers only for consumption off the licensed premises). The property is 14,880 sq, ft.± and is
present~)' zoned PD (92-oo56). It is located in all or parts of Section 12 Township 29 .Range 19 or SW cor of M.LK. Blvd., & US Hwy 301.
m
:u
REZONING REQUESTS
-1
~ RZ 12-01C&PR, filed on 11/1612011 by Dominic Notaro, represent~d by Evelyn Bbaz, of P.O. Box 6424, Brandon, FL 33508, ph 813-758-8495, requestin~ a zone change
c
from RSC-6 to.RDC-6. The property is 1.39 ac ±and is located in all or parts of Section 23 Township 29 Range 19 or 605 S. 70th St.
m
U)
Petition RZ 12-0125-CW, filed on 11/23/11 by Paul and Janice Short, representedhyTodd Pressman, of P.O. Box 6015, Palm Harbor•. FL 34684, ph 727-804-1760, reqlie$ting a
zone change from RSC-6 to PD. The property is .70 ac ±and is located in all or parts of SectiOn 35 Township 27 Range 18 or SW cor of Bearss Ave. & Northwood Village lane.
~
Petition RZ 12..0128-RU, filed on 11/23/11, by Thomas J: Schreiber, represented by Michael Brooks, Esq., of 4830 W. Kennedy Blvd., # 475, Tampa, FL 33602, ph 813-443-5345!
)i.
requesting a zone change from PO to RSC-4. The property is 25.67 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 06 Township 32 Range 19 or SIS of 19th Ave. NW, 400' W/0,1st
St..NW.
Petition RZ 12..0189-USF, filed on 1212012011 by Bay Gardens Retirement Village LC, represented by Jim Stutzman,. of P.O. Box 320323, Tampa, FL·33679, ph 813-831-6600,
requesting a zone change from RMC-20 to PD. The property is 1.88 ac ±and is located in all or parts of Section O? Township 28 Range 19 or SW cor of E. 124th Ave. & N.
15th St.
Petition RZ 12..0196-SFN, filed on 12/21/2011 by Charles E. & Louise W. Springer, represented by Engelhardt, Hammer & Assoc. Inc., of 4343 Anchor Plaza Pkwy.,# 220, Tampa,
FL 33634, ph 813-889-8100, requesting a zone change from PO (08-1961 & 06-1681) to PD. The property is 76.9 ac ±and is located in all or parts of Section 05 Township 29
Range 20 or NW cor of Bryan & Williams Rd.
··
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Petition RZ 12-G275-RU, filed on 01/25/2012 by David B. Wiles, represented by K2 Engineering, Inc., of 7804 US Hwy. 301, S., Riverview, FL 33578, ph 813-677-Q706,
requesting a zone change from CG to Cl. The property is 1 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 08 Township 32 Range 19 or EIS of 1st St. SW., 900' S/0 S. R. 674.
MAJOR MODIFICATION REQUESTS
Petition MM 11..0706-CW, filed on 07/21/2011 by 3101 lake Ellen Lane, lLC, represented by Vincent A. Marchetti, 625 E. Twiggs Street # 100, Tampa, FL 33602, ph
813-318-5700, requesting a major modification to increase the number of single-family lots. The property is 12.35 ac ±and is presently zoned PO (04-0279}.1t is located in ali or
parts of Section 10 Township 28 Range 18 or 300' W/0 Paddock Ave., at end of lake Ellen lane.
Petffion MM 12~W. filed on 12/22/2011 by Jam Multi-Family Development LLC, represented by David M. Smith, of 401 E. Jackson St., # 2200, Tampa, FL 33602, ph
813-222-5010, requesting a major modification to allow multi-family as a alternative use. The property is 56.3 ac ±and is presently zoned PO (OS,.0338).1t is located in all or parts
of Section 11 & 12 Township 28 Range 17 or S/0 dead end to Olive Jones Rd., 1, 100' S/0 Gunn Hwy.
Petition MM 12-:0201-EL, filed on 12/22/2011 by Alexander D. Raine, represented by Daniel L Frigge, of 950 Walnut Ridge Dr., Hartland, WI 53029, ph 262-369-3578,
requesting a major modification to allow additional tractor trailer parking & maintenance facility with fueling. The property is 4.58 ac ± and is presently zoned PO (85,.()215). It is
located in all or parts of Section 35 Township 28 Range 19 or SEcor of Hanna Ave., & Pine Grove Rd.
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
ABANDONED VEHICLES LEFT AT
TAMPA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

a:u.

Notice is hereby given that property abandoned at Tampa International Airport will be sold by public
outcry as provided by law on Saturday, March 10. 2012 at 9:00 A.M. if not claimed by the rightful
owner thereof.
Such public auction will be held at the Tampa Machinery Auction, Inc., located at 11720 US Highway
301 North, Thonotosassa, Florida.
- THE FOLLOWING VEHICLES WILL BE offered for sale by competitive bidding AT THE TAMPA
MACHINERY AUCTION , INC. , and will be sold to the highest bidde~:
'
IMP#
963
1115
1264
1265
1287
1292
1336
1338
1341
1350
1361
1376
1377
1393
1405
1433
1466
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YEAR
1995
1994
' 1995
2002
2002
1999
1997
.2001
1998
2005
1998
2000
1996
1997
2000
1995
1998

. COLOR

MAKE
TOYOTA TERCEL
YAMAHA MOTORCYCLE
CHRYSLER CIRRIUS
SATURN
· DODGE CARAVAN
JEEP WRANGLER
. HYUNDAI ELANTRA
TOYOTA CAMRY
MAZDA 626
FORD FOCUS
FORD F-150
FORD EXPLORER
CHEVROLET CAVALIER
MAZDA PROTEGE
CHEVROLET
LEXUS 4 DR
CHEVROLET P/U

RED
WHITE.
BLACK
GRAY
WHITE
SILVER
SILVER
RED
LT GREEN
SILVER
WHITE
WHITE
RED
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE

DATE
ABANDONED

VIN#

JT2EL55D3S0006165
JYA3HHE06RA067671
1C3EJ56H3SN588659
1G8ZK52752Z114884
2B4GP44362R515807
1J4FY49S1XP458916
KMHJ F24M9VU584728
4T1 BG22K31 U115535
1YVGF22DXW5688670
1FAFP34N55W293160
2FTZF1727WCA64850
1FMZU62XOYUA44881
1G1JC524XT7105206
JM1 BC1414V0117550
1GCFG25MXY1193826
JT8GK13T6S0077154
1GCEC14WXWZ145164

7/21/2011
2/10/2011
6/1/2011
6/11/2011
6/17/2011
6/17/2011
8/22/2011
8/23/2011
8/27/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011 9/20/2011
9/21/2011
9/30/2011 .
10/5/2011
10/25/2011
11/7/2011
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The Hillsborough County Aviation Authority/Tampa Machinery Auction, lnc. , reserves the right to
m
::::» remove any veh icle from the auction at any time and to reject any or all bids. Vehicles will be sold "AS
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IS" AND WITHOUT ANY COVENANTS OR WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE ON THE PART OF THE
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY/TAMPA MACHINERY AUCTION , INC. VehiCles will
be on display from 7:30 A.M. to 9:00 A.M . on the d?Y of sale.
Questions concerning the sale may be addressed to Lori Lowenthal at 813/870-7855 no later than
2:00 PM on Friday, March 9. 2012, or the Tampa Machinery Auction at 813/986-2485 on March 9. 2012,
before 5:00 P.M .
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Notices will be posted at the Tampa International Airport Impound Vehicle Storage Lot located at 4812

z

W. South Avenue, Tampa, Florida, and in the Administrative Office lobby areas on the third floor ot'the

(§

- International Airport, 4160 George J. Bean Parkway, Suite 2400, Airport Administrative Offices and
Conference Rooms, 2nd Floor, Red Side, Tampa, FL 33607.

m Main Terminal and second floor of the Airport Administrative Offices and Conference Rooms at Tampa
a:

Notice of Public Hearing
A public hearing will be held by the Land Use Hearing Officer,
pursuant to Hillsborough County Land Development Code, beginning
at 1:30 P.M., on March 19, 2012, at the Board of County
Commissioners Board Room , 2nd Floor of the County Center, 601 E.
Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear thEl following requests :
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal
descriptions are available for public inspection in a master file
maintained by the Development Services Department and the Clerk
of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons
wishing to submrt testimony or other evidence in this matter must
submit the same to the Hearing Master' at the public hearing before
him/her. The decision of the Land Use Hearing Officer wiJI be filed
with the Clerk within fifteen (15} working days after the conclusion of
the public hearing.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION
OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE LAND USE HEARING
OFFICER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING ANY
MATTER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC
HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY-WILL
NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH
PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO. ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT WILL INCLUDE
THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL
IS TO .BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be__
obtained . by calling the Development Services Department
at (813} 276-2006.
VARIANCE REQUESTS
Petition VAR 12-0218 TNC, Christopher J. & Marcia T. Zampino
requesting a Variance to required setbacks for property located at
7111 Hazelhurst Ct., zoned RSC-6.
.
Petition VAR 12-0244 BR, Garfield & Victoria G. Riley requesting a
Variance to minimum distance for community residential home for
property loc?ted at 741 W. Wheeler Rd ., zoned RSC-4.
Petition VAR 12-0247 KO, Evelyn K. Meyer requesting a Variance
to allow an Accessory Dwelling on Legal Non-Conforming Lot for
property located at 18617 Jiretz Rd., zoned AR.
Petition VAR 12-0261 RU, Florida Home Partnership, Inc. requesting ·
a Variance to setbacks for mechanical equipment for propertY .
located at 190!} Peaceful Palm St. ; zoned PD.
Petition VAR 12-0266 BR, Raymond G. Savone requesting a
Variance to the Brandon SR 60 Overlay _District Standards for
property located at 702 E. Brandon Blvd., zoned CG.
Petition VAR 12-0269 CW, Misci, LLC requestif)g a Variance to setbacks for property located at 10931 N: Dale Mabry Hwy., zoned PD.
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FOR RENT
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1701 Julian Lane Drive

1 Bedroom Apartment
$550.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

No Deposits! - FREE Rent

Clair Mel .

TMLEASES.Com
813-221-4457

4/2 Central A/C

USF Area
13050 North 20th Street

0

HOMES FOR RENT
Move In Specjals!

Call (813) 241-4158

I

II

Apartment/Room

Room- $120.00/Weekly
Includes Utilities
Age 55 And Up Preferred

m

I

Spacious 2 Story
2 Bedroom Townhome,
Free Water
Free Washer/Dryer
With Lease
1 Month Free Rent
Great Location
Section. a Ok
Only $685.00
Call 813-220-3633

1 Bedroom Apartments
$100.00/Deposit
Starting At $375.00

3417 Lindell Street
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Includes Laundry Room
Central A/C, WDH
$950.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit
Call (917) 604-8285
(718) 669-2704

Burglar Bars, Very Clean
402 E. Amelia Avenue
Very Clean, Security Bars

TradeMark Group
(813) 221-4457

Tile Floors, Fenced Yard

Plus Deposit
(813) 391-7046

Rent: $ 1250.00

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH, Fenced Yard
Available March 1st
Call (813) 770-2003
(813) 735-5295
(813) 713-4055

1 Bedroom Apartment

$550.00 Monthly

Refrigerator, Range
Section 8 Only

APTS. FOR RENT
55+ Community

Washer Dryer Hook-Up

..

I

Deposit: $ 500.00

Very, Very Quite

Section 8 Welcome
Harold- 813-293-2677

I

APTS. FOR RENT
$99.00 Move-In Special
Section 8 Welcome

I

Bright And Clean
100% Remodeled
Beautiful Layout
2 Bedroom Apartments
$675 Moves You In! ·
813-221-2120
Oak Gardens
11717 North 14th Street
(14th Street And Fowler)

North Tampa And_
Temple Terrace Area
Angie's Apartments
1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments .
WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee
Section 8 Welcome
813-915-9787 '

Se Habla Espaiiol
Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
Call (813) 971-5254
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

REQUEST FOR BID

As a result of being unable to effectuate certified mail notice to
violators of the City Code, notice. is hereby given that a Tampa
Municipal Code Enforcement Hearing Master has scheduled a
public hearing on March 14, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. to
hear the belo'!V listed cases which are in violation of the City
of Tampa Code. Information listed below describes the case
number, property owner(s), violation address, code section
violated, and legal description of subject property in that order. The
hearing will· be held in City Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, City Hall,
315 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, Florida. Affected property owners will
be given the opportunity to. discuss the alleged
violations.
Should anyone have any que~tions regarding these cases, please
call the Office of the City Clerk at (813) 274-7286.

As a result of being unable to effectu~te certified mail notice to
violators of the City Code, notice is hereby given that a Tampa
Municipal Code Enforcement Hearing Master has scheduled a
public hearing on March 21, 2012 at 9:00a.m. and 1:00 p.m. to
hear the below listed cases which are in violation of the City
of Tampa Code. . Information listed below describes the case
number, property owner(s), violation address, code section
violated, ·and legal description of subject property in that order. The
hearing will be held in City Council Chambers, 3rd Floo~; City Hall,
315 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, Florida. Affected property owners will
be given the opportunity to discuss the alleged violations. Shouid
anyone have any questions regarding these cases, please call the
Office of the City Clerk at (813) 274-7286.

Competitive sealed bids will be
received by the .Southwest
Florida Water Management
District, Brooksville, Florida,
and
publicly
opened
on
March
28,
2012
at
2:00 p.m. for:

Please note that if any person decides to appeal any decision
made by the Code Enforcement Hearing Master with respect to any
matter considered at the meeting .or hearing, they will need to ensure
a verbatim record of th:e proceedings is made, which record includes
the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.

· Please note that if any person decides to appeal any decision
made by the Code Enforcement Hearing Master with respect to any
matter considered at the meeting or hearing, they will need to ensure
a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes
the testimony and evidence upon which the app~al is to be based.

CASE I 11·16036
HALL, STEPHEN
1918 W. SAINT CONRAD ST., TAMPA, FL
· SECTIONS: 19-233,19-234 & 19-138
BOUTON AND SKINNER'S ADDmON TO WEST TAMPA
LOTS 9 AND 10 BLOCK 18 AND N Y.t VACATED ALLEY ABuTnNG TO SOUTH

CASE I 11-G8523
HOF,DENNIS
101 N. 22ND ST, TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-26
EAST TAMPA BLOCKS 1 TO 42
LOTS 13 AND 14 BLOCK 20
190666.0000

1n661.oooo
CASE I 11·17127
FERRER, FRANCISCO J.
FERRER,

LETICIA C.

911 W. WATERS AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-26, 19-49
ELPORTAL

6 AND 7 BLOCK 4
98489.0000

CASE I 11·18014
BONEWIT, JAY L
BONEWIT, GINA
2319 W. NORTH B ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-231
MIDWAY
LOT9BLOCK5
169188.0000

LOTS

CASE I 11·22369
TAYLOR, ANDRE
307 EL CUFTON ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 1"9-231
AVON SPRINGS

CASE I 11·111629
WILUAMS, GARY D.
MCI'ARLENE, MISTY
2503 W. GRAY ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-26
WEST PINES REVISED MAP
LOTS 15 BLOCK 9
168450.0000

'

MCELWANEY, JUSllN LEE

3305 W. MORRISON AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-47
LOT 15 BLOCK 8
118178.0000
CASE I 11·22432
HYMAN, ANDREW M• .
814 S. LOIS AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-233
WOOD GROVE
THEN~ OF THE FOLLOWING DESC PARCEL:

THE S 11 .FTOFW 88.58 FTOF LOT 10,
LOT 11 & W 36.58 FT OF LOT 12
119834.0000
CASE I 11-23463
TORO,JUAN
RIVAS, EDITH
.3211 E. 9TH AVE., TAMPA, FL

CASE 111·20195
GILLIS & COMPANY LLC

175810.0000

C/0 GILLIS, RODERICK J. (REG AGT)

CASE .I11·25678

COQE SECTIQNS: 13-43, 13-45

1704 W. GRACE ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49 & 19-50
BENJAMIN'S 2ND ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA
LOTS 1, 2 AND 3 BLOCK·19
178221.0000

WILMA
LOT 32 AND W Y.t CI.OSED ALLEY. ABUTTING ON EAST .

CASE I 11-201117

, SAINT-LO.UIS, WILSON

LUCIEN, ESTHER
8121 N. EDISON AVE., TAMPA, FL

101363.0050 .

WAYAND, RENE

24211 W. PROSPECT RD~ TAMPA, FL
CODE SECTIONS: 13-43, 13-45 (a) (2), 13-45 (a) (3)
NEW SUBURB BEAUTIFUL

W Y.t OF LOT 75 AND LOT 76
117589.0000

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES . ACT AND SECTION . 286.26, FLORIDA
STATUTES, PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES NEEDING SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING SHOULD
CONTACT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT LEAST FORTY-EIGHT
(48) HOURS PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE MEETING.
INTERESTED PARTIES. MAY APPEAR AND BE HEARD AT
SAID HEARING.
SHIRLEY FOXX-KNOWLES
CITY CLERK

BLICATION DEADLINES

ues~dav Edition

- Thursday @ 12:00 RM.
Friday Edition - Monday @ 1·2:00 RM.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
- $10.00 • 1-20 Words And 60$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
.
This Price Is.Each Time You·Publish Your Ad

SECTIONS: 19-46 & 19-50
BENJAMIN'S 2ND ADOITION TO WEST TAMPA
LOT 4 AND E 9FT OF LOT 5 BLOCK 19

178222.0000

CASE# 11·15752

SECTIONS: 19-231 & 19-232
BENJAMIN'S 2ND ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA
LOT 10 BLOCK 6

177985.0050

PLUM, KURT R.
CODE SECTIONS: 5-105.1, 5-104.3, 5-108.4
SEMINOLE HEIGHTS OF NORTH TAMPA
LOT8BLOCK2

164619.0000

NAPOLES, BERNARDO
RODRIGUEZ, lORA
113W.NORTH ST, TAMPA, FL

.r -

under "View. our solicitations on·
DemandStar" or "Alternate View
of our Current Solicitations."
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Florida Water · -1
. District,
237'9
Bro<id
~treat,
Brooksville;
m
rFlorida 34604-6899;
Procurement@ WaterMatters.org;
:::::r:::
352-796-7211, ext. 4132; or in
c
Florida: 1-800-423-1476, TDD
ONLY 1-800-231-6103.
Southwest
Management
Procurement, ·
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Anita Hoover·
Buyer2
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APTS. FOR RENT

NORTH PARK ANNEX
W11 FTOFLOT617ANOLOT616
183559.0000
·cASE I 11·251127
JACKSON, SELMA
2308 E. 11TH AVE., TAMPA, FL
CODE SECTIONS: 5-104.3, 5-108.4, 5-105.1

CASEJ11·~

BAKER'S ADDITION
E 7\4 FTOF LOT 2 & W 25 '!4FT OF LOT 3
BLOCK 1
.
188953.0000
CASE I 11·25930
R. WADE WETHERINGTON LVG TRT 12·2~
%R WADE WETHERINGTON TT
3316 W. SAN JUAN ST., TAMPA, FL
CODE SECTIONS: 5·104.3, 5·108.4, 5-105.1 ·
PALMA CEIA PARK A RESUB OF BLOCKS
66, 87, 72, AND 73
LOT 8 BLOCK 72
126563.0100

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT AND SECTION 286.26,
FLORIDA
STATUTES, PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES NEEDING SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING SHOULD
CONTACT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT LEAST FORTY-EIGHT
~48) HOURS PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE MEETING.
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY APPEAR AND BE HEARD AT
SAID HEARING.
SHIRLEY FOXX-KNOWLES
CITY CLERK

zm

Bl hHp:llwww.walermattars.org/procurament

CASI!I11·2114183

STEPHENS, DEBRA DEONE
2405 W. "STATE ST., AlB, TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS.: 19-46, 19-49 & 19·50
WEST PINES REVISED MAP
LOT 22 BLOCK 1
168323.0100
CASE 1111·20592
STEPHENS, DEBRA DEONE
2406 W. STATE ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49 & 19·50
WEST PINES REVISED MAP
W ~ OF LOT 3 AND LOT 4 BLOCK 4
168366.0000

~

en
m
z-1

The Request for Bid may be
through
the
·Distric;:t's
Internet
website

~1 N. BRANCH AVE., TAMPA, FL

CODE SECTIONS: 5-104.3,5-108.4,5-105.1

·CASE I 11-20225
IIOIIEJio, JOSE R.
ARRUEBARRENA, MII.AGROS C.
23311 W. ARCH ST., TAMPA, FL

::D

ob~ained

1701 W. GRACE ST., TAMPA, FL

CASE I 1:HI0300
liVERS, LOUISE ESTATE OF

.,

r0

GOLF VIEW PLACE

SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49
POWEU:S ADDITION
LOT 2 BLOCK 10

LOT 5 BLOCK 20 AND N Y.t OF CLOSED ALLEY ABU1T1NG ON SOUTH

161348.0000

CASE I 1.1·221118

RFB 1203 DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS BLDG. 2
CARPET REPLACEMENT
MANDATORY PRE-BID
CONFERENCE/SITE VISIT:
March 14, 2012, at 10:00 a.m.
at Southwest Florida Water
Management District
Brooksville Headquarters,
HAD Training Room,
Building No. 2, Room 251,
2379 Broad Street, _
Brooksville, FL 34604-6899.
Vendors intending to submit a ·
response.must be represented
at the pre-bid conterence.
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Bedroom_Ap~rtment

$550.~/Montnly

::D

.

B

~·

$550.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 849-3265 ~
Looking ·For An Apartment
·To Call Home?
W~ispering

Hills ·

Apartm~nts

612 Bass Court .
Dunedin, Florida
Taking Applications For: .

1 Bedroom
.$451.00- $485.00

2 Bedrooms
$476,00 -·$513.00
3 Bedrooms
$574.00

$513.00~

Call (727) 733-2169
For Income Guidelines
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I R.OOM·SfOR RENT' I

Section 8 Only

Available Room For Rent

0 Deposit
$1 00.00 Move-In Special

In Ybor H'eig,hts At:

>=
~

Linda's Daycare Center
3402 32nd Avenue

TA'MPA PORT AUTHORITY
INVITATION TO BID (ITB) No. B-Q02-12
CRUISE TERMINALS 2 & 3 SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS
PROJECT NO. 12-Q2011

a:

u.

Phone (813) 778-8455

1000 East 26tlill Av,emllle·
VPK Teacher. Needed
Must Have CDA

The Tampa Port Authority (TPA) is soliciting sealed bids from
qualified contractors interested in the installation of security
bollards at Cruise Terminals 2 and 3. The contractor will provide
labor, equipment, material, and consumables to perform the work
identified in the bid specifications.
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Call (813) 234-3399

.

Experienced, Licensed
Barbers Wanted

· SO/Parsons
Brandon Area
can {813) 217-2462

.

Blessed Beginnings
Preschool Academy

Questions concerning -this ITB should be directed to Donna ·
Casey, TPA Procurement Dept. (813) 905-5044, by email at
. dcasey@tampaport.com, or by fax at (813) 905-5050.

(8113;) 598'4262

Call 813-477-7734

Special' -· l!J'ni.v.ei!Sity' Alr~a
Ami Size Ro<Diilill

II ROOMS FOR RENT II

$400.00 Ome· M'om1b 01\\Jl.Y
SiRgfe, Mbst ~e

[) ~lllQJIFfiee

In Quiet Building At
2913 North 15th Street
Tampa

& Part Time Positions

Stop By Or Call Henry ·

Staff Credential

(813) 727-0151

R'o om for Rentt

llil' Nice ff:Ome
30 'tfear,s Ofi Plge & Ol'd eli
Must Have Sfeadr rncolilile
$1'001JiJOMaekL)(I

Please Email

West Tampa

Or Call 813-247-4466

-II APTS. FOR RENT

II

DUPLEXES

II

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL SERVICE ·.
New Employment
Opportun ities

II

·ACCOUNTING CLERK II

$1.OOl_(i)OfDepos[t

$29,036
3610 N. 55th Street #A
ENVIRONMENTAL
TECHNICIAN II

1

3 Bedroorn/1 Bath

WaterNard Service Included

CHA, WDH
$750.00/Rent

Rent $700.00

$500~ 00/Deposit

Robert (813) 381-Q062

$~4,752.
1

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR Ill
$24,876

Section 8 OK
Grant Park Area
(813) 546-4287
2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
A/C and WID Hopk.:Up

II

EFFICIENCY

3714 GaiTraWay Street
$55o.oo A Month

II

Call (813) 610-4518
1 Bedroom Efficiency
8723 12th Street Apt. #A

Cathedral Ceilings
Bay Windows

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath Duplex

Nicely Furnished .
- TV, Utilities Included
Weekly-Bi-Weekly-Monthly

CHA, W/DH
$550.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

Must See To Believe

can (813) 451-1568
(813) 451-1776

(813) 789-3574
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Jim (813.) 237-11&110.
Beverly (813) 2-35-793'4·

Full Kitchen, Furnished

Jeanette (8113~ 230-677o

$80.00-$100.00
Weekly + Deposit

Ybor Heights

Call (813) 476-8748

Large Fur!ilislhed Roolilils
$120.00 - $1.40 ..00MeeMy-

Central @ 1-275

Deposit Plus Securi~
Plws 11 Week: Rerit

A/C, yable, Phone

Cable W. lai:mdr;y;

Queen Beds,

?iiilgl'~ .Dnig Free
Must Be Elililtpf<r)yed

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit .

(81 ,3) 598-4262

HEAD START I EHS CENTER
COORDINATOR

Seffner

PRINCIPAL INTERNAL
AUDITOR
$61,110
UTIU.TIES MAINTENANCE
. WORKER TRAINEE
$19,905
See our web site at
' http:tlwww.hccsb.org or visit
, our office· at: · 601 E. Kennedy
Bowlevard, 17th Floor, Tampa,
FL Preference in initial apt.
will be given to eligible vets &
' eligible· spouses of vets. ·
..

Room For Rent
No Drugs, CHA

~-

-=-~·-- ~--~

__........_.__

Busch Gardens Alieal
Large $it25J1lO.
SmaiU$11115·.00
Weekly Plus De.J!li\lsit: _
Christiam PeliSoo Pnefer,nedl
M"ust Be ElllilliJioyed On

Share Kitchen And Bath

Recei.vimg, Bemetifs
No•Dwwg,s OwSlililokeliS:

$130.00/Weekly

Fuwmisliredl

Mr. Austin

{81:3) 46.50031

(813) 362-1618
Miss Sarah (813) 270-4047

f727l 7li&2:789J
Busch Gamens Aliea

Large 125.00/Weekly

PrantCitJ'

$125.00/Deposit

Fai'r •Gmunds

Small Room
$115.00/Weekly
$115.00/Deposit
Older Adults Preferred

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
COME WORK WITH USI
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer

No Drugs Or Kids Allowed

AAIEEO Employer

813-431-1310

Fwmishedl. CHA. W/;D. Cab(e

An.I!Jtilities-Paidl
Next

To Bus [..foos

Qwiet Neigfrlloomooo

Must Be Employed

$120LOOM'eeJdy

Or Receiving Benefits

Pliiwfe' Emtr:amee

--....----..-.....-.:::::--~

_ . . . . . _. . . 111t:.

can {8·1~3~ 2~7-4724

$100.00 And Up 'weekly

FIRE RESCUE TRAINING
·OFFICER
$57,283

$35,838

IES ._. • •

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled

8614 N. Alaska Street #A

2/1 - Nice Area

·.

Allld ElililliJ[oyedl

(CDA Or FCPCC) A Plus.

Apt#B .

~

$HJO.OO Andl Up1Weeki¥

blessedbeginningsacademy1 @gmail.com

Central Tampa
8407 North 1Oth Street

CJ

~eds

$750.00/Monthly
Includes Utilities

Is Hiring For Full Time

..J

I

Upstairs Duplex
Great Location

Queen

Kitchen, Ceiling IFaJfls
$85.00 [)eliJ.OSit.

Rooms For Rent

Firms failing to submit the required ITB Documents as outlined
on Form Bl-1 may be deemed non-responsive to the ITB. TPA
encourages the use of registered Small Business Enterprise (SBE)
firms to the greatest extent possible on TPA projects arid has a goal
of njne percent (9%) SBE participation. TPA will consider SBE
participation when evaluating the bids.
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2 1;3edroom/1 _Bath ·

AIC. Calbl.e',, PIIT.ome

$:1100.ID0Meekl¥'

(/)
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Tampa Heights

·For SaiOfL With Stable Clientele

!z·
w

a:

Hilrsborouglil1& Himes

i

z

C3

Call (813) 789-3879

Close To Everything
Cutting It Low

The ITB is available through a link on the TPA's website
· (www.tampaport.com)
and
the
DemandStar .System
.
(www.demandstar.com). Interested firms shall submit a compl'e ted I
response to the Tampa Port Authority, 1101 Channelside Drive, '
4th Floor, Tampa, FL 33602. Sealed bids are due by Wednesday,
March 28, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. at which time all bids received will be
publicly opened and read aloud.

c

w

22r0 E. Hillsborough Ave.

A mandatory Pre-Bid Conference and Tour will be held Friday,
March 9, 2012 at 2:00 p.m. in the TPA Board Room on the first
floor of 1101 Channelside Drive, Tampa, FL 33602. Prospective
bidders are required to attend.
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At Shampoo Me
Hair Salon

~
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Hairstylist Wanted

3 Bedroom, CHA, WDH
Large Backyard; Nice Area

(8>13) 47&-1286
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LAWN SERVICE
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All Junk Removal

Doors, Windows, Rails,

Furnished Rooms For Rent

A/C Cages, Gates
Males Preferred

General Welding & Repairs

Cable, Central Heat

We Pick Up Scrap Metal

Strictly No Drug Activity

"We Do Best For Less"

OTHER GUYS STEAL

Furniture, Tree Debris

MAC DADDY

Construction, Garbage

Lawn Service And

Or Anything Else

Allowed Must Be Employed

For More Information
,

Call (813) 965-5931

1\)

0

......
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YOUR HOUSE!

Complete Clean-Up

We Buy Foreclosure Homes

We Haul: Debris, Umbs

Cash In 3 Days

No Job Too Big Or Small

Call Carl (813) 495-3172

DON'T LET THOSE

. And Furniture

See Our Ad In The

Fast And Reasonable
Pl:lone (813) 245-9761

Florida Sentinel:

(813) 285-4674

East Osborne Ave. Area

'II

lde_al For Fixed Income

BURIAL LOT

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

II

813.675.7040

Furnished, Clean, Private
Double Lawn Crypt

Utilities, AIC, WID,
Security System

II

Double Bronze Marker

Call (813) 789-3574

We Buy
We PayTop Dollar For Cars,

Westminster Tranquility
Junk Cars $250.00

Section "T' - $9,600.00

5619 East Chelsea
Rooms For Rent

II · MUSICIANS . II

Need Money?

@ Garden Of Memories

Core Auto Parts
Hom~

Call (813) 574-9052

Call (813) 988-8849

Christ The Church

And Audio Equipment
In Conjunction With

Appliances & Scrap Metals

A.J. Thomas Ministries

$1 00.00/Weekly

Call (813) 77Q-7188

We Buy Junk Cars

$75.00/Deposit

II COLONGE FOR SALE II

Centra! Heat And Air
Carpet, Free Cable

Is Seeking Gospel Groups,

We PickUp

, And Trucks

Jazz Groups, Christian Rap
Groups To Participate

CALLJ.R.
Call (813) 361-6227

(813) 966-3501

Cologne & Perfume Oils
Many Types To Choose From

We Buy Junk Cars,

Free Delivery

Trucks And Vans
Call (813) 786-0876

Your Dryer

II COMPUTER REPAIR II

Not. Spin Or Heat?
Does It Squeak? I Can Fix It!

Top Notch

$350.00 Cash Minimum

MODELS NEEDED
Children Ages 5 - 12

For Most Cars, Trucks
Free Towing 24!7

Computer Services
A/C & Appliance Repair
I

Related Services

Stove, Washers And Dryers

Old Appliances And Metal

Call Prince (813) 695-4343

II

AUTO GLASS

I Buy Junk Cars

Holiday Inn ~press
· Lakeside Ballrooms

Free Pick Up Of

II
II

DNA

II

Windshields

Legal Or Personal Testing

$99.00 & Up Most Cars

Payment Plans
24-Hour Service

God Bless

Monday - Saturday

$39.00 & Up

We Buy Unwanted Vehicles

DLM-DNA Testing Services
Rob (813) 325-6529

(813) 928-2753

With Or Without Title

24 HR Service

www.dlmservicesusa.com

Any Condition, Make Or Model

Now Servicing Nationwide

We Pay Up To $20,000.00

1-888-651-5777

And Offer Free Towing

II BEDS FOR SALE II

Call Omar (813) 516-0847

II

Beds

HANDYMAN

II

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up To $1,500.00

Bunk Beds

$200.00

Small Does It All

Twin

$ 60.00

Handyman Services

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00

King

For Cars, Trucks,
Vans, Motorcycles

· $100.00 & Up

Call (813) 310-0991

·:.- <·:

Sewer Line Removal

Running Or Not

And Repair

With Or Without Title

From The Toilet To The Street

24/7

Clint Small (813) 735-3255

(813) 695-2438

• ~

•
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There Will Be Prizes

rr-

R>r Best Group· Performance
And Vocals

c
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PRODUCTS
FOR SALE

· Watkins Products
Red And White Uniments,
Vitamins, Ointments, Salves,
Various Gourmet Spices,
And ¥ore! ·

Founder
(813) 373-:-5604

Call (813) 626-5733

m

m

Or (813) 769-9635

. Or (813) 924-6255

~

0

r-

(813) 764-3968

Free Hauling - Lost Title OK

Results In 3 Days

Contact Valansiar Key

:!!

Gwen Gaddis (813) 833-7611

Call Today To Buy/Sell

For Cars, ~rucks And Vans

We Come To You!

Power Window Repair

4750 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.

r0

John C. Hayes (813) 850-5670

(813) 285-0315

CASH

Mobile Power Windows

To -Participate Please Cont&"'t

Call Eric

DNA Testing
Paternity Test

II

Saturday, April14, 2012

Tampa, Aorida

All Work Guaranteed

Fast Friendly Service

Adults

7:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M.

Up To $500.00 & Up

Call 813-695-7813

Teens Ages 13- 17 .

Call (813) 403-0800
Computer Repair And

Ice Makers, Refrigeration

Presented~

Soteria Foundidion, Inc.
www.soteriafoqnd1.org

And Vans

Call (813) 574-9052

Soteria 2012
Charity Fashion Show .

Call (813) 784-8339
Dryer Repair
Doe~

MODELS

Junk Cars

$5.00 Each Or 5 for $20.00

APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

I

In A Spring Music Fest
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Learn How To Create Wealth
Investing In Real Estate

LL

Rehab For Profit
- Build With Equity·

Rental Business
Must Have Fair Credit
· Must Have Cash To Close
Serious Inquiries Orily
Please Call Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040

~ ]I· REPAIRS II
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C9mplete Home Repairs
Experienced
C~rpenters, Roofers
Hauling

Booth Rental $75.00
For Th!'J First 6' Weeks
Join A Wonderful Team Of
Natural Hair Technicians

B'Eiegant Beauty Salon
3402 North 34th Street
Is Looking For .
Licensed Hair Stylists
Booth Rental Only
Call

Mrs~

B (813) 621-2820
(813) 965-o020 .

Mattje's
African Hair Braiding
308 East Waters Avenue
$150.00 Each
Senegalese Twist
KirJky Twist, Microsl- Plaits
$100.00

Sew· Ins

$20.00 - Blow And Go
$40.00 -- Relaxer And Go
$80.00 - Weave And Go
Call Shelia Today

::::»

$65

(813) 481-9765

z
t=
w

Micros Long Hair

$85

~nkyTwists

$65

For Natural Braids
And Extensions

en
~
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· DONTLET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
· YOUR HOUSE!

Ps~chic

Obstacles. Rest~(e. Love,
· Peace, Happiness ~ck
In Your Life Today!

Cash In 3 Days ForYour House
See Our Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.

~Plaits

$40

Sew-In WeruteS

$45

Call For Appolntm~nt
. (813)'"567-1429
Mattie's Natural Hair Care
Specializing hi Hair Care
308 East Waters Avenue
Consultation

$25.00

Balding

$40.00

Thinning

$30.00

Damaged Hair

$25.00

Finger Waves

$40.00

Wash-N-Set

$25.00

Roller Set

$20.00

Natural Relaxers

$50.00 .

(239) 810-5894
Natural Hair Reigns N Style
813-9n-1605
813-312-8883
Finger Locs $65.00
Loc Re-twist $45.00
Loc Extensions $85.00
Sew-In $125.00
Kinky Twist $125.00
Comb Twist $45.00
Hair Color $55.00
Hair Cut $8.00
Curly Twist $125.00
Now Offering Keratin
Treatments $89.00

SPIRITUALIST

Expressions Hair Studio
Sew-In
$85.00
Senegalese Twist
$100.00 ·
Relaxers, Cut-N-Color $60.00
Eyelash Extension
& Eyebrow Arch
$25.00
. (813) 322-4333
Or (813) 30Q-0404
Michelle Stylist

·. Lorraine
12909 North 56th Street
Suite #301

True Woman Of God
· Can Help You On Love,
Marriage~

Business
Sister.Maya Can Remow
Bad Luck, Evil

Marriage, Business

Great Water At A Great Price

11 · WEBU'{HODSES-

Health, ·Success

I Pay~ _In 3 Days
For Your House

Spirits ~

•

Guaranteed Help

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher
Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
. Evil Spells · .
Restores Lost Nature
Advise ·On Love/Marriage

GRIFFIN

oi POOple

Duby/Feather Wrap Weave
$50.00

-

$40.00

Full Sew- In $99.00
Walk Ins Welcome

..

'

•

Occupation@l- llc:enSe: . ihat I
Am . A ·. Legitimate · Business .
overcome
bad
luck,
evil
· .. Owner. Before You -Sell Your
influences, spells,.unatural conHquse ~o - Some .. Scrupti_lous
ditions surrounding you.
Pe~ ··~ Sur~- They. Can
Offer
You · The : · · Same .
Has your loved one changed?
Credentials.
·. · ·
Are
you
in
distress~ ·
have failed.

I can help you

Whatever the problem, I can

Some _Investors

help in one visit. Satisfcation!

Claims •.That Thex . !:'ave .The
Money To Buy Your House But
Really Do Not .

(813~ 506-9239

Come Get And Receive
What You Need No Matter
What The Situation Is
Remove Evil
Put Back Relationships ·
Prosperity : You Name It!
Prayer, Healing, Spiritual
Enlightenment And Etc.

813-sn-2971

Phillppi~ns

4:15
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
(813) 785-1996

Ma~e

False

I Aiso
. . EnCourage You. To Con5u
With Your Attorney- Before ·. Selling ·
Ytlu.r Hou~

.

Me

. II

TAx

SEfiVIC~S

Simplex Investment UC
Tax Accounting & : .
Financial Planning SerVices
(813) 333-6n3 .
(813) 3~1-:5517

Call - Come And See Nothing
Works On Mans Time, but
God's Time Don't Be Fooled

lve· Bought .Houses

Don't be discouraged if. others

Prophetess Woman .o f God

$55.00

-

From ~tly. . ·--, . . _· -

4927 83rd Street

Relaxer, Coi'ldition
& Trim $45.00

J

2. References: Phone Numbers

.Offers Special Prilyers
And Gives Luck! ·

$50.00 &·':JP

Rochelle
581 0 North 40th Str~t
. (813) 965-0485

'

Your House.
Call (407) 209-4817
For 1 F-ree Question

CALL ME TODAY!

www.facebook.com/Jorraine.ma1

Before I Buy Your House
1-Can Provide Yoo With: ~ '

1. Proof Of .funds: _PrOving I
Have The- ·Cash · To ·Buy .

When All Others Have Failed

Phone

(813) 817-8063 .

~-

.

Special Readings $5.00

Weave (Whole Head)

Dread Re-Twist

Arid Save Money Doing lt.*

(813) 379-1151
7512 N. Armenia Avenue

Micro's $100.00 & Up

Invisible Part Weave

You Can Bathe In BotUed W~ter

Spiritualist - Healer Advisor

I.

Health And Business
Specials

n.e·oittereltce!

Call Now For Answers ..
To All Questions .
817-79_7-4555

www.rehab!>erssuperstore.com

I

.,

You Are Going To Feel

Adviser ·

Removes Stress, Negativity, ·

Helps With Loved Ones

Call Arleah (813) 846-6313

·-.;.t:

t,l

Ms. Taylor Root Healing

0..
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SELL YOUR HOME

(813) 675-7040

Micros Short Hair

m
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Dominican Hairstylist
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813-9n-1&Qs
813-312-8883
Now Offering Braiders
. Classes $200.90

Call Mattie (239) 81D-5894 .

Harvey (813) 463-6492

>
w
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Now Hiring License Braiders
Or Cosmetologist

Pc:~inting

ii:w

m

Natural Hair Reigns N' Style

Call (813) 514-4100
(813) 579-8989

- Build A Positive
Cash Flow

LL

Khadyja's Has Moved To
1314 E. Hillsborough Ave.
Between 15th And 15th Street
Before Ebony's Beauty Supply.

AnyOr;te Else.
II

· Relationship .

We y&l~ Ou
, With
The ·

Com~unity And AJ>p1eciat8 The
. Continued·' Support . Over · Jhe .
Years.~ l've Helped Hundreds_Of
People ~t Casfi•Fast'FOr Thai ·
House Since Aug~• .2000, I'm
Here To ·Help Yoti And Will, Not ·
Let You,Down.

Professional. CPA

can Me_For.A

Works ~irectly With

Free Consultation:

The IRS Year Rounp ,
All Individuals And Businesses
Are Valued Customers

Kenny Rushing, President _
. Rehabber's SuperstOre,
813·6751040-Ext.11

tnc.

